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Note about  this Sam ple Version 

 
I t  is m y pleasure to provide you this free sam ple of the 2009 Rookie Scout ing 

Port folio. This 624-page, online publicat ion that  provides rankings and analysis of 

165 rookie prospects at  quarterback, running back, wide receiver, and t ight  end 

typically takes eight  months of film  study to produce. As its author, I  take pride in 

the work I  do and I  am  always t rying to m ake it  bet ter. I  love to hear feedback from  

my readers, so feel free to e-mail m e at  the address on page two.  

 

 

This sample version of the Rookie Scout ing Port folio is just  a preview. Here is what  

you will get  when you subscribe and download the complete version:  

 

 Checklists and Gam e Film  Profiles of Every Player Evaluated  

 Fantasy Overview s For The Rookie Class at  Each Posit ion  

 Overrated, Underrated, and Projects at  Each Posit ion  

 Fantasy Rankings And Historical Player Com parisons for Each Posit ion  

 A Glossary For The Criter ia  in The Posit ional Checklists 

 An Abbreviated Draft  Guide w ith Cheat  Sheets that  include: 

o  Rankings 

o  Com m entary  

o  Potent ia l Rat ing: Upside, Boom - Bust , Maxed- Out  Skills 

o  W orkout  Tim es 

 Draft  Value Charts For Trading Picks in 8 - , 1 0 - , 1 2 - , and 1 4 - Team  

Dynasty Leagues 

 

This is just  part  of the excellent  content  you will receive with a subscript ion to 

Footballguys.com .  I  am  a new staff m em ber and writer with the site, but  I  have 

been writ ing and compet ing in the fantasy football online community and indust ry for 

several years. 

 

Footballguys.com has always been a big favorite of m ine for informat ion, compelling 

discussion about  football,  and a place of great  ideas to help fantasy owners draft  set  

line-ups, and acquire players like an expert . So m uch so, I  sought  an opportunity to 

becom e a part  of the t rem endous staff of professionals who know how to m ake a site 

top-notch and keep it  fun. I  hope you take the opportunity to find out .  

 

 

Best  

 

Mat t  Waldm an 

Staff Writer, Footballguys.com  

Author, The Rookie Scout ing Port folio 

Columnist , The Weekly Gut  Check 

 

http://www.footballguys.com/
http://www.footballguys.com/
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Note: The table of contents is a series of bookm arks in the Adobe docum ent . Click the bookm ark icon to access. 

At  the end of the book is the Abbreviated Draft  Guide  designed for quick use in a fantasy draft  or as a handy 

print -and-carry guide. To access the Abbreviated Draft  Guide ,  click on the bookm arks and scroll to the bot tom . 
 

 

I nt roduct ion 

 
The 2009 Rookie Scout ing Port folio is designed to give fantasy GMs and draftniks the best  all worlds. On the 

surface, it  is an online publicat ion with rankings and analysis of draft -eligible prospects as the offensive skill 

posit ions of quarterback, running back, wide receiver, and t ight  end. The rankings and sum m ary reports are in 

cheat  sheet  form at  to give the reader a quick and convenient  overview for fantasy GMs to reference on draft  day.  

But  it  is also contains support ing inform at ion presented in m et iculous detail for those who wish to go beyond the 

general, one-  and two-paragraph sum m aries.  

 

What  makes the RSP unique is its dedicat ion to present ing its evaluat ion process and support ing work to the 

reader. I t  is a two-pronged, player evaluat ion approach that  starts with a grading report  in checklist  form at . Each 

checklist  quest ion is given a weight  value and clearly defined for the reader in the glossary of the publicat ion. This 

m ethod provides a m ore uniform  object ivity when grading players and helps the evaluator not  get  too enamored 

with one part icular skill.  Accom panying each checklist  is a play-by-play analysis profile that  notes what  was 

observed to m erit  the scores on the evaluat ion tool. I t  also provides subject ive analysis that  helps fill in the gaps 

that  m ay be m issing from a uniform  approach.  

 

The goal is to share m y views of the rookies, educate others about  the nuances of the gam e of football,  and show 

the research so the reader can conduct  their own, if they choose.  

 

 

W hy Film  Study is The Best  Evaluator of Talent  

The em phasis of gam e film  to evaluate a player is based on the philosophy shared by som e of the NFL’s best  

personnel m en in the history of the gam e such as Joe Thom as and Ron Wolf. Com missioner Pete Rozelle 

recommended Thomas to the Minnesota Vikings in the 1960’s as their first  personnel m anager. Thom as went  

against  the grain and built  a team  around scram bling QB Fran Tarkenton, a player that  didn’t  have ideal 

measurements, but  possessed far greater qualit ies that  one could clearly see on the field.  

By the early 70’s, Thom as was doing the sam e thing in Miam i. He drafted lesser regarded, Bob Griese over 

Heism an winner Steve Spurr ier, t raded for Paul Warfield, and picked Larry Csonka—a back m ost  thought  was too 

slow to be a product ive NFL runner. When the Dolphins m et  the Vikings in the Super Bowl, Thom as had drafted or 

acquired nearly all the starters on both team s!   

Form er Packer’s GM, Ron Wolf credits Thom as as a person who taught  him  valuable lessons about  the art  of 

personnel decisions. Wolf was the driving force behind the Packers acquir ing Bret t  Favre. The choice of Favre was 

one of the cornerstones of the Green Bay franchise when they becam e Super Bowl Cham pion. Wolf was convinced 

Favre was a special player, not  because what  he saw from  Favre at  the com bine, but  film  study of the future Hall 

of Fam er’s junior season at  Southern Mississippi.  

This is the Rookie Scout ing Port folio’s fourth year in pr int  and the feedback I  have received from  the first  three 

publicat ions has been excellent . I  believe you will be equally pleased with the depth and scope of the 2009 RSP’s 

analysis. Rather than only seeing a short  sum m ary based on a grading scale that  is vaguely explained, The 2009 

Rookie Scout ing Port folio is compiled to not  only give you scores, rankings, and summaries, but  also a play-by-

play breakdown of what  was observed during the gam e to arr ive at  these conclusions.  

The driv ing force of this concept  is the m ethod and form at  in which the film  is broken down and delivered. Each 

player’s gam e perform ance is scored on a posit ion-specific checklist  containing all the necessary fundam entals 

that  answer the key quest ions about  a prospect ’s potent ial to develop into an NFL starter and fantasy asset :   
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• Does the player dem onstrate consistent ly sound techniques and decisions in gam e- day 

situat ions? Hundreds of prospects fight ing for NFL roster spots have the physical talent . Dozens of these 

players im press on the pract ice field, but  when the lights com e on, the stands are packed, and the 

adrenaline is pum ping, even first  round draft  picks can fall apart .  The problem  has less to do with nerves 

and m ore to do with lack of preparat ion—long- term , daily preparat ion. The ability to react , decide, and 

execute with precision com es from  techniques ingrained through hard work. These processes become 

second nature on the field and that  ult im ately leads to success. What  happens on the field is alm ost  

always a product  of the preparat ion. Bill Walsh drilled the 49ers relent lessly on the play known as “ the 

catch.”  His players thought  the play would never work. Yet  it  was so ingrained in them  when Walsh called 

this lit t le-used, but  highly pract iced play, the team  executed it  to perfect ion when it  was m ost  needed.   

 

• Does the film  provide exam ples that  support  or  differ  from  the com bine results? The evaluat ion 

process is really nothing m ore than a recruit ing process for a lucrat ive and demanding job. The resume 

consists of things like a player’s stats, m edia guide-driven m easurem ents, and recom m endat ions from  

coaches. The NFL Com bine is an extensive job interview. The NFL runs the candidate through his paces to 

determ ine if what  is on the resum e holds up. A series of exercises designed to test  the player’s physical 

skills, intellect , and m aturity are adm inistered in a neut ral environm ent  with the intent  to provide all 

players an equal start ing point . The com bine is an im portant  evaluat ion tool. St ill,  we all know som e 

people perform  a lot  bet ter on the interview than they do on the job. This is why the gam e film  has such 

im portance. To cont inue with the recruit ing process analogy, the film  is like a port folio of work—a clear 

indicat ion of the player’s talents when put  to pract ical use in real gam e situat ions. I n m any cases, this 

leads to the next  quest ion… 

 

• Does the player t ransfer his physical skills to the football fie ld? I f a WR runs a 4.6-second t im e in 

the forty at  the com bine, the foregone conclusion to the general public is the player is too slow for the 

NFL. But  this com bine result  won’t  alarm  those that  have seen the sam e WR on film  out run a defensive 

back with a good angle and 4.3-speed, or separate from  a corner in m an coverage that  has t im ed well in 

workouts. Jerry Rice had funct ional speed—in other words, he was a m ore im pressive runner in pads than 

in shorts.  Larry Fitzgerald ran closer to 4.6 than prospects with far less skill than the Cardinals Pro Bowl 

receiver.  

 

• W hat  is the player’s com fort  level w ith physical contact? Although it  is a given football is a contact  

sport , the level of physical contact  a player chooses to deliver or receive can very great ly—even am ong 

pros. Wide receivers Todd Pinkston and Hines Ward are an excellent  study in cont rast . Pinkston was a 

highly regarded receiver am ong m any scouts because of his speed, hands, and routes. Ward was a three-

posit ion player in college who lacked both polish as a route runner and an at t ract ive 40- t im e. Pinkston 

has failed to develop into a product ive starter because he doesn’t  have a high enough com fort  level with 

physical contact . Pinkston has t rouble releasing from  press coverage, fight ing for separat ion in t ight  

coverage, or going for the ball in t raffic. On the other hand, Super Bowl XL’s MVP thr ives on physical 

contact  as a receiver, runner, and m ost  im pressively a blocker. This is a clear exam ple why hit t ing is the 

great  equalizer in football and where the film  room  takes precedence to the com bine. Most  players can 

perform  a task with great  execut ion in an atm osphere with m inim al, or no contact , the ones that  can 

execute under heavy physical contact , often illegal contact , are far fewer in num ber.  

I n-gam e com m entary accom panies each checklist  and is provided to illust rate the reasons behind the player 

score. I nstead of generically describing a player’s skill set , The 2008 Rookie Scout ing Port folio describes how 

the player failed or succeeded in perform ing each skill set  in specific detail.  The intent  is to provide you a 

fram e of reference behind the inform at ion and a clearer understanding of the overall assessm ent .   
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The Concept  Behind The Checklist  Form at  

The concept  of delivering a grade can be a highly subject ive process. Take 4-5 people with a high level of 

expert ise in a subject , and ask them  to use a num erical or let ter grading scale to evaluate an individual’s 

perform ance on a specific task. Odds are slim  you’ll even com e close to a unanim ous agreem ent  without  

establishing m ore specific guidelines all can agree upon first .   

The init ial problem  is the grading scale. Rarely do people have a clearly defined grading scale in use. For 

example, there are the typical corporate grading scales of 1-5 or 1-7 (1 =  the lowest  score and 5 =  the 

highest  score)  where the joke is no one ever receives the best  or worst  scores. People also have vast ly 

different  ideas about  the type of perform ance deserving of each grade. The differences in opinion increase 

with the range of the grading scale. Double the range from  1-5 to 1-10 and the ability to find agreem ent  

becom es exponent ially m ore difficult  and further det racts from  the apparent  object iv ity of the evaluat ion.  

When you exam ine a scout ing evaluat ion that  tells you Reggie Bush received a 9 on a scale of 10 as a 

receiver, how do you know what  the grade is really telling you? Did the evaluator watch Bush catch the ball 9 

t im es out  of 10 opportunit ies? Was it  90 out  of 100? Or was it  just  one highlight  and the way a coach lauded 

the player’s skills as a pass catcher? There can be a big difference.  

How is the category of receiving defined? Does it  include com ponents like route running, the abilit y to gain 

yards after the catch, or gaining separat ion off the line of scr imm age with a defender in t ight  coverage? All of 

these areas deserve evaluat ion otherwise the assessm ent  is incom plete and unfair.  Yet , lum ping together 

specific skills can cloud the issue. Som e talent  evaluators fail to com m unicate how they separate these skills, 

if they do so at  all.  Their audience doesn’t  understand why a receiver he evaluated with a high grade as a 

route runner can’t  get  open in the NFL. The evaluator just  gave a num ber but  didn’t  explain how he arrived at  

that  num ber. I f asked after the fact , the evaluator m ight  explain his system  in m ore detail,  which can appear 

m ore as a rather convenient  just ificat ion.  

While evaluat ion of hum an perform ance will always be subject ive, there is a way to lim it  the am ount  of 

variat ion in the scoring process and build- in m ore object iv ity. The best  way to accom plish this feat  is the two-

fold approach used as the basis for the RSP’s game film  analysis:   

1 . Clearly define the cr iter ia  in w rit ing. When the performance cr iter ia has a definit ion, both the 

evaluator and the audience gain a m ore accurate understanding of what  is expected from  the evaluat ion 

process.  The checklist  cr iter ia for each posit ion in these scout ing profiles are defined for your reference.   

2 . Score the criter ia  w ith a grade of “Yes,” or  “No.” Once there is writ ten cr iter ia, the evaluator only 

has to grade whether the individual performed the cr iter ia as defined. The answer is either posit ive, 

negat ive, or the individual didn’t  have an opportunity to perform  the cr iter ia.  

Of course, not  all graded points have equal value when evaluat ing a player’s perform ance. One cannot  assign 

the sam e importance to a receiver’s abilit y to run with the ball as one does to his abilit y to catch it .  All 

evaluat ion processes prior it ize the value of each cr iter ia point  in com parison to the whole, but  not  all 

evaluat ion tools adequately com m unicate the prior ity.  

Scoring The Checklists  

The criter ia in these checklists are defined and assigned a numerical value. The more essent ial the defined 

cr iter ia point  to the player’s projected NFL performance at  their posit ion, the higher the assigned point  value 

for that  part icular skill.  The player earns all the points for a score of “Yes,”  or none of the points for a “No.”  A 

score of “N/ A,”  m eans the quest ion is not  applicable to the situat ion being evaluated—for instance, a running 

back that  doesn’t  have an opportunity to m ake a difficult / acrobat ic recept ion in a gam e cannot  fail this area.  

All posit ional checklists are scored on a 100-point  scale. The overall score is my opinion of each player’s 

current  skill set , and cont r ibutes to m y view of his overall potent ial to t ranslate those skills as an NFL 

professional. Fantasy owners should be able to look at  these scores and determ ine where they can find value 

players in their drafts.  
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Range Overall Assessment 

90-100 

This is a rookie with the talent to contribute at a high level for an NFL team as soon as their first year and at latest, 
their second season.  Since rookies are rarely top tier fantasy starters, this overall number states more to their 
dynasty potential to become an elite fantasy contributor in the years to come. Although unlikely a player with this 
overall score will amass this level of production on a consistent basis to become a must start in his first year, a 
rookie with this score will have the best opportunity in the right situation.  

80-89 

This rookie should eventually contribute at a high level for an NFL team early in his career. The upper range of this 
score probably means the player may need 1-2 years, but will eventually develop into a solid, if not excellent NFL 
player. He will be a solid fantasy starter usually taken in the top 3-5 rounds of a re-draft league. A player in the lower 
range has a chance to accomplish the same level of productivity but may have a clearly defined weak area(s) that 
requires improvement. He could contribute now, but he'll have liabilities an NFL defense will be able to exploit within 
a game or two. Most struggling starters that may produce decent numbers but make repeated mistakes that cost 
their team are playing at this level. These are players best used as a situational player or reserve. If he doesn't make 
progress with these skills earlier in his career, he'll most likely remain a situational player or backup.  

70-79 

A rookie with NFL talent but falls under one of three categories: he is new to the position, lacked great coaching 
because his skill sets detract from his physical talent, or he has decent--if not a high level of skills--but he doesn't 
have the elite physical talent. Players in the upper half of this range often become starters, and sometimes stars, but 
the rate of progress is slower than their peers.  A player in the lower half is more likely to be career back up with the 
ability to be productive in spot situations. These aren't players a fantasy owner will want to draft in traditional 
leagues, but have nice value as mid-to-late round picks in dynasty leagues with deeper rosters. Even if not drafted to 
a fantasy roster in their first year, a savvy owner will be aware of these players and pick up them up on the waiver 
wire at the opportune time.    

60-69 

These prospects generally have more than one deficiency in their game. The media labels these guys as "projects," 
if they have the physical talent. Another likelihood is the player may have excelled in college but played in a system 
that contributed to his success more than his individual skills. These players are long shots to develop into a quality 
NFL and fantasy starter. You will likely see this player on various NFL rosters or vying for playing time in other 
professional leagues (AFL, CFL, or NFL-Europe) early in his career. A fantasy owner in a deep, dynasty league may 
want to keep an eye on these players for a few years but they aren't likely worth a pick unless the league has 40+ 
players and 16+ teams.   

0-59 

A player with this low of a score has major deficiencies in his game and probably lacks the physical talent relative to 
the average NFL player. With time, opportunity, and coaching this player has a chance to develop into a backup, but 
the likelihood of this player growing into a productive starter in the NFL or fantasy leagues is too low for someone to 
seriously consider until that player proves everyone wrong.  

 

Criter ia  Glossary 

At  the end of this port folio is a glossary of every cr iter ia point  on the checklist . Each cr iteria point  falls under 

a broad category that  describes a group of related skill sets for the posit ion. Each broad category has a 

definit ion as do the cr iter ia points. Most  of cr iteria definit ions end with an example player from  NFL history 

that  dem onst rated this skill.  The posit ions and their corresponding point  value are listed at  the end of each 

sect ion.  

This scoring system  m odels the idea that  there is very lit t le separat ing a great  pro from  a good pro. Players in 

an NFL t raining cam p const itute the top percent ile of college talent . Therefore the difference between the skill 

sets and talents of pro players within their posit ion is far smaller than the gap among the best  and worst  

college starters. I t  is im portant  to note these scores are generally derived from  one gam e.  

Although som e prospects have checklists com piled from  m ore than one contest , if not  several, this is st ill a 

snap shot  of a player’s career. This m eans there is a chance that  player has dem onst rated a consistent  level 

of skill not  seen in these gam es. Yet , the checklist  is designed to point  out  a player’s talent  level separate 

from  their stat ist ical perform ance.  
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Overview  and Fantasy I m pact  of the Posit ion  

A common percept ion of the 2009 Quarterback class is that  there are two top prospects and a big drop in 

talent  afterwards. I  agree there is a separat ion, but  I  think it  has m ore to do with the quality of the top two 

players and not  a lack of talent  am ong the remaining prospects. There are three to five players who could 

becom e quality starters down the line and I  think they are get t ing short  shrift .  When we look back, it  could 

turn out  that  the perceived r iches of the TE class are overrated and the wealth of QB prospects is underrated.  

As a dynasty league owner I  think there are ten players who could eventually see t im e as starters in the NFL.  

Realist ically, five of them  have a st rong enough com bo of physical talent  and skill to be in fantasy owners’ 

lineups for the long haul. 

Rookie quarterbacks are prem ium  investm ents in dynasty leagues, but  they are best  avoided in typical re-

drafts. Here is a list  of the top 10 single-season perform ances for rookie quarterbacks and their year-end 

fantasy ranking am ong their peers at  the posit ion. Fantasy points are based on a general scoring system , 4 

points per touchdown pass;  6 points per rushing touchdown;  1 point  per 20 yards passing;  and 1 point  per 10 

yards rushing:   

Rookie QBs At  Their  Best  

Last  First  FF Pts Rookie Year Round #  Season Ranking 

Manning Peyton 297.15 1998 1 1 6th 

Kelly Jim  287.55  1986*  1 14 5th 

Ryan Mat t  252.40 2008 1 3 16th 

Moon Warren 242.00  1984*  U U 12th 

Mirer Rick 241.95 1993 1 2 9th 

Weinke Chris 239.35 2001 4 11 19th 

Flacco Joe 234.70 2008 1 18 20th 

Zorn Jim  225.15  1976*  U U 6th 

Leftwich Byron 219.75 2003 1 7 18th 

Roethlisberger Ben 219.45 2004 1 11 21st  

  Average 240.58       14th 
 
 

*  -  Denotes player’s first  year in NFL, not  necessar ily first  year in pro football. Jim  Kelly was drafted in 1983 but  played in 

the USFL unt il ’86. Warren Moon or iginally signed with he CFL. 

 

U -  The player was not  drafted by an NFL team .  

Only seven of the top 10 rookie fantasy quarterbacks were t ruly first  year professionals. Moon and Kelly 

already had a few seasons of professional football experience in the CFL and USFL. Zorn played in a different  

era of offensive football.  The highest -perform ing rookies generally produced num bers worthy of a fantasy 

backup. That ’s a late- round bargain for a backup in som e re-draft  leagues. St ill,  no experienced fantasy owner 

is going to build a re-draft  team  around a rookie. Rookie quarterbacks have a m uch higher value in dynasty 

leagues, although you don’t  want  to build your team  around one unless you have a product ive veteran to keep 

in your lineup for the first  2-3 years. As good as Mat t  Ryan was for st retches, he wasn’t  a consistent  fantasy 

starter out  of the gate.  
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Overrated Prospects 

Tom  Brandstater: There are those in the m ass m edia who love to m arket  the draft  by entertaining people 

with the idea that  som ewhere there is the “next  great  quarterback”  deep in the draft  and under the radar. I t ’s 

a great  market ing ploy for advert ising their agenda and m ore important ly an enjoyable part  of evaluat ing so 

m any players. But  there are always college QBs with size, arm  st rength, and start ing experience. I  call them  

(Tom )  Brady- in-a-Box because of the way people like to regard them .  

Tom  Brandstater is a sm art  individual with arm  st rength and when you catch him  play, he’ll m ake a prom ising 

play one moment , followed by a poor play the next . He really didn’t  have com pet it ion or insane expectat ions 

thrust  upon him  or his team  in the way Tom  Brady did at  Michigan, one of the higher-profile program s in 

college football.  Fresno State is a quality program , but  doesn’t  draw the sam e level of prospects. Brady got  

lost  in the shuffle with Brian Griese and Drew Henson, two big-nam e recruits. Brandstater sat  behind Paul 

Pinegar.  

Even if Brandstater learns to read and react  quickly to sophist icated defensive schem es, he is not  accurate on 

the m ove. Those who expect  Brandstater to develop into a back up have reasonable expectat ions, but  

anything m ore is overrat ing Brandstater ’s physical skills. I  don’t  believe there is a lot  of sent im ent  that  he’ll 

be a starter som eday, but  he is get t ing m ore discussion than quarterbacks who are far and away m ore 

accurate passers with much bet ter pocket  presence and skill at  reading defenses.  

Hunter Cantw ell, Louisville: Cantwell is another Brady- in-a-Box prospect . Like Brandstater, he has the size 

and arm  st rength. Cantwell was the unfortunate inheritor of a Louisville team  that  lost  the last  rem nants of 

the Bobby Pet r ino era in the 2008 draft  and he held his own in his first  year as a starter. I  actually like 

Cantwell’s gam e m ore than Brandstater ’s because he is m ore consistent  with his perform ance and he 

dem onst rates the abilit y to adjust  within the sam e gam e when som ething isn’t  working for him . He has m ore 

poise and he throws with good m echanics on the run.  

Cantwell’s greatest  obstacle beyond inexperience is his m echanics with his release of the football. Wasted 

m ot ion gives defenders m ore t im e to get  to the quarterback. The result  is either a sack or a deflected pass. 

Cantwell br ings the ball down to his hip when he begins his delivery and then circles the ball behind him  as he 

begins his release. Despite the fact  he throws decent ly on the run, he’s not  ext rem ely m obile. He has a lot  of 

skills to add to his gam e to gain a level of proficiency beyond that  of a future back up.   

 

Underrated Prospects  

Nate Davis, Ball State: The perceived draft  stock of Nate Davis is dropping and I  think he’s easy to nitpick. 

He had a horr ific pair of gam es at  the end of his college career that  included five fum bles in two gam es. He 

operates a fair  bit  from  the spread form at ion. Plus, he wears gloves and he doesn’t  gr ip the ball on the laces 

side when he throws passes. He also has a learning disability that  has people quest ioning how quickly he can 

assim ilate an offense. When you put  it  all together, Davis has an unconvent ional gr ip, less convent ional 

offense, and he’s get t ing the reputat ion for being m entally slow. I t ’s a big m istake, in m y opinion.   

Davis has the quickest  release of all the quarterbacks in this draft  and he’s excellent  at  extending the pocket  

to m ake plays. He only threw eight  intercept ions this year and six last  year despite his penchant  for 

abandoning the scr ipt . One of the reasons is his terr ific accuracy on the interm ediate and deep ball. He can 

squeeze passes into t ight  windows and he doesn’t  fear m aking the at tem pt  to do so, which is a necessary 

t rait  to be an NFL quarterback.  

Davis had one of the best  perform ances I  watched from  a quarterback this year. There are a couple of 

m it igat ing factors to considering when looking at  what  his det ractors have the say. The first  was the loss of 

WR Dante Love, a bona fide pro prospect  who suffered a career-ending injury earlier in the season. Love was 

one of the fastest  receivers in the MEAC and losing their best  vert ical threat  forced this offense to go with a 
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freshm an with good skills, but  m ore of a possession threat…and a freshm an nonetheless. Davis also had to do 

a lot  of his work with his slot  t ight  end Darius Hill and his runner MiQuale Lewis. As he faced bowl worthy 

team s to conclude the season, opposing team s had the talent  and the film  to gam e plan a way to stop Davis’ 

weapons.  

Davis played behind a st rong offensive line than allowed the least  sacks in the MEAC, but  som e of the credit  

for this low sack total also goes to him . His m obility, accuracy, and quick release all m ake him  a viable NFL 

prospect . Davis has said his learning disabilit y m akes it  harder for him  to learn by reading and he’s naturally 

a visual learner. The NFL already does a lot  of visual teaching with gam e film  study. I t  m ay take him  a year 

longer than some quarterbacks but  it  doesn’t  make him  less intelligent . Davis m ight  be the best  pure passer 

in this draft  and potent ially the best  bargain of the QB class.  

Josh Freem an, Kansas State: Davis and Freem an (and to som e degree Rhet t  Bom ar)  are the prospects 

who get  glossed over when people say the quarterback class has two excellent  guys and no one else. At  6-6 

and 250 lbs., Freem an has the arm , accuracy, and poise in the pocket  to be an NFL starter with m ore 

development . I  was especially im pressed with Freeman’s toughness. He’s got  the size of Daunte Culpepper, 

but  his abilit y to take punishm ent  and stay on task rem inds m e of Steve McNair. He’s not  the runner that  

either Culpepper or McNair were at  the height  of their careers, but  that  m ight  be a good thing in the long run.  

I f he can cont inue to refine his gam e and learn to manipulate coverage he’ll become a skilled drop back 

passer.  

Projects 

Brian Hoyer, Michigan State: I  think Hoyer has a greater chance to be a success than Brady- in-a-Box 

candidates Tom  Brandstater and Hunter Cantwell. The reasons are pret ty clear when you exam ine Hoyer’s 

gam e. He’s a st rong-arm ed passer with no m ajor issues with his delivery and is capable of pinpoint  accuracy 

in the interm ediate and deep range. He just  has to shore up m inor footwork issues with his set  up to address 

the problem . Hoyer m oves and throws well m oving to his left  as a r ight -handed passer, and I  think this a 

very good sign that  he’ll be able to refine his other issues.  

What  I  like about  Hoyer the m ost  is whenever I  watched him  experience a bad play, he would frequent ly 

follow up with a st rong play. He didn’t  play with a great  receiving corps and I  watched two games where he 

had a total of 13 drops – 10 of them  in one gam e alone. He dem onst rated pat ience and I  liked that  he didn’t  

m ind throwing the ball out  of bounds when he couldn’t  spot  anyone open. He’s a reasonably m ature player 

who plays within him self and was able to guide the Spartans to a winning season in a tough Big Ten 

conference. He also im pressed with his perform ance in the East -West  Shrine Gam e pract ices. I  actually 

considered list ing Hoyer as underrated, but  I  think he’ll be brought  a long slower with lower expectat ions so 

that  m akes him  a project  in m y eyes.  

Stephen McGee, Texas A&M: McGee was an excellent  leader for A&M, the school he wanted to play for 

since childhood. But  the A&M spread opt ion offense is not  a great  m atch an aspir ing NFL QB. McGee took a lot  

of punishm ent  and he didn’t  get  the reps under live fire as a drop back passer. St ill,  McGee has the arm , 

mobility, and poise to develop in the NFL. I n the East-West  Shrine Gam e he showed good accuracy with the 

deep ball and the abilit y to m ake sm all adjustm ents to avoid pressure in the pocket . One of the things 

DraftGuys analysts Cecil Lam m ey and Sigm und Bloom  liked about  McGee is his m aturity and perspect ive on 

his career and the pre-draft  process. I  think McGee has what  it  takes to be a professional. Texans head coach 

Gary Kubiak, a form er QB and QB coach, said McGee “ [ has]  a chance to be a very good player.”  I t ’s a good 

fram e of reference to pay at tent ion to. 
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Best  and W orst  By Checklist  Category 

Category Player Com m ents 

Mat t  Stafford 

Rhet t  Bom ar Arm  Strength 

Josh Freeman 

All three have excellent  arm  st rength. Stafford has the kind of arm  that  

allows him  to m ake throws that  are uncom m on for NFL signal callers.  

Nate Davis 
Accuracy 

Mark Sanchez 

Davis has the best  accuracy downfield and can thread the needle between 

defenders. Sanchez gets the edge over Stafford because he throws well 

m oving to either side. 

Delivery 
Nate Davis 

 

Davis is a pure passer with the quickest  release of the bunch and he is very 

good at  deliver ing accurately on the move with good mechanics.  

Decisions Mat t  Stafford 

Stafford has som e st reaky play, but  he dem onst rated good adjustm ents at  

the line of scr im m age before the snap and at  this stage of their  careers, 

sees the field bet ter than his peers.  

Ball Handling Mark Sanchez 

USC recruits QBs who possess good ball skills and Sanchez does a really 

good job execut ing play fakes of a greater variety than you’ll see elsewhere 

in the college game.  

Mat t  Stafford 
Pocket  

Presence Mark Sanchez 

Stafford is pat ience and m akes sm all adjustm ents in space. Sanchez has 

good peripheral vision and thinks quickly under pressure. Both slide well in 

the pocket  and are ready to throw the ball as they do so. 
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Scram bling Pat  White 

White has the speed, agility , and open field vision to be dangerous in the 

open field, but  he passes first  and is one of the more accurate downfield 

throwers on the run in this class. 

    

    

Category Player Com m ents 

Arm  Strength 

Joe Ganz 

 

 

Ganz has a decent  short  gam e, but  lacks the arm  st rength to consistent ly 

complete intermediate and long range passes at  the NFL level.  

Accuracy 
Tom Brandstater 

 

Highly inconsistent  all over the field and his accuracy plum m ets on the 

move.  

Hunter Cantwell 

Rudy Carpenter 
Delivery 

Chris Crane 

All three need to shorten their delivery and Cantwell and Crane bring the 

ball down way too low to be effect ive in the NFL r ight  now.  

David Johnson 
Decisions 

Tom Brandstater 

A lot  of players at  this stage of their  careers stare down receivers, but  

these two are liabilit ies throwing the ball in the m iddle of the field.  

Ball Handling Nate Davis 
He’s not  bad at  play fakes, but  he had a disturbing t rend of fum bling the 

ball when sacked late in the year. 

Pocket  

Presence 
David Johnson 

He tended to drop his eyes in the pocket  under pressure and the he lost  his 

confidence as the hits came. 
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Scram bling Nate Longshore He’s a big, im m obile target  in the pocket .  
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The Top 2 0  Quarterback Prospects for  Dynasty Leagues 

The list  below is my top-20 quarterbacks based on film  study. I  am  leaving out  players I  did not  study 

although som e m ight  have m ade the list  if I  saw them. The Score column on these rankings is the highest  

raw checklist  score perform ed on this player. Rem em ber to always draft  for value. Just  because I  think a 

player is the third-best  prospect  at  his posit ion doesn’t  m ean he’s regarded as such by your peers.  

I n m y opinion, the general public places too m uch em phasis on a quarterback’s arm  st rength and too lit t le on 

his pocket  presence, ball handling skills, and decisions. Obviously, the surrounding talent  is a big factor in 

determ ining a young quarterback’s likelihood for success. Since this publicat ion was writ ten pr ior to the NFL 

draft , the rankings are a reflect ion of players with the greatest  chance to m ake a posit ive impact  with their  

overall skill set  within two to three seasons and how flexible their skill sets are to the widest  variet ies of 

offensive system s.   

I f a player has a high score and a low ranking, it  m ay indicate that  he is already close to maxim izing his 

potent ial.  On the other hand, if he has a high ranking and a lower score I  believe the player possesses a high 

ceiling with ext ra work. The Potent ial colum n has three possible labels:   

1. Upside  -  The player has significant  areas he can improve to m axim ize his potent ial but  can st ill 

perform  adequately if he doesn’t  correct  all of his deficiencies.  

2. Maxed –  The player has m axim ized his potent ial,  which is often the case for players with good 

techniques but  they don’t  appear to have the abilit y to get  m uch faster, st ronger, or larger.  

3. Boom - Bust  – These players have upside, but  based on their current  play, aren’t  likely to be 

successful unless they to m ake these im provem ents.  

I n any dynasty league set t ing, I  would be com fortable draft ing the first  five quarterbacks on this list . After 

that , it  depends on the size of the league but  I  think the top 10 prospects all have potent ial to be worthwhile 

fantasy players within a three-year period. 

 

Rank Nam e Height  Weight  Score Potent ial Com m ents 

1 Mat thew Stafford 6-2  225 89 Upside 

Stafford gets sloppy with his footwork and it  creates issues with 

his accuracy -  especially deep. But  he has a great  arm  and is 

capable of pinpoint  accuracy anywhere on the field -  even under 

duress. He also sees the field bet ter than any QB in this class. He 

was a big- t im e prospect , who has been a steady r iser, which I  

think lulls som e doubters to sleep.  

2 Mark Sanchez 6-2  225 86 Upside 

Sanchez is a very close second to Stafford. I n fact , Sanchez is 

bet ter than Stafford outside the hash and with the play act ion 

gam e. His stellar support ing cast  at  USC bullied the com pet it ion 

without  m uch effort , but  Sanchez showed pinpoint  accuracy and 

a st rong arm . I  like how he m oves in the pocket . Even with just  

one year under his belt  as a starter I  can see why he cam e out .  

3 Nate Davis 6-2  226 93 Boom-Bust  

Davis has the best  accuracy on intermediate and deep passes of 

the prospects in his class. He is rarely sacked and he has the 

quickest  release of the group. He also extends the pocket  well.  

He has the skills to be a good starter. His gr ip, learning 

disability, and spread system  will deflate his draft  stock. Unless 

he drops out  of the draft , don’t  be too concerned. Grab him . 
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4 Josh Freeman 6-6  250 78 Upside 

Freeman m ight  have the most  upside of any player in this class. 

He's tough, has a st rong arm , and his pocket  presence is good 

(and get t ing bet ter) . He has the size of Culpepper and the 

presence of Steve McNair. He is m uch m ore passer than runner, 

but  his deep ball and skills m anipulat ing coverage need work.   

5 Pat  White 6-0  197 80 Boom-Bust  

After Nate Davis, White consistent ly throws the best  deep ball in 

the game and he has an arm  of a 6-2, 225- lb guy. He can make 

those special, high velocity throws, too. He's a r isk because NFL 

teams m ay fear invest ing in a future star ter with his size. 

Staying healthy in an NFL pocket  and opportunity will be his 

greatest  obstacles. The CFL m ight  be in his future. 

6 Rhet t  Bom ar 6-2  225 84 Boom-Bust 

I f Bom ar didn’t  alm ost  detonate his career before it  star ted, he 

m ight  have r ivaled Stafford and Sanchez. He's capable of 

pinpoint  accuracy anywhere on the field. His greatest  

blessing/ curse is he's the most  reckless QB of the class, but  his 

physical skills are top-drawer.  

7 Brian Hoyer 6-2  215 80 Upside 

Hoyer is a sneaky-good player. There are several QBs this list  

that  will be drafted over him , but  he has the arm  st rength, 

developing skills to look off coverage, and skill with play fakes 

and pum p fakes. He also has a knack for not  get t ing rat t led and 

he can be aggressive – which you want  from  a QB.  

8 Stephen McGee 6-3  225 72 Upside 

His career was not  im pressive, but  the offense he ran was 

predictable and lacking explosion. He has the arm , the maturity, 

and the athlet icism  to be a bet ter pro. I  think he has big upside 

and you can see it  when he operates a system  that 's not  the 

spread opt ion.  

9 Willie Tuitama 6-2  234 83 Boom-Bust  

Tuitam a has t rem endous upside. His footwork is what  lim its his 

potent ial to have pinpoint  accuracy all over the field. He has 

good pocket  presence, but  he has to be m ore pat ient  with 

progressions. He was highly touted, but  never fulfilled his 

potent ial and lacks m atur ity.  

10 Curt is Painter 6-2  225 76 Upside 

Painter has the frame, the sm arts, and the arm  to be an NFL QB. 

He is som ewhat  raw as a prospect  because of the sim pler 

coverage a spread offense forces. He'll m ake a roster as a No.3 

and develop from  there.  

11 John Parker Wilson 6-2  219 80 Maxed 

Wilson could probably hang as well if not  bet ter than the four 

other guys ahead of him  if he were thrust  into a line up today. 

But  most  of the guys ahead of him  have bet ter physical sk ills to 

m ake throws off balance that  he can't .   

12 Graham Harrell 6-2  223 78 Upside 

He is probably the best  QB Mike Leach has had at  Texas Tech. 

His arm  st rength is adequate, but  his footwork needs 

im provem ent  because it  inhibits his accuracy past  15 yards. He 

has upside, but  not  as m uch as Stephen McGee or the guys 

above him . 

13 Hunter Cantwell 6-4  236 73 Upside 

Calm  in the pocket  and learns from  m istakes, Cantwell has the 

arm  st rength, but  he winds up on his release and brings the ball 

too low at  the beginning. Generally a one- read and throw guy 

r ight  now. I  think he'll improve but  expect ing a starter m ight  be 

st retching it .   

14 Tom Brandstater 6-5  220 71 Boom-Bust 

He has the size and arm . A lot  of folks who buy into the mold-a-

QB approach think he flashes pro skills. He may learn adequate 

coverage- reading skills, but  he can't  m ake the pocket -extending 

throws. Rob Johnson was these things, too.  

15 Mike Teel 6-3  230 76 Maxed 
Tough, m ature college player capable of pinpoint  accuracy. The 

arm  st rength is ok, but  he's lim ited to the pocket .  
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16 Chase Daniel 6-0  218 74 Upside 

An int r iguing player because of his mobility, but  like Harrell,  he 

has to improve his mechanics. May need to go the CFL route to 

advance his development .  

17 Drew Willy 6-4  214 76 Upside 

Sees the field well, but  lacks velocity on the interm ediate and 

deep pass. Needs to im prove his technique sliding in the pocket . 

Upside is there, but  quest ionable how m uch.  

18 Cullen Harper 6-3  225 74 Upside 

Good use of pum p fakes and play fakes. Arm  st rength is 

naturally good, but  m echanics lim it  his range. Has to improve his 

skills moving to his left  and is a liability throwing over the 

m iddle.  

19 Rudy Carpenter 6-2  218 71 Maxed 
Doesn't  throw well on the m ove and needs to fix his wind up, but  

can be very accurate with t im e in the pocket .  

20 Todd Boeckman 6-4  244 69 Upside 

Accurate on the deep ball and m oves well in the pocket , but  far 

less effect ive outside the hash. Upside is lim ited, but  m ight  have 

enough to st ick to a depth chart .   

 

QB Com parisons  

One way to sum  up a prospect  is to com pare him  to other pros that  played his posit ion. Som et im es it ’s also 

difficult  to be accurate with just  one player as a com parison because football players—as with anyone in their 

careers—have an am algam  of influences. Each prospect  has skills rem iniscent  of m ult iple players so in this chart  I  

list  the players I  believe are the best  m atch for each. The order in which I  list  them  is how I  rank them  (best  to 

worst )  on a spect rum  of stylist ic sim ilarit ies. The “x ”  is where I  believe the prospect  will eventually fall along this 

spect rum  if he fulfills his potent ial as a pro. The dashes indicate an approxim ate skill gap between the players in 

term s of where they fall and a slash indicates these players will likely be the sam e in skill set .   

Rank Name Score Height Weight Best Skills Player Comparison Comparison Explanation 

1 
Mat thew 

Stafford 
89 6-2  225 

Arm strength; 
Intermediate accuracy; 
Field vision; Throwing 

off balance. 

John Elway---X-Jay Cutler--Bert 
Jones 

Less mobile than these 
players, but a gun for an arm 
and can throw on the move.  

2 Mark Sanchez 86 6-2  225 

Pocket presence; Play 
fakes; Arm strength; 

Accuracy 

Steve Young--Boomer 
Esiason/X-Mark Brunell 

Less mobile than these 
players, but moves fluidly in 

the pocket and accurate. 

3 Nate Davis 93 6-2  226 

Deep accuracy; Touch; 
Release; Arm strength; 

Imrpovisation 

Brett Favre--Donovan McNabb--
X 

All three have some mobility 
and improvisational skills 

coupled with accuracy deep. 

4 Josh Freeman 78 6-6  250 
Arm Strength; Pocket 

presence; Poise 
Steve McNair--JaMarcus 

Russell-X/Daunte Culpepper- 

Obviously Culpepper has been 
better than Russell at this point 

but it's where I project them. 

5 Pat  White 80 6-0  197 
Deep accuracy; 

Mobility; Running 
Drew Brees---Dave Krieg/X-Jeff 

Blake 

He has a better arm and 
mobility, but he'll need to refine 

his skills to match theirs to 
succeed.  

6 Rhet t  Bom ar 84 6-2  225 
Arm strength; Mobility; 

Accuracy 
Brett Favre/John Elway-Terry 

Bradshaw/Roger Staubach---X

He fits along the spectrum of 
big-armed, aggressive, risk-

takers.  

7 Brian Hoyer 80 6-2  215 
Arm Strength; Poise; 

Mobility in pocket 
Joe Montana--Ken Anderson--

Trent Green-X 
An efficient decision maker 

with poise. Tough one to peg.
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8 
Stephen 

McGee 
72 6-3  225 Arm Strength; Mobility 

Steve Young--Boomer Esiason-
Mark Brunell--X 

He has a ways to go, but I 
think this tree of skills is his 

match if all works out. 

9 Willie Tuitama 83 6-2  234 
Arm Strength; Pocket 

presence 
Steve McNair---David Garrard---

X 
His raw skills are like these two 

QBs and he can wing it.  

10 Curt is Painter 76 6-2  225 
Arm strength; Quick 

decisions; Field vision
Kurt Warner--Trent Green-Jon 

Kitna-X 

If he learns to manipulate a 
defense from under center, he 

can pick a defense apart. 

11 
John Parker 

Wilson 
80 6-2  219 

Deep accuracy; 
Movement in the 

pocket 

Tom Brady/Peyton Manning--
Phil Simms-----X 

He's a classic, stand and 
deliver QB.  

12 
Graham  

Harrell 
78 6-2  223 Short range accuracy Warren Moon---Jeff George---X

He lacks their arm, but he's 
very effective in an empty 

backfield set.  

13 
Hunter 

Cantwell 
73 6-4  236 Arm strength Troy Aikman---Jim Everett---X Big arm with a little mobility. 

14 
Tom  

Brandstater 
71 6-5  220 Arm strength 

Vinny Testaverde-Steve 
Bartkowski-Kerry Collins---X 

Big arm, with virtually no 
accuracy on the move. 

15 Mike Teel 76 6-3  230 Accuracy 
Tom Brady/Peyton Manning--
Phil Simms-----X/John Parker 

Wilson 

He and John Parker Wilson are 
fairly close in ability.  

16 Chase Daniel 74 6-0  218 Mobility 
Drew Brees---Dave Krieg/Pat 

White-Jeff Blake-X 

He'll need to read defenses 
and improve downfield 

accuracy.  

17 Drew Willy 76 6-4  214 
Short range accuracy; 

patience 
Brad Johnson----X 

Unless he shows a strong 
downfield game, this fits. 

18 Cullen Harper 74 6-3  225 
Short range accuracy; 

Senses pressure 
Warren Moon---Jeff George---

Graham Harrell--X 
He's a long way from these 

guys, but he fits here.  

19 
Rudy 

Carpenter 
71 6-2  218 

Short range accuracy; 
Deep ball accuracy 

Drew Bledsoe-Chris Chandler----
X 

Give him time and he can pick 
a team apart.  

20 
Todd 

Boeckman 
69 6-4  244 

Deep accuracy; 
Movement in pocket. 

Vinny Testaverde-Steve 
Bartkowski-Kerry Collins---X 

He lacks their arm, but he's a 
pocket/downfield guy.  

 

 

 

 

 



Name: Brian Hoyer

Height: 6-2 

Weight: 215

School: Michigan State

Year: Senior

Date: 11/ 1/ 2008

Opponent: Wisconsin

Score: 25-24

Location: Michigan State

Surface: Astro Turf

Climate: Sunshine

Temperature: Temperate

The Gut Check's QB Scouting Analysis

High completion percentage (>60%) [4pts]: No

Deep accuracy [2pts]: No

Intermediate accuracy [5pts]: Yes

Short accuracy [5pts]: Yes

Accuracy rolling right [2pts]: Yes

Accuracy rolling left [2pts]: Yes

Accuracy Score: 14

Velocity on deep routes [2pts]: Yes

Distance on deep routes (>40 yards) [1pt]: Yes

Velocity on intermediate routes [5pts]: Yes

Arm Strength Score: 8

Delivers ball effectively from a variety of platforms [2pts]: No

Throws a catchable ball (touch, tight spirals, etc.) [5pts]: Yes

Quick Release [4pts]: Yes

Compact delivery [4pts]: Yes

Delivery Score: 13

Avoids double coverage [5pts]: Yes

Looks off defenders [3pts]: No

Effective use of pump fakes [2pts]: Yes

Distributes ball to multiple receivers [2pts]: No

Makes effective adjustments at the line [2pts]: No

Decisions Score: 7

Effective use of play fakes [2pts]

:
Yes

Handles center exchange consistently [4pts]: Yes

Consistently effective with hand offs [1pt]: Yes

Demonstrates ball security while running [1pt]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [4pts]

:
Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [4pts]: N/ A

BHandling Score: 14

Buys time effectively within pocket [7pts]: Yes

Willing to take hit to deliver ball [2pts]: Yes

Senses pass rush [3pts]: Yes

Willing to throw ball away to avoid sacks [2pts]: Yes

Pocket Presence Score: 14

Effectively gains yardage when breaking the pocket [2pts]: No

Effectively gains yardage when pocket collapses [1pts]: No

Capable of breaking big gains as a runner [2pts]: No

Scrambling Ability Score: 0

Missed fewer than 10% of games [1 pt]: N/ A

Productive performer when injured [1 pt]: N/ A

No chronic injuries  [1pt]: N/ A

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation  [5 pts]: N/ A

Durability Score: 10

Game Stats 

PAtt: 44

Comp: 19

Pyds: 252

PTds: 0

Ints: 0

Dropped: 10

Sacked: 3

Deflections: 1

Fumbles: 0

RAtt: 4

RYds: -28

RTds: 0

Overall Score: 8 0



Name: Brian Hoyer

The Gut Check's QB Scouting Recap

Date: 11/ 1/ 2008 Opponent: Wisconsin
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Hoyer over threw his open receiver  on a st reak on a 2nd and 7 with 7: 14 in the 1st  QTR. The pass had good ar c and  a nice spiral, but  it  t raveled 45 yards in the air  and needed to 

be about  40 yards. Good accuracy on a roll to the r ight  to hit  his WR on a cross in the same direct ion j ust  shor t  of the f irst  down marker.  He hit  the WR in st r ide and this helped the 

runner  get  an ext ra eight  yards on the catch. On the next  play, he executed a playfake and roll left , but  under threw the ball by 10  yar ds. Nice t im ing on a shor t  out  in the redzone 

that  should have resulted in an easy touchdown, but  the WR dropped the ball as we was running with it  across the goal line. Instead , they had to go for  a f ield goal with 8: 45 in the 

half. Nice t im ing on a slant  to his WR for  14 yards, hit t ing him in st r ide with 5: 00 in the half. On the play act ion pass with 4 : 30 in the half, if  Hoyer  t r ied to hit  the WR on his inside 

shoulder  and with a lit t le less air  under  the long pass, he would have hit  the WR in st r ide and the result  could have been a touchdown. Good j ob hit t ing the 41-yard throw with 4: 05 

in the 3rd QTR. He put  too much air  under  the ball in a situat ion where less arc and the ball directed more to the inside shoulder  could have helped the WR catch the ball on the run 

and get  a much longer  gain, if not  a score. The WR instead had to slow down j ust  a bit  to change the direct ion of  h is r oute and  make a leaping grab to come down with the ball. 

Good t im ing and decent  placement , but  not  opt imal. An accurate post  pat tern to the endzone 21 yards downfield  that  bounced off the WR's hands in t ight  coverage with 3: 43 in the 

3rd QTR. Good pump fake on a fade route 21-yards downfield that  helped the WR get  separat ion and then the CB had  to in ter fere with the WR so it  didn't  result  in a touchdown. 

Overall he was pret ty accurate on outs, swings, and crosser  but  not  NFL-accurate. He didn't  always hit  the player s in  st r ide on som e of the drops. The throws were either  at  knee 

level, at  the shoulders, or  slight ly behind the receiver . Very catchable balls, but  not  pinpoint  accurate. He had a rough  t ime not  ov er throwing st reaks, corner  routes, posts, or  deep 

ins. He led his WR into the safety on a square in. I f he threw it  lower , the WR could have avoided the hit . The WR shou ld have caught  the ball, but  this was not  a professional qualit y 

throw. Good accuracy on a seam route to a wide open TE for  38-yard gain. He hit  the TE in st r ide over his outside shoulder  25 yards downfield. Just  overthrew a post  corner that  

could have been any easy touchdown with greater  accuracy. The one deep corner  route he hit  accurately was dropped with  1 : 00 in  the game. But  on the next  play, he made a 

per fect  throw, dropping the ball over  the outside shoulder  of his receiver  on a deep seam route for  : 32 yards  with :52 seconds left  wh ich  got  them into field possession for  the 

winning field goal.
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Hoyer 's f irst  throw was a swing pass to his RB in the r ight  f lat . The RB let  the ball bounced off his inside shoulder  pad for  an incom plet ion. Although the RB should have caught  the 

ball, the QB should have lead the RB a bit  more on the play. Decent  accuracy on an out  route on 3rd and 13, but  the ball was dropped. He definitely has the arm st rength. He 

over threw his WR on a 2nd and 7 play act ion pass down the r ight  sideline by about  f ive yards. The ball t raveled 45 yards f rom  his hand to the point  it  hit  the field. Nice zip on a cur l 

to the opposite hash for  8 years with 10: 00 in the half. He threw 40-yard pass from the oppposite hash to h is WR down the right  sideline off playact ion with 4: 30 in the half, but  the 

WR was j ust  a step too far  away. Nice zip on a deep in about  20 yards downfield with a lit t le over a m inute left .
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Hoyer has a habit  of pat t ing the ball as he sets his feet  j ust  before he begins his release. He has done this twice on two very differ ent  t ypes of throws. He has a nice quick release 

and gets the distances on this throws by generat ing torque with his hips. He did a good j ob of set t ing up in the pocket  on this play act ion where he faced the opposite side of the 

defense on his drop while throwing from his own end zone. He throws a very nice spiral with decent  velocit y for  a 10- yard gain  and a first  down with 13: 30 in the 3rd QTR. He does 

have some issues deliver ing the intermediate and deep passes due the spacing with his feet  dur ing his release.
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Hoyer seemed hooked on crossing routes. On 3rd and 7 with 12: 15 in the half, Hoyer  couldn't  f ind anyone open and  desp ite st ill having t ime in the pocket  he hit  his WR on a shor t  

cross well behind the first  down marker . The team had to punt  on the next  play. This is the type of play where Hoyer  needed to do mor e to make something happen if he were 

playing at  the pro level. The design of this passing offense is the shor t  passing game. He makes quick decisions and will th row the ball ou t  of bounds if he's in the pocket  and no one 

is open after  his f irst  scanning of his routes. This is a very conservat ive process and something he will need to do different ly at  the NFL level to be considered more than a back up. 

Hoyer  demonst rated the abilit y  to look downfield then turn to the left  and deliver  a swing pass to his RB ear ly in the 3rd QTR. Instead  of  throwing the ball away on a 3rd down, he 

t r ied to hit  his RB in the flat , but  he got  his RB ear-holed on the play. Excellent  decision to br ing the ball back down on a WR screen pass that  he saw was well-covered by the 

secondary on the r ight  side with 6: 06 in the 3rd QTR. He then let  the play develop a bit  more and completed the pass to one of  the receivers at  the sideline a moment  later . He 

stared down his receiver  on an out  route on the next  play and the ball was near ly picked off by the CB j umping the r oute. Excellent  j ob looking off the defense and going to a 

second opt ion, his TE on a seam route with 6: 07 in the 4th QTR for  a f irst  down and a 15-yard gain. He m igh t  have been going this direct ion all a long, but  he manipulated the 

defense very well. He lost  16 yards on a play in the 4th QTR that  took him outside the redzone because he t r ied to set  up a screen  and panicked a bit  when the RB was covered up 

a bit . He should have thrown the ball away in this situat ion. His situat ional football IQ needs work. He tends to let  go of the ball when he needs to hold onto it  a bit  longer to make a 

play and when hiolding onto it  could hur t  f ield posit ion, he doesn't  throw it  away. What  I  really  like about  Hoyer  is that  he seems to follow uip a bad decision with a very good play, 

which shows he's confident . He hit  his WR on a deep post  with 5: 22 in the game, but  the WR let  it  bounce off his hands in t ight coverage.
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His play fake on the long pass that  fell incomplete with 7: 15 in the half was decent , but  not  par t icular ly thorough. He could  have done a bet ter  j ob extending the ball and lower ing 

his shoulders to sell it .  Much bet ter  play fake with 1: 25 in the 1st  QTR when he extended the ball and then rolled left , under throwing the pass incomplete. Based on the fact  he was 

blindsided for  a sack while in the act  of deliverying what  would have been a long throw, Hoyer  probably has pret ty big  hands to maintain possession of the ball. This is a very good 

physical at t r ibute as a QB, because it  will mean he won't  have too many ball cont rol issues in bad weather  and he won't  be as likely to turn the ball ove rwhen hit . The ball did fall 

out  of his hand as he was falling to the ground, but  he landed on it . Much bet ter  j ob selling the playfake on 1st  and 10 with  6: 45 in  the 3 rd QTR. He dipped his shoulders and head 

into the fake and hid the ball effect ively. Good pump fake and throw with 3: 40 to his WR on a fade route down the left  side.
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Nice j ob to find the open lane to throw at  the last  second on 3rd and 7 with 7: 11 in the 1st  QTR. Hoyer  had already  set  to throw the football over  the m iddle and as he was 

beginning his release, he spot ted the defender  stunt ing up the m iddle with no one blocking him. Hoyer , threw the ball as he leaned away from the defender at  the last  moment . 

Although the receiver  did not  get  the first  down on the crossing route, Hoyer  did a good j ob of hit t ing him in the face of  pressure. Very nice j ob moving in the pocket  on a 3rd and 

16 with : 34 in the 1st  QTR. The defensive line executed a stunt  and the DT got  into the QB's face. But  the QB side stepped  the DT to the inside and immediately looked to the RB. 

But  the RB was covered, so he brought  the ball back down, dipped to the r ight  to avoid the pursuit , and then spot ted a receiver 10 yards downfield for  a near  complet ion in t ight  

coverage. Very good pocket  awareness and keeping his eyes downfield while under  pressure. In fact , the WR was a vict im  of a pass inter ference non-call that  would have resulted in 

a f irst  down. Once again, good pocket  presence on a 2nd and 10 play with 9: 30 in the half. The pocket  collapsed and he was able to break the pocket  and get  back to the line of 

scr immage. He did a textbook j ob of turning his shoulder  away from the front  side rush and stepping up in the pocket  to deliver a long pass off playact ion with 6: 12 in the half, but  

the backside rusher  hit  him  as he was about  to throw the ball. He did a great  j ob of hanging onto the ball despite the h it . Good  j ob  following through on a long pass as he took a hit  

on a play pass with 6: 45 in the 3rd QTR. He managed to get  the ball downfield -  actually over throwing the receiver  -  which drew an in ter ference call on the play.
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He's quick and decisive moving around the pocket , but  he's a pass- first  quar terback. He doesn’t '  appear  to have im pressive speed  to get  downfield when he breaks the pocket .
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Hoyer was on fire on the last  two dr ives in the 4th QTR, hit t ing receivers in the hands on intermediate and deep routes.
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Good pocket  presence. Always looking downfield and can step away from pressure. Throws well while rolling r ight  or lef t  on short  routes. Will throw the ball away and shows some 

abilit y  to look off the coverage. Decent  play fakes and pump fakes. He can take a hit  and come back to deliver  a good  pass on the next  play. He doesn't  appear  to get  rat t led. 

Hoyer  has the raw skills to be a product ive quar terback in the NFL, but  he' ll need to refine those skills for  a few years before he can even think to get  a ser ious shot  to develop as a 

star ter . What  I  liked most  about  Hoyer  was his abilit y  to make very good throws under  pressure while behind in this game. On the last  two dr ives he made several good throws that  

were dropped which would have resulted in big plays. He also did a good j ob all game long of following up a bad play with a very good play. He's one of those players that  could 

surpr ise 3-5 years into his NFL career , if  drafted.
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Good arm st rength, but  tends to over throw the football on intermediate and deep routes. He was bet ter  on inter mediate routes, especially  square ins and seam routes. St ill shows 

the tendency to stare down receivers. He is not  a threat  to gain yardage downfield as a runner . His footwork isn 't  bad, but  needs to be sharpened so he has good spacing to deliver  

deep and intermediate throws without  m issing the target . He's a very conservat ive quar terback. He doesn't  t ry to extend the p lay in situat ions where he has the oppor tunit y to do 

so. As a result  he' ll t hrow balls away for  take dump off passes in down and distance situat ions that  would require him to t ry to make som ething happen downfield. This could be the 

result  of very conservat ive coaching, but  he' ll need to show he can be more aggressive and make things happen  at  the p ro level if  he wants a chance to develop in the NFL.



Name: Graham Harrell

Height: 6-2 

Weight: 223

School: Texas Tech

Year: Senior

Date: 11/ 1/ 2008

Opponent: Texas

Score: 39-33

Location: Texas Tech

Surface: Astro Turf

Climate: Night

Temperature: Temperate

The Gut Check's QB Scouting Analysis

High completion percentage (>60%) [4pts]: Yes

Deep accuracy [2pts]: Yes

Intermediate accuracy [5pts]: Yes

Short accuracy [5pts]: Yes

Accuracy rolling right [2pts]: Yes

Accuracy rolling left [2pts]: No

Accuracy Score: 18

Velocity on deep routes [2pts]: Yes

Distance on deep routes (>40 yards) [1pt]: Yes

Velocity on intermediate routes [5pts]: Yes

Arm Strength Score: 8

Delivers ball effectively from a variety of platforms [2pts]: No

Throws a catchable ball (touch, tight spirals, etc.) [5pts]: Yes

Quick Release [4pts]: Yes

Compact delivery [4pts]: No

Delivery Score: 9

Avoids double coverage [5pts]: Yes

Looks off defenders [3pts]: No

Effective use of pump fakes [2pts]: No

Distributes ball to multiple receivers [2pts]: Yes

Makes effective adjustments at the line [2pts]: No

Decisions Score: 7

Effective use of play fakes [2pts]

:
Yes

Handles center exchange consistently [4pts]: Yes

Consistently effective with hand offs [1pt]: Yes

Demonstrates ball security while running [1pt]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [4pts]

:
Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [4pts]: N/ A

BHandling Score: 14

Buys time effectively within pocket [7pts]: Yes

Willing to take hit to deliver ball [2pts]: No

Senses pass rush [3pts]: Yes

Willing to throw ball away to avoid sacks [2pts]: Yes

Pocket Presence Score: 12

Effectively gains yardage when breaking the pocket [2pts]: No

Effectively gains yardage when pocket collapses [1pts]: No

Capable of breaking big gains as a runner [2pts]: No

Scrambling Ability Score: 0

Missed fewer than 10% of games [1 pt]: N/ A

Productive performer when injured [1 pt]: N/ A

No chronic injuries  [1pt]: N/ A

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation  [5 pts]: N/ A

Durability Score: 10

Game Stats 

PAtt: 53

Comp: 36

Pyds: 474

PTds: 2

Ints: 0

Dropped: 4

Sacked: 2

Deflections: 0

Fumbles: 0

RAtt: 3

RYds: -17

RTds: 0

Overall Score: 7 8



Name: Graham Harrell

The Gut Check's QB Scouting Recap

Date: 11/ 1/ 2008 Opponent: Texas
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Nice placement  of the ball on a seam route 20 yards downfield to his WR with 13: 16 in the 1st  QTR. He put  t he ball j ust  behind the WR so he could turn his torso back to the ball 

and use his back to shield the defender  rather  than leading him into a potent ial hit . I t  was t imed well enough that  the WR could  cont inue to catch the ball in st r ide and easily turn up 

field, which he did for  a 28-yard gain. Accurate pass thrown low and away to his slot  WR on a circle route between the defenders in zone for  four yards on 2nd and 9 in the face of a 

safety and MLB blit z. Good technique on a 2nd and 5 pass with 9: 53 in the 1st  QTR. He dropped three steps f rom  the shot gun,  looked left , felt  the rush from the backside DE and 

saw it  from the front  side DE and rolled r ight . On the roll r ight  he delivered a pass off his back foot  that  t ravelved 20 yards downfield to his WR coming back to the ball on the r ight  

sideline for  a 15-yard catch and a f irst  down. Harrell completed another  pass rolling r ight  to his WR Crabt ree with 8: 59 in the 1st  QTR on a 2nd and 11 play. He had his hips turned 

downfield and released the ball off his backfoot  with good velocit y. He hit  his WR 20 yards downfield along the sideline for  a net  gain of 15 yards and the first  down. Good t im ing and 

placement  on a back shoulder  fade to Crabt ree at  the first  down marker  on a 3rd and 10 with 8: 08 in the 1st  QTR. He threw a ball across his body to the endzone, hit t ing his WR in 

the hands, but  the ball was dropped on a 3rd and 10 pass with 6: 57 in the half. This was also of a play where he rolled righ t  to av oid pressure. Great  long ball accuracy on a 3rd 

and 6 pass from the six to hit  his receiver  on the run and over  his shoulder  49 yards from where he released the ball with 3: 31 in the 1st  QTR. Good t im ing on a 10-yard cross to 

the slot  receiver  with 11: 40 in the half. His f irst  scor ing pass was an 18-yard corner  route thrown from the opposite hash, hit t ing his WR in st r ide over  the outside shoulder . A 

perfect  throw. Excellent  t im ing on a sideline st reak with 14: 53 in the game for  a gain of 35 yards. Good stop fade on 1st  and 10 with : 35 left  to stop the clock and get  within field 

goal range. Very well- t imed for  11-yards. He then threw across the hash on a deep out  with excellent  t imeing for a first  down to get  them on the 28 yardline with : 17 left  in the 

game. Very good t im ing for  such a long throw.
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He showed some velocit y throwing the ball off his back foot  on a 3rd and 5 complet ion to his WR for  a f irst  down. The pass only t r aveled 23 yards, but  it  has some zip on it . On 3rd 

and 6 from their  own six yardline, Harrell completed a 46-yard pass down the left  sideline to his WR in single coverage. He threw the ball 2 yards deep in the endzone and the 

receiver  caught  it  in st r ide at  the 47-yard line;  on on the money pass that  t raveled 49 yards in the air .
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Harrell executed a 3-step drop from the shotgun on a 3rd and 5 pass he completed to his receiver  Crabt ree with  13: 45  in the 1st QTR. The steps in the drop weren't  spaced in the 

way a pro quar terback would learn how to take a drop and he had a bounced his feet  a bit  to set t le himself into a throwing posit ion . I  believe if Harrell made a habit  of taking a full 

three step drop out  of the shotgun, he would have avoided get t ing sacked on 3rd and 4 with 11: 32 in the 1st  QTR. He j ust  shuff led  h is feet  into a posit ion to throw the ball, which 

was an equivalent  of one large step in a three step drop. I f he had more depth, he could have had t ime to st ill pull the ball down when the slant  didn't  come open and then turn and 

find the WR on the crossing route. At  worst , he would have been making the throw with a defender in his face bu t  complet ed the pass.This is a quest ion of dropback technique from 

the shotgun of a 3-step crossover  step vs. a 2-step drop and I  prefer  more of a 3-step drop with a crossover step due to good weigh t  d ist r ibut ion and rhythm the QB gets. He also 

can step up if the DE's get  a good angle with him being this deep. On a 2nd and 5 with 9: 53 in the half, he took a 3- step d rop and got  about  9 yards depth in the pocket  and this 

helped him survey the left  of the f ield and st ill have t ime to roll r ight  and way from the backside DE and front  side Des wh ile throwing off his backfoot  to his WR at  the r ight  sideline 

for  a f irst  down. Harrell faced a safety blit z with both safet ies coming up the m iddle and breaking through the line on  a 3r d and 10  p lay with 6: 54 in the 1st  QTr. Harrell took a 3-

step drop with three even steps -  and st ill had his weight  dist r ibuted backwards as he decided to throw the post  to his WR. The ball sailed over  the WRs head incomplete. I  may be 

wrong, but  I  believe if Harrell used the cross over  technique when dropping back that  he would have been been able to step into the thr ow and deliver  a st r ike. His delivery is 

compact  in terms of his arm, but  his feed need work and this causes him to lose accuracy on throws under  p ressure because he doesn't  step into them. Most  pros use the crossover  

technique to drop and it  allows them to step into their  throws. Harrell appeared to have t ime to step into the th row,  but  was ret icent  about  get t ing hit  or  didn't  have a feel for  the 

footwork rhythm to redist r ibute his weight  into the follow through at  the point  he was standing. He has a 3/ 4 delivery at  t im es and the release is not  as fast  as you would like to 

see -  the ball doesn’t  snap off his arm.
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Poor decision on the 2nd and 5 throw with 14: 23 in the 1st  QTR. The center  snapped the ball high and Harrell made a great  p lay to br ing  the ball under  cont rol, but  he had to turn 

away from the line of scr immage to catch the football. Because he was so concerned about  the t im ing of the scr een play, he whir led around to throw the ball without  even making 

sure the receiver  was open or  taking enough t ime  to deliver  an accurate pass. He did set  his feet , but  he threw the ball so quickly, it  was about  two yards in front  of the receiver  

and if the 

Texas CB was j ust  a step ear lier , he could have intercepted the pass. The pass fell incomplete. This spread offense g ives Harr ell the chance to employ a quick two-read or  three-

read opt ion in some segment  of the field. For instance on a 1st  and 10 complet ion to his WR down the seam for 28 yards with 13 :16 in  the 1st  QTR, he had the shor t  opt ion of 

hit t ing the RB on a circle route, the slot  WR on the seam, or  the flanker  on a deep in. When the LB opted to cover  the RB, the seam  rout e came open. He made a good quick, 

choice. In the pros, a good man coverage with zone over top would make this offense more diff icult  to execute.  Th is is very m uch a quick-st r ike offense. He did a good j ob 

ant icipat ing the safety blit z up the m iddle with a MLB j oining in on 2nd and 9 with 12: 16 by dumping the ball low and away to his slot  r eceiver  running a circle route for  a 4-yard 

gain. Nice j ob reading the defense and making the quick checkdown. On the next  play, Harrell was sacked for two r easons:  f ir st  the defensive front  was moving around and 

confusing the offensive line about  it s pass blocking assignment  and the safety was coming up to the line and then ret reat ing , bu t  at  a depth that  implied he was faking the blit z but  

at  the snap he blit zed. Then, he had a WR coming free on a crossing route from the left , but  his f irst  read was to th row the quick slant  at  the r ight . He pulled the ball back when he 

saw the LB with good depth in the m iddle of the field, and by the t ime he turned his head to see the WR open on the cross,  he had a defender  div ing past  his throwing arm. He had 

to slide to his left , but  the blit zer  got  to his feet  and brought  him down. He made a very quest ionable decision  with 8: 19  in the half  when he was wait ing for  a screen to develop with 

his RB. The LDE got  around the corner  as the RB fell down dur ing his release from the pocket . Harrell was so focused on wait ing for  the RB to get  up, he didn't  not ice the slot  WR 

open on the crossing route and moving to Harrell's r ight . Harrell t r ied to throw the ball across his body to the RB  with the DE in his chest . First  of all, throwing across the field like 

this is never  a good move unless it 's a quick developing play. This was a not  a quick developing play once the RB fell down and t ipped off  to the defense that  a screen was get t ing 

set  up. Plus, the moment  he saw the DE coming free, the crossing route was open and it  was an easier  throw. I  m ake what  he didn't  do sound very easy and it  is not . St ill,  this is 

what  he' ll need to see or  decide at  the NFL level and it  only takes 1-2 plays like this per  game for  a team to lose. Although  a not  a pass coaches like to see thrown, he made a nice 

toss across the field from the r ight  sideline to a WR between the hashes inside the endzone. The WR was uncovered and  j ust  had to make a over  the shoudler  catch, which he 

dropped with 6: 57  in 1st  QTR on a 2nd and 10 play. Good decision to throw the ball away when the pressure forced him right  and he didn't  f ind anyone open with 3: 04 in the 1st  

QTR. On 3rd and 4 with 1: 47 in the half, he did not  see the DB t railing his WR Morr is on crossing route and the DB j umped the route and  got  his hands on the ball. I f not  for  Morr is'  

abilit y  to steal the ball back, this should have been an intercept ion.
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Harrell did a good j ob coming down with a high snap from the shotgun that  he t ipped into the air  and caught  a second t ime with 14: 23 in the 1st  QTR. Good play fake out  of the 

spread -  he put  the ball in the RB's belly before dropping back. From their  own 3 yardline, the center  snapped a low ball in the shotgun  t hat  bounced off Harrell's feet . Harrel did a 

good j ob fielding the ball from the endzone and hurry ing a throw to his WR split  to the r ight  to end the play. Har rell executed a pump fake to the r ight  side of the format ion after  

the snap on a 1st  and 10 screen play with 11: 00 in the half. He then turn back to the left  and threw the screen to h is RB. Texas wasn' t  fooled and brought  the RB down for  a loss. 

Nice playfake with the empty hand on the first  drop from center he had all day with : 06 in the 3rd QTR. He hit  his WR for a f irst  down on the left  side of the field with nice pass with 

good zip on it .
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Harrell did a good j ob veer ing to the r ight  of the pocket  on a 3rd and 5 complet ion to his WR Crabt ree for  a first  down with 13: 45 in the 1st  QTR. He felt  the DT get t ing a push on 

his LG so he slid to the r ight  hash and threw a pass off his back foot  to his WR for  a six-yard gain. He did a decent  j ob of sliding to his left  away from a defender on a 3rd and 4 

safety blit z, but  he did not  have the t ime to reset  and throw as a second defender  wrapped him up for  the sack with  11:32  in the 1st  QTR. Nice j ob rolling away from the backside 

and front  side ends on a 2nd and 5 to deliver  a 15-yard complet ion to his WR at  the r ight  sideline. He has a good feel for pressure. On a 1st  and 10 with 8: 23 in the 1st  QTR, he 

rolled away from pressire to his r ight  and eventually threw the ball away. This was the third t ime in the ser ies he was able to avoid  a sack by rolling r ight . Athough he took a hit  to 

t ry to complete a screen pass with a throw across his body much ear lier  in the dr ive, he was unwilling to step into a throw on  a safety blit z that  would have been a touchdown if he 

could follow throw and keep the ball down. In this f irst  half, he was very effect ive at  moving around in the pocket . Texas stopped blit zing him as frequent ly in the 2nd QTR and on 

3rd and 14 with 10: 12 in the half, Harrell was able to move around in the pocket  and look downfield for  nine seconds before he released  the football. On this play he rolled r ight  

after  spending about  six seconds t ry ing to stay in the pocket  and then hit  his WR on the comeback j ust  ahead of the DB. He threw this pass on the run and hit  the WR 30 yards 

downfield. Tthe WR caught  the ball in st r ide and turned upfield for  j ust  enough to get  the first  down. The net  gain  on the play was 14 yards, but  the throw covered 30 while on the 

run. Good velocit y on the ball and accuracy on the run. I  think it 's probably a good bet  to say that  book on Harrell is to force him to his left . While inside the Texas 10 yardline at  

the top of the 4th QTR on a 3rd and 10, Harrell t r ied to throw a quick slant  to Crabt ree that  he m issed the play before, but  this t ime Texas bracketed coveraged on the WR. The 
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Harrell m ight  be the best  pro prospect  the Texas Tech prorgram as produced in a while. He moves well in the pocket ,  has good ant icipat ion, and he's accurate in the deep and 

intermediate range of the field. He has good play fakes and he can gain yardage breaking the pocket  if necessar y. He throws well r unning to his r ight . He makes good decisions in 

the pocket  and senses the pressure well.
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Somet imes he's too concerned about  hit t ing the play with good t im ing and forces the ball across the field to run the p lay as designed. He does not  appear  effect ive throwing while 

moving to his left . He won't  step into throws with pressure in his face. His footwork is somet imes problemat ic because his d rops don't  get  him enough depth or  establish a decent  

throwing rhythm against  a tough pass rush. Somet imes he throws the ball across his body. I 'm  also wary about  the adj ustment  fr om th is spread the field offense to a more 

t radit ional pro system. He' ll need work on his drops from center  and reading the defense as he does this. I  also felt  like his throws to the intermdiate range of the field were 

predominant ly outside the hash marks. I f he can make this t ransit ion, he has a future due to his accuracy and arm  st rength.



Name: Graham Harrell

The Gut Check's QB Scouting Recap

Date: 11/ 1/ 2008 Opponent: Texas

pass rush forced Harrell to his left  and he was clear ly uncomfortable moving in that  direct ion. He t r ied to spin away but  was grabbed by the j ersey and taken down. He is pret ty 

quick and slippery in the pocket , except  when forced to his left . He also seems to have diff icult y throwing while moving  that  direct ion.  He did a good j ob ducking under  a defender  

while t ry ing to move back to the r ight , but  was st ill t r ipped up for  a 13-yard loss. He did a good j ob sliding a coup le of steps to his left  with 6: 01 in the game and deliver ing a st reak 

route to his WR in the back of the endzone, but  DB t ipped the ball. There could have been a bit  more loft  on  the ball. The next play, he led his WR on a cross j ust  a foot  too far  on a 

2nd and long. On the next  play he over threw a st reak r ight  into the chest  of of the DB. This should have been in tercepted.  With :17 left  he broke the pocket  towards the left  and 

threw a shor t  pass to his WR in the flat  but  it  bounced off his hands and was near ly intercepted with : 08 rem aining . The winning play was a deep pass of 28 yards to Crabt ree on 

the sideline on a stop fade at  the 6.
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According to the commentary of Krk Herbst reit  on the telecast , Mac Brown said Harrell didn't  come to Texas because he didn' t  have a desire to run with the football when the 

oppor tunity presented it self. On 3rd and 2, Harrell faked an inside handoff from the spread and spr inted around  the left  corner for  a six yard gain and a f irst  down before sliding to 

the ground. He has the arm st rength to complete a pass that  t ravels 30 yards in the air  while on the run to his receiver  in  st ride. The DB near ly got  to the pass, but  the ball got  

there quick enough.
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Name: Pat  White

Height: 6-0 

Weight: 197

School: West  Virginia

Year: Senior

Date: 12/ 27/ 2008

Opponent: UNC

Score: 31-30

Location: Charlot te

Surface: Grass

Climate: Overcast

Temperature: Temperate

The Gut Check's QB Scouting Analysis

High completion percentage (>60%) [4pts]: Yes

Deep accuracy [2pts]: Yes

Intermediate accuracy [5pts]: Yes

Short accuracy [5pts]: Yes

Accuracy rolling right [2pts]: No

Accuracy rolling left [2pts]: Yes

Accuracy Score: 18

Velocity on deep routes [2pts]: Yes

Distance on deep routes (>40 yards) [1pt]: Yes

Velocity on intermediate routes [5pts]: Yes

Arm Strength Score: 8

Delivers ball effectively from a variety of platforms [2pts]: No

Throws a catchable ball (touch, tight spirals, etc.) [5pts]: No

Quick Release [4pts]: Yes

Compact delivery [4pts]: Yes

Delivery Score: 8

Avoids double coverage [5pts]: No

Looks off defenders [3pts]: No

Effective use of pump fakes [2pts]: Yes

Distributes ball to multiple receivers [2pts]: Yes

Makes effective adjustments at the line [2pts]: Yes

Decisions Score: 6

Effective use of play fakes [2pts]

:
Yes

Handles center exchange consistently [4pts]: Yes

Consistently effective with hand offs [1pt]: Yes

Demonstrates ball security while running [1pt]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [4pts]

:
Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [4pts]: N/ A

BHandling Score: 14

Buys time effectively within pocket [7pts]: Yes

Willing to take hit to deliver ball [2pts]: Yes

Senses pass rush [3pts]: Yes

Willing to throw ball away to avoid sacks [2pts]: No

Pocket Presence Score: 12

Effectively gains yardage when breaking the pocket [2pts]: Yes

Effectively gains yardage when pocket collapses [1pts]: No

Capable of breaking big gains as a runner [2pts]: Yes

Scrambling Ability Score: 4

Missed fewer than 10% of games [1 pt]: N/ A

Productive performer when injured [1 pt]: N/ A

No chronic injuries  [1pt]: N/ A

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation  [5 pts]: N/ A

Durability Score: 10

Game Stats 

PAtt: 32

Comp: 26

Pyds: 332

PTds: 3

Ints: 1

Dropped: 2

Sacked: 4

Deflections: 0

Fumbles: 0

RAtt: 21

RYds: 55

RTds: 0

Overall Score: 8 0



Name: Pat  White

The Gut Check's QB Scouting Recap

Date: 12/ 27/ 2008 Opponent: UNC
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White was a lit t le high with his throw on a smash screen to his WR on 1st  and 10 with 11: 59 in the 1st  QTR, but  the WR managed to catch the ball over  his head with his hands and 

gain three yards on the play. Excellent  t im ing on a 3rd and 11 pass for  22 yards on a deep out  with 10: 40 in the 1st  QTR. He hit  the WR in st r ide and with enough velocit y and 

touch to get  it  over  the defenders underneath the WR in the flat  on his back shoulder . He led the slot  WR on a screen pass and the WR caught  the ball at  helmet  level with his 

hands. Great  accuracy on a deep seam route that  t raveled from the 50 to the two yard line and the WR caught  in st r ide with one hand  over  his outside shoulder  with a CB at  his 

back for  the score. I t  was as good of a deep throw as you'll see in football. He is very pract iced at  throwing swing routes to RBs and WRs in the shor t  range of the field. He leads the 

in st r ide or  gets the ball to their  back shoulder  when there's t ighter  coverage. Great  accuracy on a 35-yard t ouchdown with  a thr ow that  covered 40 yards in the air  after  sliding 

past  pressure in the pocket . He hit  the WR in st r ide on the post . Good j ob keeping his feet  under  him and squar ing his body to the target  on a pass on the run to his left  with 7: 05 

in the half. The ball t raveled 25 yards in the air  down the left  f lat , but  bounced off the hands of his receiver . I t  was the fir st  incom plete pass of the game. Very accurate with good 

zip on a 25-yard pass to his WR in the left  f lat  in t ight  coverage, but  the ball bounced off the outside shoulder of the WR as the CB was hit t ing him on the inside shoulder . He led his 

RB too far  on a roll left  with 1: 09 in the half. He could have taken a lit t le off the ball on this throw. Good accuracy on  a 20-yard  ou t  in t ight  coverage off a play fake from under 

center  with 13: 07 in the 3rd QTR. The ball was on- t ime and on the back shoulder  of the defender  so the defender coming from the outside couldn't  j ump the route. He over threw 

his WR on a post  on 1st  and 10 with 3: 45 in the 3rd QTR because the back of his guard was about  to hit  him  dur ing his release of the ball. He hit  his receiver  on a deep in route 33 

yards down field against  a deep zone on 1st  and 10 with 8: 14 in the game. Good zip on the pass for  a 40-yard gain .
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Excellent  velocit y on a deep out  to his WR at  the 25 yard line for  a pass that  t raveled 30 yards in the air . This was an  NFL qualit y throw and he got  the ball over  two defenders five 

yards under  the receiver  with 10: 40 in the 1st  QTR on 3rd and 11. He definitely has the arm st rength. He th rew a ball on a line to h is WR inst r ide that  covered 48 yards. On the 

next  ser ies he threw a ball 40 yards on a rope to his WR in st r ide on a post  down the r ight  hash with 2: 36 in the 1st  QTR. Good zip on a 1st  and 13 hit ch to his slot  WR at  the left  

hash in t ight  coverage for  a four-yard gain. He got  the ball to the WR j ust  before the DB hit  the receiver  with 5: 20 in the half .
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His f irst  pass was a smash screen on 1st  and 10 with 11: 59 in the 1st  QTR. His three-step drop from the shotgun was decent  and  he set  up well with the ball high against  his chest  

before he began his delivery. The left -hander  demonst rated a compact , over  the shoudler  delivery to the WR in  st r ide. His 35- yard scoring pass was thrown with an end over  end 

qualit y  rather  than a per fect  spiral, but  it  was accurate, on- t ime and with good velocit y. His passes are accurate and on- t ime, bu t  the ball is frequent ly not  a per fect  spiral. He lacks 

touch on some shor ter  throws where a lit t le more loft  and finesse would make it  easier  to catch. His intercept ion was a the resu lt  of a corner  fade that  he threw without  any loft  and 

the DB j umped the route for  the turnover  with : 55 in the half on a 3rd and 8 play inside the UNC 15 yard line. Good throw to the flat  while rolling r ight  and dr ift ing away from 

pressure. He hit  his WR in the hands for  a four-yard gain on1st  down to the 10 yard line with 10: 40 in the 3r d QTR.
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On his 44-yard touchdown st r ike, he did a good j ob of looking to his left  before coming back to the r ight  and  making the throw that  covered 48 yards to the WR in st r ide. On 3rd 

and 5, he dropped from the shotgun, looked left  and then back to the m iddle of the field before hit t ing his WR on  a cross. The WR had the first  down, but  dipped behind the marker  

to get  ext ra yards and was brought  down j ust  shy of the marker . While White will go through a progression or two, he tends to look quickly in one directon and then turn and stare 

down the intended target  a lit t le longer  before he throws the ball and this gives the defense more t ime to adj ust . He needs to wor k on  star ing down the decoy target  and then 

turning back and quickly throwing to the intended target . I f he learns to do this more often, he becomes a dangerous QB.  He made two good pre snap adjustments at  the LOS to 

change the play and get  receivers routes adj usted. He caught  a CB blit z off the r ight  side and changed the play so he could check down immediately to a receiver in the left  f lat  for  

a shor t  gain and a f irst  down with 4: 11 in the half. Another  excellent  pump fake on a 3rd and 4 scramble up  the m iddle for eight  y ards w ith 1: 32 in the half. His quick flash of the 

ball froze the defense before he tucked it  andf ran. He stared down his WR in the corner of the end zone on 3rd and  8  with : 52 in  the half and it  resulted in an INT.  He saw the CB 

showing blit z off the r ight  side before the snap on a 2nd and 5 play, but  he st ill t r ied to freeze him with a pump fake before r olling  to h is left . He was run down for  a sack and loss of 

nine yards on the play with 12: 05 in the 3rd QTR. On 3rd and 13 with 11: 23 in the 3rd QTR, he surveyed the right  side of the field , looked to his left  hash and then back to the 

r ight  to hit  his TE down the seam of the r ight  hash over  the shoulder  for  a 24-yard gain. The pass covered 21 yards, hit tng the receiver in st r ide with a safety bear ing down. Great  

set  up of a safety by throwing a 2nd a 1 pump fake to the left  f lat  and then unfur ling a bullet  in the m iddle of the endzone to his WR on a post  between two defenders for  a 20-yard 

score to take the lead.
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Good ball fake to the runner  up the m iddle before taking the opt ion around r ight  end for  a seven-yard gain and a first  down with 12 : 22 in the 1st  QTR. He did a good j ob switching 

the ball from his outside arm to his inside arm when the LB coming from the outside got  within range to hit  him . Good j ob handling an errant  snap from the shotgun with 11: 22 in 

the 1st  QTR by t ipping the ball and then catching it  to prevent  it  from sailing over  his head. On a run around  r ight  end  with 3:30  in the 1st  QTR on 3rd down, he carr ied the ball 

under his left  arm with pursuit  coming to that  side. He is adept  at  play fakes in this offense because there is a lot  of  act ion to RBs and WRs to use m isdirect ion with all these 

athletes. He extends the ball well and finishes fakes reasonably well in the play act ion game. Good j ob carry ing the ball high  and t ight  wit h his left  arm on a draw for  eight  yards on 

3rd and 4 with 1: 32 in the half. Good j ob extending the ball on a 1st  and 10 play fake with 13: 09 in the 3rd QTR.
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White showed poise on a 2nd and 7 botched snap from the shotgun that  White had to t ip into the air  and then leap  to catch it  in order  to prevent  it  from sailing behind him, but  that  

poise disappeared after  catching the pass. He reacted too quickly and t r ied to break a well-protected pocket . Once he saw he had nothing up the m iddle he was tackled by pursuit  

as he at tempted to bounce it  outside. I f he simply stayed in the pocket  and surveyed the field, he m ight  hav e made a more pr oduct ive play than get  sacked. On a 3rd and 10 pass 

play with 6: 11 in the 1st  QTR from a  four-WR spread set , White did a good j ob sliding out  of the pocket  to his left  af ter feeling  back side pressure. He rolled left  and made a nice 

pump fake a few yards behind the LOS to freeze the defender f ive yards past  the LOS in the flat  at  the left  hash. This allowed him to bend the run to the left  sideline for  a 16-yard 

gain and a first  down. His 35-yard score was a picture per fect  play from the pocket  with 2: 36 in the 1st  QTR. He executed a qu ick  p lay fake from the shotgun spread, dropped 

back, slid forward to avoid the DT coming free up the m iddle and to his left  and planted his feet  at  the r ight  hash to deliver  a st r ike 40  yards down f ield, on a rope, to his WR 

running a post . He even shifted his shoulder  away from the rush before reset t ing to throw. I t  was exact ly the same move analysts pr aised Redskin head coach and QB coach Jim 

Zorn for  teaching Jason Campbell to execute and this was after  Campbell spent  three years in the league. He d id a nice job  of br eaking the pocket  to the left  hash on a 1st  and 10 

pass from the spread with 7: 05 in the half. Good j ob sliding underneath pressure and rolling let  to his his WR in the f lat  on 3rd  and 5 with 13: 29 in the 3rd QTR. The WR caught  the 

ball eight  yards past  the LOS and gained a total of 15 on the play. He did throw a ball away to avoid a sack with 3: 21 in the 3r d QTR while rolling left  on 4th and 4. I ronically , if  he 

looked closer  downfield, he had an open man. He near ly eluded the blit z off the edge but  slipped after  slipping away fr om a DL's grasp with 3: 23 in the game on 3rd and 5.
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His f irst  play was a designed run to r ight  end from a spread look with four-WR ( three on the left  and one on the righ t )  and he showed the v ision to f ind a crease to cut  back to the 

inside, but  he was so upr ight  with his running sty le between the tackles that  he was knocked backwards upon contact . He only gained two yards on a run that  a well- t rained RB 

would gain at  least  twice the amount  because of good pad level. Good pump fake to freeze the zone defender at  the left  hash in the f lat  on 3rd and 10 with 6: 09 in the 1st  QTR. He 

was able to beat  the DB to the sideline with his speed to get  the first  down and near ly cut  inside a defender  at  the sideline, bu t  h is p lant  foot  went  out  of bounds after  a 16-yard 

gain. On 3rd and 4 with 3: 30 in the 1st  QTR, he gained five yards around r ight  end for  the first  down by being  pat ient  beh ind his pulling center . Once again, he ran very upr ight . 

Conver t ing White to a running back would be a m istake. A receiver  is an understandable possibilt y, but  I  do believe he's best -ser ved t ry ing to be a quar terback. he t r ied to power 

through a defender  at  the second level through a crease on 2nd and 8, but  only gained three yards and his pad level was too high  to get  ext ra yards. He did a good j ob get t ing low 

and sliding forward on an eight -yard run dur ing 3rd and 4 with 1: 32 in the half. His legs tend to go dead on contact  as a runner.  He showed this on a run up the m iddle for  a yard 

to open the second half. He's not  good at  breaking the pocket  up the m iddle. Most  of his posit ive gains or  bigger plays came from get t ing  to the per imeter . He was sacked on 4th 

and 1 when a pick play didn't  work as he rolled left  and his WR didn't  come open. He broke a tackle at tempt  at  h is waist  by a pur su ing defender  for  a nine-yard gain on the opt ion 

with 7: 46 in the game. He his quick enough to run out  of tackles and his change of direct ion with an angular  runn ing sty le tends to help him bounce off hit s at  t imes.
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Terr if ic display of deep ball throwing in this game. He showed an NFL arm when it  came to throwing the deep out  and the post  pat tern . He showed the accuracy to loft  the ball over  

coverage or  hit  players in st r ide on deep passes. White was poised in the pocket  and demonst rated the abilit y  to slide away  from defenders while keeping his eyes down field. He 

showed he knew how to set  his feet  after  sliding and make accurate throws. He even showed some skills at  looking  off the safety on deep throws.He also demonst raded an 

understanding of when the break the pocket  and run for  ext ra yardage. When you pair  this with consistent  accuracy in the shor t  game, I  don't  see why an NFL team really wants to 

make him a receiver  other  than his lim ited size and abundant  speed and agilit y .He throws the ball well moving to his left .  White could pot ent ially  be a Jeff Garcia- like player  with a 

st ronger  arm.
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He tends to stare down receivers. He may look in one direct ion quickly before going back to looking for  his pr imary r eceiver , but  he locks onto his intended targets for  too long 

before releasing the ball. He doesn't  throw footballs with a lot  of touch. He needs to arc the ball a lit t le bet ter  against  shallow coverage in front  of his targets. He doesn't  run with 

good pad level and with his size and speed/ agilit y  he could get  hur t  t ry ing to run in the NFL. Somet imes his throws down come out  of h is hands with a t ight  spiral. He does a good 

j ob keeping his feet  in front  of him, but  I  didn't  see him make any off balanced throws today. I  believe White will be a v ict im of size p rej udice as an NFL QB prospect  and not  get  

much of a chance in the NFL unt il he becomes too good at  another  level of pro football to not  give him a shot .



Name: Willie Tuitama

Height: 6-2 

Weight: 234

School: Arizona

Year: Senior

Date: 12/ 20/ 2008

Opponent: BYU

Score: 31-21

Location: Las Vegas

Surface: Field Turf

Climate: Night

Temperature: Temperate

The Gut Check's QB Scouting Analysis

High completion percentage (>60%) [4pts]: Yes

Deep accuracy [2pts]: Yes

Intermediate accuracy [5pts]: Yes

Short accuracy [5pts]: Yes

Accuracy rolling right [2pts]: Yes

Accuracy rolling left [2pts]: No

Accuracy Score: 18

Velocity on deep routes [2pts]: Yes

Distance on deep routes (>40 yards) [1pt]: Yes

Velocity on intermediate routes [5pts]: Yes

Arm Strength Score: 8

Delivers ball effectively from a variety of platforms [2pts]: No

Throws a catchable ball (touch, tight spirals, etc.) [5pts]: Yes

Quick Release [4pts]: Yes

Compact delivery [4pts]: Yes

Delivery Score: 13

Avoids double coverage [5pts]: No

Looks off defenders [3pts]: Yes

Effective use of pump fakes [2pts]: Yes

Distributes ball to multiple receivers [2pts]: Yes

Makes effective adjustments at the line [2pts]: Yes

Decisions Score: 9

Effective use of play fakes [2pts]

:
Yes

Handles center exchange consistently [4pts]: Yes

Consistently effective with hand offs [1pt]: Yes

Demonstrates ball security while running [1pt]: No

Maintains control of ball when hit [4pts]

:
Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [4pts]: N/ A

BHandling Score: 13

Buys time effectively within pocket [7pts]: Yes

Willing to take hit to deliver ball [2pts]: No

Senses pass rush [3pts]: Yes

Willing to throw ball away to avoid sacks [2pts]: No

Pocket Presence Score: 10

Effectively gains yardage when breaking the pocket [2pts]: Yes

Effectively gains yardage when pocket collapses [1pts]: No

Capable of breaking big gains as a runner [2pts]: No

Scrambling Ability Score: 2

Missed fewer than 10% of games [1 pt]: N/ A

Productive performer when injured [1 pt]: N/ A

No chronic injuries  [1pt]: N/ A

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation  [5 pts]: N/ A

Durability Score: 10

Game Stats 

PAtt: 35

Comp: 24

Pyds: 325

PTds: 2

Ints: 0

Dropped: 5

Sacked: 0

Deflections: 1

Fumbles: 1

RAtt: 3

RYds: -4

RTds: 1

Overall Score: 8 3



Name: Willie Tuitama

The Gut Check's QB Scouting Recap

Date: 12/ 20/ 2008 Opponent: BYU
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His f irst  pass was from their  own nine yard line with 9: 08 in the 1st  QTR. He threw a crossing route to his WR coming  from the r ight  and placed the ball on his back shoulder  in 

ant icipat ion of the LB coming from the other  side to lay a hit . The ball bounced out  of the WR's hands before the hit  even came. On the next  play, he showed excellent  t im ing on a 

slant  by placing the ball on the WR's back shoulder  j ust  as the receiver  made his break. The ball was thrown just  before the LB in zone could get  his drop to disrupt  the passing 

lane. On the play after  that , Tuitama hit  his slot  receiver  on a shor t  hit ch on the left  hash on the WR's back shou lder  that  faced away from the oncoming LB about  a foot  away. Good 

t im ing and placement  of the ball. He over threw the deep out  at  the r ight  sideline on 2nd and 10 with 7: 00 in the 1st  QTR. He put  a lit t le too much on the ball t ry ing to zip it  from 

the opposite hash and the ball f lew on him. On the next  play he hit  his WR on a seam route of 17 yards in st r ide that  resulted in  a 71-yard play to the one yard line. Tuitama 

over threw a seam route by about  10 yards on 1st  and 10 with 3: 59 in the 1st  QTR. Good t im ing on an out  route to his WR near  the first  down marker  with two defenders within a 

yard of the receiver  with 9: 34 in the half. Nice placement  of the ball on two seam passes in the 3rd QTR and the second  one resu lted in a 24-yard score. He threw the ball high and 

to the outside shoulder  so the FB could turn away from the safety to make the play on each. Pinpoint  accuracy on a shor t  pass to his TE to k ick off a dr ive with 9: 47 in the game. He 

hit  the TE on the outside shoulder  away from the t ight  coverage.
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Excellent  velocit y on the seam route for  71-yards that  t raveled about  25 yards from QB to WR in st r ide befor e the WR took it  the rest  of the way.He launched a deep pass down the 

left  sideline 54 yards in the air  on 2nd and 1 with 2: 14 in the 1st  QTR, but  the ball was over thrown and too far  to the r eceiver 's r igh t  ( See delivery) . He threw a post  pat tern 56 

yards in the air  with excellent  accuracy with 6: 00 in the half, but  the receiver  dropped the ball. He also threw a 37-y ard score to his WR on a post  that  t raveled 50 yards in the air  

and it  was clear ly he wasn't  overst r iding on this throw. I  think he's consciously aware that  he tends to overst r ide on  some balls and  corrected it  within the game.
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Tuitama has a quick release and compact  delivery, except  when he t r ies to muscle the ball from a distance, such as the opposite hash on a a deep out  with 7: 00 in the 1st  QTR. He 

delivered the ball with a bigger  wind up to his release and the ball sailed on him. On the seam route he over thr ew with 4: 00 in the 1st  QTR he executed a five-step drop from center  

before releasing the ball. I t  appeared his feet  were a lit t le too wide apar t  on his release;  he overst r ides with his feet  when releasing  the deep ball which forces the ball to be too 

high. On the next  pass on 3rd and 6, he didn't  overst r ide at  all, deliver ing a per fect  10-yard hit ch to his WR for  the fir st  down. But  on 2nd and 1 with 2: 15 in the 1st  QTR, he 

unleashed a 54-yard pass to the left  but  the ball was over thrown by about  10 yards and too wide:  this is a comm on sympt om of  overst r iding in the release of the football. He only 

seems to do it  on deep pat terns. Tuitama threw a very accurate post  to his WR on a 1st  nd 5 with 6: 00 left , but  the WR dr opped it . The ball was placed over  his inside shoulder  and 

led him well enough to catch it  in st r ide but  he let  it  bounce of his arm. The delivery of this ball was not iceab ly different  because he didn 't  overst r ide. The first  two throws where he 

took that  f irst  step too far , you could see his front  knee bending at  too great  an angle like he was walk ing up  a staircase. This t ime his knee was only slight ly bent  and this impacted 

his release because he had more cont rol of how much loft  he put  on the ball so the receiver  could run under  it . His footwor k on a shor t  d rop from the shotgun seemed muddled and 

it  caused him to overst r ide on a sideline route to his TE which he over threw despite the TE having a 3-4 step  advantage over  the DB.
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Good pat ience on 3rd and 8 on what  looked like a simple 10-yard hit ch to his WR with 3: 14 in the QTR. But  t he BYU defense p layed a zone underneath and Tuitama had to show the 

pat ience to wait  for  the LB dropping in zone to get  out  of the passing lane and follow the RB swinging out  of the backfield  t o the sideline so he could complete the deeper hit ch route 

for  the first  down. Although it  was a pair  of shor t  routes on the same side of the field, the QB did a nice j ob of looking to the receiver  closest  to the sideline to draw the zone 

coverage away from the other receiver in the flat  before he threw the ball to that  WR in the flat . This opened enough space for his target  to cut  the play fur ther  inside and gain 

near ly nine yards on a 1st  and 10 with : 27 in the 1st  QTR. Nice check-down to the RB in the flat  after  looking downfield to the same side  long enough to see how the route 

developed and then turned to the flat  and deliver ing the swing pass and hit t ing the RB on his back shoulder  for  a 13-yard gain to the BYU 12 yardline.  Good pump fake left  before 

at tempt ing a crossing route that  was broken up and the pass was high. Very believable act ion on the fake with 9: 41 in the half. On 1st  and 10 with 1: 53 in the half, he rolled r ight  

away from pressure but  t r ied to throw a shor t  pass across his body and over a MLB in zone to a receiver in the m iddle of  the field,  which was defelected. Very good j ob surveying 

the field on a 2nd and 9 pass with : 58 in the half where the BYU defense dropped eight  defenders. He looked left  before tu rning t o the m iddle and throwing the crossing route after  

he drew the MLB in zone to the left  size of the field. Good decision on 3rd and goal from the 6 in a shotgun set  with three WRs on the lef t  and one on the r ight  to call a t ime out  

when he saw something with the defense before the snap that  he didn't  like. When play began again, he ran the ball in to t he end zone for  a six-yard score to take a three-score 

lead.
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Really sharp play fake and throw downfield with 6: 06 in the half on a 1st  and 5 play. He sold the fake realy well by placing the ball near the RB's stomach and bending to m im ic the 

run act ion m idway through his drop. He couldn't  f ield a shotgun snap that  was at  shin level and to his left  that  bounced off h is foot  and was receovered by BYU. His second TD was a 

playfake up the m iddle and throw to the FB down the seam for  a 24-yard gain. They ran this play to per fect  on the first  p lay of the same dr ive for  18 yards. The ball fake wasn't  

bad at  all bending and turning his head to the HB and extending the ball. He really needs to tuck the ball when  he b reaks t he pocket . On his six-yard scor ing run he held the ball 

away from his body in his inside hand.
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Good pat ience standing in the pocket  on 3rd and 10 with the edges closing in as he delivered a 17-yard seam route to his WR in st r ide for  a 71-yard gain to the one yard line with 

6: 54 in the 1st  QTR. On 1st  and 10 with 1: 53 in the half he felt  pressure up the m iddle as he dropped back and did  a good  job  of rolling r ight . Good pat ience on 2nd and 7 from the 

37 yard line with 7: 14 in the 3rd QTR to drop back from the shotgun and as he felt  pressure, slid to his r ight , pump faked , and then spoted a blown coverage. He threw a ball about  

50 yards in the air  to his WR st reaknig towards the post  with no DB within 10 yards of him. He ran under  a perfect ly  th rown deep  pass for  the score. The pump fake was actually a 

double move on a slower developing play, which demonst rates  good pat ience to make the double move work with p ressur e forcing him to the outside. Two plays after  he was 

sacked on 3rd and 16 with 12: 48 left  he took a snap from the shotgun and did a really f ine j ob of sliding in the pocket  unt il his TE got  oen down the left  has on a deep cross that  

star ted from the r ight  side of the field. He hit  the receiver  in the hands on a ball thrown hard about  25 yards downfield, but  the TE couldn't  hang onto it . Great  pocket  presence on a 

play act ion fake where he turned his shoulders away from the LB off the frontside edge, stepped up, reset  his feet  and deliver ed a ball 23 yards to his WR on the left  sideline with 

8: 45 in the game.
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Tuitama was sacked on a 1st  down pass off a play fake to the RB who m issed the LB on the edge that  sacked the QB with 14: 13 in the game. He really had lit t le chance because the 

block was m issed. He showed good speed to the left  end on a 3rd and goal pass play from a four-WR set  with thr ee on the left  side and one on the r ight . The BYU defense got  a 

good rush and he didn't  see what  he liked in coverage with a lot  of room underneath to run. He took off around left  end  at  the 10 yard line and beat  the LBs in pursuit  to the 

endzone. Decent  speed, but  not  the kind to be a consistant  big play threat  as a runner .
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He had two alcohol- related arrests dur ing his career .
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Excellent  arm st rength. He can throw the ball 50-55 yards in the air . He sees the field well and looks off defender s. He shows pat ience in  the pocket  and isn't  rat t led by a crowded 

pocket  due to pressure;  he' ll stand in and make the throw. He executes thorough play fakes and st rong pump fakes. He goes th rough  h is progressions. I  really  like how he slides in 

the pocket . He makes lit t le steps away from the pressure he feels. I  think Tuitama is a player  with NFL upside. He has the ar m, the pocket  presence, the abilit y  to see the field and 

manipulate coverage, and he is accurate anywhere on the field with the except ion of some noted mechanical issues with  h is st ride that  can be corrected. I  don't  hear  much about  

him as a QB prospect  because of his off- f ield issues, but  I  think he's an underrated player  who has star ter  potent ial if  he can make bet ter  off- f ield decision.
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Tuitama has some inconsistencies with the deep pass. He has the tendency to over  st r ide on deep balls which causes the ball to sail too high. He did this on deep throws or  passes 

where he had to throw the ball from the opposite hash in a hurry. Basically  his throwing mechanics deter iorate when  he feels he has to put  ext ra mustard or  distance on the ball, 

which is a correctable problem. He also demonst rated the abilit y  to correct  this tendency within the game when he thr ew a per fect  pass 54 yards downfield to his receiver  in st r ide 

but  it  was dropped and then followed up with a 37-yard score on a ball he threw over  50 yards in the air . He somet imes makes reckless decisions such as throwing the ball across 

his body into double coverage. I  did not  see him have to break the pocket  or  move and  throw to his left  in this game. He has two alcohol- related arrests while in college.
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Name: Arian Foster

Height: 6-1 

Weight: 225

School: Tennessee

Year: Junior

Date: 9/ 1/ 2007

Opponent: California

Score: 31-45

Location: California

Surface: Astro Turf

Climate: Sunshine

Temperature: Temperate

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Analysis

Overall Score: 76

Leg power, drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: Yes

Initiates contact, runs behind pads, and punishes defenders [1pt]: Yes

Good body lean/Finishes runs [3pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [7pts]: Yes

Power Score : 13

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when it from an indirect angle [7pts]: No

Carries ball with either hand [1pt]: Yes

Consistently handles QB/RB exchanges [3pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [7pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Effective short area burst [7pts]: Yes

Separates from 1st and 2nd wave of defenders [1pt]: Yes

Effective outside runner [3pts]: No

Makes good decisions with where to run [7pts]: No

Patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [3pts]: Yes

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [1pt]: Yes

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [3pts]: No

Effective  upper body jukes while on the run [1pt]: No

Avoids direct shots [7pts]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [2pts]: Yes

Effective lateral movement [3pts]: Yes

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments [1pt]: Yes

Effort with assignments [3pts]: Yes

Willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [1pt]: No

Consistently makes receptions on catchable balls [3 pts]: Yes

Makes difficult catch [1pt]: No

Catches ball effectively with back to the quarterback [1pt]: Yes

Consistently catches ball with hands and without juggling [1pt]: Yes

Consistent target in the passing game [3pts]: Yes

Runs precise routes [1pt]: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play [1pt]: Yes

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: No

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: Yes

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation [7 pts]: Yes

Balance Score : 2

BHandling Score : 15

Speed Score : 8

Vision Score: 4

Elusiveness Score : 12

Blocking Score : 4

Receiving and Routes Score : 9

Durability Score : 9

Attempts: 13

Rush Yds: 89

1st Downs: 5

Rush Tds: 0

Target: 7

Rec: 3

Rec Yds: 20

Rec Tds: 1

Fumbles: 0

Broken Tackles: 4

BLKs Assigned: 1

BLKs Made: 0

Game Stats 



Name: Arian Foster Date: 9/ 1/ 2008 Opponent: UCLA

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Profile
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Foster  could a highly underrated back in this draft . He's a versat ile player  for  several reasons. As a receiver , Foster  catches the ball very well with his hands and adjusts well to 

errant  throws. He  is generally  a st rong pass blocker  with pat ience to wait  for  his opponent  to establish posit ion before aggressively engaging which isn't  something I  see very often 

from college backs. As a runner , he's pat ient , var ies his step size to allow blocks to develop, and has a var iety of  stut ter  moves, lateral cuts, and j ump cuts for  a big back to bounce 

runs to an open lane in a zone scheme. He has a solid st iff arm that  neut ralizes DBs in the open field and he has enough balance to gain yardage after  contact  against  smaller  

defenders. He has an adequate burst  and a gliding running sty le. He's a lit t le faster  than he appears. Foster , a philosophy major , is a br ight  student . One of the most  prolif ic 

runners in UT history, I  think Foster  could star t  for  a var iety of NFL teams if he corrects some minor  f laws to h is game, stays healthy, and takes the r ight  approach to pro spor ts. 

The problem is he's yet  to correct  hid pad level and ball car ry ing issues although he's been advised of it  since he was a freshman.
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Foster  runs with too high of a pad level in t raff ic. He has a decent  body lean to end runs between the tackles, but  he doesn' t  begin  r uns this way. This creates situat ions where 

defenders can get  into his chest  and either  dr ive Foster  backwards or  st r ip the ball away. Foster  also carr ies the ball too far from his body when running in the open field. His ball 

carry ing arm will swing too much, exposing the ball to t railing defenders. He's quick, but  lacks great  speed for  a runner . He' s big, but  I  didn't  see him punish any one as a runner . 

He is somet imes lacks decisiveness on plays and his pat ience becomes a curse more than a blessing. He appears to be mor e finesse than physical for  a runner  of his size. I f he 

corrects the pad level and ball protect ion, he' ll at  least  be a product ive cont r ibutor  to an NFL depth char t . He's been nicked  up with var ious inj ur ies that  has lim ited his t ime in 

games. I  have a feeling he lacks the commitment  to be the player  he could be.
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On a one-yard gain with 8: 55 in the 1st  QTR, Foster  ran through a hit  to his legs two yards behind the LOS and was able to get  into the line and fall forward for  post iive yardage. 

Good st iff arm on the DB at  the 50 yard line that  lasted for  the final f ive yards of his 22-yard run with 2: 03 in the half.  He got  h is hand in the face of the DB and warded off a tackle 

unt il the RB reached the sideline to stop the clock. He finished a nin-yard run with 12: 55 in the QTR by plant ing a st iff arm  to the helmet  of the CB about  four yards down field and 

maintaining the st iff arm unt il he got  to the marker  and out  of bounds. Good st iff arm to shove a DB away at  the r ight  sideline about  35 yards into a run for  a 41-yard gain.
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Foster  carr ied the ball in the r ight  f lat  with his r ight  arm on a screen pass for  a nine-yard gain with 14: 51 in the 1st  QTR.  On the seven-yard gain with 9: 31 in the 1st  QTR, he carr ied 

the ball up the left  hash with his left  arm. On the run he bounced to the left  side with 7: 49 in the 1st  QTR, he carr ied the ball under his left  arm. He needs to keep his elbow close to 

his body as he runs with the football. Right  now, he swings his arms too much and this creates an opening to the ball that  an LB can exploit . He did a very good j ob of keeping the 

ball under  his ball carry ing arm on sweeps to the r ight  or  left . On a 1st  and goal run with 10: 19 in the 3rd QTR, Foster  ran  into the hole with his pad level too high and was stood up 

at  the LOS and st r ipped of the football. UCLA recovered the fumble on the play. Foster  needs to hold the ball t igh ter,  but  he also needs to keep his pads low when he enters a 

rushing lane so he can prevent  defenders from get t ing into his chest . I t 's not  j ust  alr ight  to run with low pad level when ant icipat ing a hit . I t 's best  to do it  at  all t imes.
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Good j uke move in the r ight  f lat  to dip inside of the the defender shoot ing behind the LOS j ust  after  Foster turned upfield  on a screen pass with 14: 51 in the 1st  QTR. He then ran 

out  of DT's at tempt  to wrap his legs about  four  yards downfield and near ly hopped to the outside of a safety eigh t  y ards downfield  for a nine-yard gain on the recept ion/ run. 

Excellent  j uke move at  the LOS to dip inside of the safety shoot ing through the LOS in run support  off LG. Foster saw the safety com ing through and began the move with a j ump 

cut  followed by a dip to the r ight . He burst  through the open lane for  a seven-yard gain with 9: 27 in the 1st  QTR on  a 1st  and 10 . Pr obably the one of the more fluid, f lashier  moves 

I 've seen from a runner  all year . Good stut ter  step and bounce to left  end on a five yard run from a three WR set  on 2nd  and 10 with  7 : 49 in the 1st  QTR. Foster  made a good 

move underneath the blocker  occupying the OLB's penet rat ion into the backfield on a 2nd and 10 run with 4: 30 in the 1st  QTR,  but  the LB was able to wrap him a yard behind the 

LOS. Foster  near ly ran out  of the tackle but  was dropped after  a gain of a yard. Nice plant  and cut  to the inside of an  LB get t ing b locked  behind the LOS on a 3rd and 9 screen pass 

with 4: 51 in the half. He made a good j uke to the outside by plant ing his feet  at  the LOS and leaning j ust  a b it  to the inside before bouncing through the crease off LG to get  to the 

left  f lat  for  a 22-yard gain with 2: 01 in the half. A very nift y and subt le, stut ter  move while running full speed down the r ight  hash on a 2nd and 5 run for  41 yards with 11: 55 in 

the 3rd QTR. Foster  made a shor t  move to the outside and then dipped inside of the safety, making the defender  m iss wildy abou t 20 yards downfield. He then turned his hips to 

the r ight  f lat  behind his QB and gained another  15 yards. He then stopped and star ted back to the inside to break the wrap  up of a DB at  the sideline and keep his feet  for  another  

f ive to six yards on the play. On 1st  and 10 with 3: 12 in the game, he gained five yards around left  end by t urning his hips to the outside with a give-a- leg- take-a- leg j uke on the 

CB at  the LOS to get  the corner  for  a five-yard gain.
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Foster  dipped from the sideline to the inside at  the end of a 41-yard run to avoid a DB's wrap. He near ly fell, but  did  a good job  of plant ing his free arm into the gound and staying 

on his feet  for  another  six yards with 11: 49 in the 3rd QTR.
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He demonst rated a pret ty good burst  in the flat  on a nine-yard screen with 14: 51 in the 1st  QTR. Foster  look ed very quick to take a run intended to go up the m iddle and bounce it  

around left  end for  a f ive-yard gain with 7: 49 in the 1st  QTR on 2nd and 10 from a three WR set . He appears to hav e quick feet . On a 1st  and 10 he didn't  have any room up the 

m iddle and there was good containment  to the outside, so Foster  made a quick dip from up the m iddle to RG and lowered his shoulder s into the pile to gain two yards on the play. 

He reminds me a lot  of Eddie George because of his size, his upr ight  sty le, and his st r ide. On a 1st  and 10 toss sweep to r igh t  end, Foster  easily got  the corner  with his speed and 

hurdled the DB shoot ing through for  his legs in the r ight  f lat  for  a gain of seven yards with 13: 47 in the 3rd QTR. Foster  showed enough of a burst  to get  past  the OLB through a 

run off RG from the spread for  a 41-yard gain with 11: 57 in the 3rd QTR. He had a nice downfield block at  the second level about  four yards down field and Foster  shot  through the 

line untouched for  15 yards.
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Foster came out  of his play fake and cut  the OLB coming off the left  side on a 3rd and 2 complet ion with 8: 17 in the 1st  QTR. Fost er  got  into the thighs fo the OLB and cont inued to 

move his feet  as he made contact . The LB quickly turned and ran towards the left  f lat  in pursuit  of the WR. Excellen t  job  cut t ing the LB coming off the r ight  edge with 8: 00 in the 

1st  QTR. Foster  was pat ient  enough to allow the LB to get  up field and commit  to his rushing lane before aggressively shoot ing for the LB's legs, taking the defender 's legs out  and 

giv ing his QB t ime to throw a deep sideline pass across the field. Foster stoned the LB coming off the left  side on a 2nd and 9 pass f rom  their  own eight  yardline with 5: 00 in the 

half. He set  his feet  well and lowered his shoulders into the hit  direct ly into the LB's chest . He followed up the hit  by get t ing his hands int o the chest  and stomach of the defender  

and generated some cont rol of the LB's side to side movements as the ball was thrown. He got  a lit t le too low on  a cut  block to a blit zing  LB on 1st  and 10 with 2: 36 in the half, but  

Foster  st ill slowed the defender  and gave the QB t ime to complete a pass for  a nice gain. He was pat ient  enough wait  beh ind his lineman and to allow the LB to come through the 

LOS and then dip to the opening to make a block as the QB threw the ball with 1: 53 in the half. On the following play, the OLB was able to dip fur ther outside Foster at  the last  

moment  and make the RB miss his angle. This move forced the QB to hurry his pass to avoid a sack. He had the DB b lit z fr om the ou tside on the next  play and Foster  got  shook off 

balance by a shoulder  shake and the DB was able to punch the RB out  of the way with a blow to the chest  to get  an open lane to the QB, who was alread hit  by the backside LB on 

the play. Foster  seems to have more diff icult y with quicker, faster  rushers who can throw him off balance. Foster  hust led to cut  the LB on a flat  pass to the FB for  a seven-yard gain 

on 1st  and 10 with 4: 00 in the game. He followed up with a cut  block on the LB on a flat  pass on the following play.
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Good j ob picking through t raff ic to gain yardage up the r igth f lat  on a 1st  and 10 screen pass for  nine yards with 14 :51 in  the 1st  QTR. He did a good j ob seeing the outside 

opening on 2nd and 10 and bounced a run outside that  was intended to go up the m iddle for  a f ive-yard gain  with 7: 49 in the 1st  QTR. On 2nd and 3 with 6: 12 in the 1st  QTR, he 

took a hand off from a two TE set  against  six men on the LOS and another  three in the box and lost  three yards. He didn't  see the DT shoot ing through the gap between RG and C 

even though it  was apparent  j ust  as he took the handoff. He felt  inexplicably dipped to the r ight  side where two LBs were coming f ree in to the backfield rather  than bouncing the 

run to a well-blocked left  side. He was hit  by the DT and thrown for  the loss. Excellent  pat ience on a 2nd and 1 run  with 2: 05 in the half  from the I  format ion. He shor tened his 

steps after  receiv ing the ball and allowed his RG to pull to LG and followed that  pulling lineman and his FB through a small crease for  the first  down. He then burst  to the left  f lat  

away from a div ing safety as he cleared the lane. He pressed the outside by get t ing inside of his WR blocking in the flat  and  gained 22  yards on the play. Good pat ience at  the LOS 

and in the open field with his downfield blocks. Foster made the wrong move from the snap as the single back with 1: 33 in the half and  r an into the back of his QB, forcing a loss of 

four  yards on the play. On a 2nd and 8 delay with 13: 00 in the 3rd QTR, Foster made a j ump cut  to left  end  and out ran the lineman and LB to the flat  for  a nine-yard gain and a 

f irst  down. On a 1st  and 10 run play versus and all out  blit z with 6: 04 in the game, the QB barely got  the ball off as penet rat ion hit  him  in the backfield and Foster  t r ied to pick his 

way through the backfield to f ind a big opening at  the LOS, but  took too long and lost  a yard on the play.
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His first  catch was a screen pass to the r ight  f lat  with 14: 52 in the 1st  QTR. He executed a good release to the flat  abou t  four  yards behind the LOS and turned back to the QB to 

catch the ball at  chest  level with his hands. He turned upfield for  a gain of nine yards on the play. UT lined up Foster as a WR sp lit  r ight  on 2nd and 8 with 7: 31 in the half. He ran a 

quick bubble screen, catching the ball with his hands four  yards behind the LOS and turning up field j ust  as the LB shot  thr ough and wrapped both of his ankles. Foster  near ly ran 

out  of the wrap, but  he was hit  by an LB closing on the play and brought  down for  a three-yard loss. Foster  gained a yard  on a screen to the left  f lat  on 3rd and 9 from their  own 

eight  yard line with 4: 53 in the half. The end result  wasn't  much, but  Foster  had to turn back to the inside and  catch the ball with his hands on a ball thrown behind him rather  than 

in front  of him at  his own one yard line. This was a quick react ion and a good catch that  prevented a fumble. Foster  was able to turn  upfield, plant  his outside foot  into the ground 

and cut  to the inside of a block on an LB at  the numbers near  the five yardline, near ly burst ing past  the DT at  the six, bu t  falling f rom  that  player 's wrap to his leg at  the nine 

yardline with 4: 51 in the half. On 2nd and 11 in OT, Foster  caught  a swing pass to the r ight  f lat  with his hands abou t  six yards beh ind the LOS with two LBs in pursuit  from the 

inside  and a third coming off block at  the LOS. Foster froze the third LB with a great  stut ter  move a few yards behind the LOS and ran  past  the LB as he crossed the LOS. But  the 

LB t r ipped up Foster  j ust  as he passed and he slipped to the ground after  a gain of f ive.
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Var ious nagging inj ur ies throughout  his career  that  has caused him to m iss t ime or  be lim ited in games.



Name: Josh Vaughn

Height: 5-11

Weight: 232

School: Richmond

Year: Senior

Date: 12/ 19/ 2008

Opponent: Montana

Score: 24-7

Location: Chat tanooga

Surface: Grass

Climate: Night

Temperature: Temperate

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Analysis

Overall Score: 79

Leg power, drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: Yes

Initiates contact, runs behind pads, and punishes defenders [1pt]: Yes

Good body lean/Finishes runs [3pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [7pts]: Yes

Power Score : 13

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when it from an indirect angle [7pts]: No

Carries ball with either hand [1pt]: Yes

Consistently handles QB/RB exchanges [3pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [7pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Effective short area burst [7pts]: Yes

Separates from 1st and 2nd wave of defenders [1pt]: No

Effective outside runner [3pts]: Yes

Makes good decisions with where to run [7pts]: Yes

Patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [3pts]: Yes

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [1pt]: Yes

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [3pts]: Yes

Effective  upper body jukes while on the run [1pt]: No

Avoids direct shots [7pts]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [2pts]: No

Effective lateral movement [3pts]: Yes

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments [1pt]: Yes

Effort with assignments [3pts]: No

Willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [1pt]: Yes

Consistently makes receptions on catchable balls [3 pts]: Yes

Makes difficult catch [1pt]: No

Catches ball effectively with back to the quarterback [1pt]: No

Consistently catches ball with hands and without juggling [1pt]: No

Consistent target in the passing game [3pts]: No

Runs precise routes [1pt]: No

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play [1pt]: Yes

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: Yes

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: Yes

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation [7 pts]: Yes

Balance Score : 2

BHandling Score : 15

Speed Score : 10

Vision Score: 11

Elusiveness Score : 13

Blocking Score : 2

Receiving and Routes Score : 3

Durability Score : 10

Attempts: 23

Rush Yds: 162

1st Downs: 5

Rush Tds: 1

Target: 1

Rec: 1

Rec Yds: 4

Rec Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Broken Tackles: 8

BLKs Assigned: 2

BLKs Made: 1

Game Stats 



Name: Josh Vaughn Date: 12/ 19/ 2008 Opponent: Mont ana

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Profile
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This game was for  the Div ision I  Nat ional Championship.Vaughn has a lot  to like about  his running sty le. He's a b ig back with good  feet  and he's capable of making cuts one usually 

sees from smaller  backs. When he lowers his shoulders, he will gain ext ra yards after  contact  and he has the leg st r ength to push  a pile or  carry players downfield. He also flashes a 

good st iff arm to clean up the collisions he has with defenders. Vaughn has skills as a cutback runner  and demonst rates this skill behind the LOS as well as in the hole. He has 

enough of a burst  to get  outside and decent  v ision on a major it y of his runs. I  think Vaughn is the type of player who cou ld fight  h is way onto a roster  if he's invited to an NFL 

team's camp. I f he can improve his speed j ust  a bit  more, he m ight  become a real surpr ise and one of those names you hear peop le say came out  of nowhere.
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Vaughn somet imes t r ies too hard to cut  back on runs where it  would be best  to take what 's available on the p lay (gap plays) . He needs to be more consistent  as a blocker and make 

it  a habit  to be the first  to engage in a match up with a defenders. He's not  used reguar ly in the passing gam e, although he catches the ball with his hands and adjusts well to the 

football. His biggest  weaknesses is his lack of a second gear . He j ust  doesn't  seem to run with more than one speed. You can actually see him make the effor t  to pull away when he 

gets into the open field, but  he doesn't  appear  to be moving any faster . At lhough he's a big back I  saw Vaughn  get  stuffed on short  yardage runs despite having good pad level or  

f inding the r ight  opening. The problem is he doesn't  slam into the hole in these situat ions and create gaps with his st rength.  I f he learns to do this and gains a lit t le more speed -  

something his predecessor  Tim Hightower  was able to to -  Vaughn could be a signif icant ly bet ter  back than Hightower .
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Very good body lean at  the end of a nine-yard run off r ight  end with 13: 35 in the 1st  QTR on an opt ion pit ch.  He lower ed his shou lders f ive yards downfield and ran through an LB's 

hit , carry ing him an ext ra four yards on the play. I t  should be noted he was about  as big as the defensive ends he was facing in this game. Vaughn showed good leg st rength to 

keep his feet  moving through a hit  six yards downfield to gain an ext ra two on an eight -yard gain with 9: 51 in the 1st  QTR. Vaughn ran  out  of a defender 's at tempt  to wrap his ankle 

nine yards downfield on an I  format ion run with 9: 00 in the half. Good st iff arm on a 15-yard run after  lower ing  h is pad into a LB in the hole and then bouncing the run to left  end 

with 5: 43 in the half. Although he had good pad level on a 3rd and 2 run up the m iddle when he collided with the LB, he was driven back  on the play and came up j ust  shor t  of the 

first  down with 3: 41 in the half. On the next  play from a goal line format ion on 4th and 1, Vaughn followed h is pu lling blocks to the lef t  side of the line and used his free arm to meet  

the LB's hit  and knock the defender  aside at  the LOS. He was able to gain 13 yards on the play running free down the left  f lat . Vaughn ran out  of an arm tackle to his ankle in the 

hole as he was cut t ing back from RG to LG on a 24-yard run with 3: 42 in the 3rd QTR. He then st iff armed the div ing CB on the top of his helmet  as he came from the outside and 

knocked the defender away as he got  to the first  down marker. Good st iff arm on the LB in the hole on a 33- yard run  off a sweep to the r ight  side with 2: 40 in the game. He put  the 

st iffarm on the defender at  the first  down marker about  nine yards down field and ran out  of the wrap up at tempt  h is shou lders for  another  24 yards.
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Vaughn did a nice j ob carry ing the ball under  his left  arm on his opening run out isde the left  hash for  eight  y ards with 14: 40 in the 1st  QTR. Very good j ob fielding a high opt ion pit ch 

on 2nd and 10 as Vaughn headed for  r ight  end with 13: 35. He caught  the ball with his hands and tucked it  under  his out isde arm . On the 15-yard run dur ing 2nd and 6 with 5: 43 in 

the half, Vaughn did a good j ob carry ing the ball under  his left  arm. On his cutback run for  24-yards he forgot  to switch the ball fr om h is r ight  arm to his left  with 3: 43 in the 3rd 

QTR.
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Vaughn demonst rated the abilit y  to dip to the outside on a rush for  no gain with 10: 10 in the 1st  QTR and then followed up with a plant  and cut  to the backside of a run in the hole 

for  an eight -yard gain with 9: 51 in the 1st  QTR. He made a small hesitat ion move as he approached the hole on a r un of f LT to freeze the LB in the hole and squeeze past  him for  

f ive-yard gain with 4: 30 in the half. Excellent  out iside- inside j uke and cut  back to the m iddle to fake out  the safety in the hole and gain  eight  yards on a 1st  and 10 run with 6: 51 in 

the 3rd QTR. Vaughn made a very impressive lateral cut  from RG to LG on a designed gap play to reach the backside hole for  a 24-yar d gain with 3: 42 in the 3rd QTR.
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Very good pad level on an eight -yard run off LG with 14: 48 in the 1st  QTR. This low pad level allowed to him to bounce off his linemen and use his hands to guide himself through 

the hole for  the yardage in t ight  space. He can bounce off t rash in the line on runs and keep his legs churning, like an eigh t -yard r un with 9: 51 in the 1st  QTR. Excellent  pad level 

on a 2nd and 7 run behind his pulling RG to a lane off RG where he engaged a LB a yard past  the LOS by lower ing his shoulder  into the defender 's hit . Vaughn got  the bet ter  of the 

collision, knocking the LB down and then the RB followed up with a st iff arm to the shoulder  to ensure the LB cou ld not  get  in to Vaughn's body as he ran around the hit  to left  end 

for  a f irst  down and a 15-yard gain. Good balance on his f inal run of the game to leap over the defneder on the ground in the hole of f RG and then lower his shoulders into the 

safety j ust  after  landing on his feet  and knocking the defender  to the ground with the hit  before runnign through him for a nine- yard gain with 1: 30 in the contest .
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Vaughn didn't  look ext remely fast  on the opt ion pit ch to r ight  end with 13: 35, but  he out ran the DE coming down the line to get the corner. He also burst  past  a LB five yards past  

the LOS on his way to a nine-yard gain. Vaughn showed enough quickness to reverse his f ield when no hole was availb le on a gap play with 11: 30 in the half from the five yardline 

and out run the defense to left  end for  the score untouched. On a 24-yard run that  he cutback from RG to LG for the gain with 3:43  in the 3rd QTR, Vaughn got  caught  from behind 

by the LB coming across the field. Vaughn lacks that  second gear  to run away from people. He seemed to have only one gear on his 33- yard run with 2: 45 in the game.
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Vaughn did not  play with good leverage on a chip to the DE coming off the r ight  end on 2nd and 7 with 11: 44 in the 1st  QTR.  Vaughn leaned into the contact  and allowed the 

defender  to knock him backwards before changing direct ion on his pursuit  to sack the QB. I f Vaughn delivered a blow to the DE,  this sack m ight  not  happen because the DE would 

have lost  momentum. Excellent  j ob coming out  of the backfield from the spread and standing up the MLB with  a block to give h is QB room to gain six yards on a QB keeper with 

12: 12 in the half. He got  his pads under  the LB's and used his hands well to freeze the defender  as the QB ran by.
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Dur ing an eight -yard gain on his f irst  at tempt  on the opening offensive play of the game, Vaughn showed good pat ience by  keep ing a shor t  st r ide as he followed his pulling guard 

through a hole off LG and C. He stayed on the backs of two different  linemen dur ing the run as he manuever ed upfield  with low pad level for  the yardage. On a 1st  and 10 from the 

Montana 44 yardline, the offensive line blocked to the left  at  the snap and Vaughn quickly dipped to the backside off  RT as he got  the ball. He gained three yards through an open 

lane. Vaughn lacked the pat ience to t rusth the gap play of a pulling guard and lead FB heading off RG through a crease against  two LBs wait ing to take on the blockers. He cut  back 

to left  end and was brought  down for  no gain. This is a fundamental er ror  for  an RB:  do not  cut  back on gap plays and expect  to gain yardage. On the next  play, he took a spread 

format ion hand off behind his pulilng LG and pulling C into the hole off RG for  an eight -yard gain, cut t ing to t he back side of the guard's block towards the left  hash with good 

quickness. He showed good pat ience with a stut ter  step to set  up his blocks off left  end by his lead FB and pulling guar d to get  between them and gain four  yards with 1: 27 in the 

1st  QTR. Vaughn reversed his f ield at  the five yard line after  t ry ing to following his pulling G and FB off RG, but  ther e was no open  crease. Vaughn made the quick decision to cut  

back and out run the defense to left  end for  the score. Vaughn made a very pat iient  run with 9: 00 in the half  on  1st  and  10 from an I  format ion set . The play involved a pulling LG 

and lead FB clear ing a path off RG. Vaughn pressed the hole by following the FB into the hold and dipping inside of  t he block to follow the pulling G j ust  as Vaughn got  in the lane 

and the G engaged with his man. This abilt y  to press the hole helped Vaughn gain 11 yards and a f irst  down.  Vaughn ran the same p lay two plays later , but  the Montana defense 

got  good penet rat ion at  the LOS and shot  down the lane. Vaughn slid away from the lead blockers to his left  and cu t  it  inside for  a two yard gain on 2nd and 3 with 7: 49 in the half. 

Good decision in light  of a good defensive play. Excellent  j ob pressing the hole and using a fake to the outside as he was in front  of  the hole to force the safety to bite before sliding 

back to the inside to gain eight  yards on a 1st  and 10 run with 6: 51 in the 3rd QTR. Although not  the r ight  play in theor y, Vaughn  made an excelelnt  cut  back on a 1st  and 10 run 

designed to follow the FB and RG off the left  side of the line with 3: 44 in the 3rd QTR for  24 yards. He saw the large lane off the left  hash and made a very st rong lateral plant  and 

cut  to change direct ion from RG to LG and clear the lane to get  upfield for  a f irst  down and more. Vaughn lost  two yards on a play  designed to go off the r ight  side behind a pulling 

LG, but  the defense called a safety blit z and LB blit z off the left  side and the LB shot  behind the pulling guard to grab Vaughn  two yar ds behind the LOS and a second defender  with 

excellent  penet rat ion off the r ight  side cleaned it  up with 8: 24 in the game. Good pat ience following his blocks to the r ight  side on a 2nd and 9 sweep with 2: 45 in the game for  a 33-

yard gain and a f irst  down. He also made a quick dip away from a defender  at  the sideline about  12 yards down f ield to get  the ext r a yar ds.
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He caught  a swing pass with his hands while facing the QB on 2nd and 8 for  a four-yard gain with 10: 00 in t he 3rd qTR.
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Name: Knowshon Moreno

Height: 5-11

Weight: 217

School: Georgia

Year: Sophmore

Date: 1/ 1/ 2009

Opponent: Michigan State

Score: 24-12

Location: Orlando

Surface: Grass

Climate: Sunshine

Temperature: Temperate

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Analysis

Overall Score: 90

Leg power, drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: Yes

Initiates contact, runs behind pads, and punishes defenders [1pt]: Yes

Good body lean/Finishes runs [3pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [7pts]: Yes

Power Score : 13

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when it from an indirect angle [7pts]: No

Carries ball with either hand [1pt]: Yes

Consistently handles QB/RB exchanges [3pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: No

Maintains control of ball when hit [7pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Effective short area burst [7pts]: Yes

Separates from 1st and 2nd wave of defenders [1pt]: Yes

Effective outside runner [3pts]: Yes

Makes good decisions with where to run [7pts]: Yes

Patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [3pts]: Yes

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [1pt]: Yes

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [3pts]: Yes

Effective  upper body jukes while on the run [1pt]: Yes

Avoids direct shots [7pts]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [2pts]: Yes

Effective lateral movement [3pts]: Yes

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments [1pt]: Yes

Effort with assignments [3pts]: Yes

Willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [1pt]: Yes

Consistently makes receptions on catchable balls [3 pts]: Yes

Makes difficult catch [1pt]: Yes

Catches ball effectively with back to the quarterback [1pt]: Yes

Consistently catches ball with hands and without juggling [1pt]: Yes

Consistent target in the passing game [3pts]: Yes

Runs precise routes [1pt]: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play [1pt]: Yes

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: Yes

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: Yes

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation [7 pts]: Yes

Balance Score : 2

BHandling Score : 12

Speed Score : 11

Vision Score: 11

Elusiveness Score : 16

Blocking Score : 5

Receiving and Routes Score : 10

Durability Score : 10

Attempts: 23

Rush Yds: 62

1st Downs: 5

Rush Tds: 0

Target: 6

Rec: 6

Rec Yds: 63

Rec Tds: 1

Fumbles: 0

Broken Tackles: 5

BLKs Assigned: 4

BLKs Made: 4

Game Stats 



Name: Knowshon Moreno Date: 1/ 1/ 2009 Opponent: Michigan State

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Profile
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Moreno is an excellent  runner  because of his v ision and abilit y  to gain yardage in t ight  spaces. He does this both with ext remely sharp  cuts and understanding how to be powerful in 

small space with his pad level and free hand to ward off hit s by being first  to deliver a shot . When Jim Brown talked about  r unning the football in his biography, he discussed that  

great  runners have great  v ision and see things developing before they happened. As a result , great  runners r eact  in  such a way that  they seem to be playing faster  and more fluid 

than their  opponents. Moreno often displays this qualit y because he can st r ing together  moves that  work effect ively as one act ion.  He'll combine a head fake, footwork, and push off 

with his hand to change direct ion and ward off a defender in a t ight  space or  he' ll use a shoulder shake with a stut ter  move and sp in to cont inue moving nor th-south in the open 

field. He's a high energy football player  who makes plays all over  the field with the ball in his hands or  as a b locker . I  think
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Moreno lacks breakaway speed. He is quick enough to get  into the secondary, but  lacks the sustained speed to pull away from most  defensive backs. He carr ies the ball a lit t le too 

far  from his body and needs to be more consciously aware about  protect ing the ball against  this body. He has really good balance, bu t  I  didn't  see him recover  from any hit s that  

weren't  head-on to his body in this game.
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He dragged a DT a couple of yards at  the end of a 13-yard screen, falling forward on 2nd and 2 with 11: 39 in the 1st  QTR. On 1st  and 10 wih 4: 43 in the 1st  QTR, he took a handoff 

through LG from a three-WR set  against  a 4-3 defense for  eight  yards. He had a huge opening to the second level of f RG and once he got  to the lane, he burst  through it . He came 

out  the other  side to face a safety head-on. The safety got  great  posit ion and went  for  Moreno's waist , but  Mor eno had excellent  pad level and used his free arm to hit  the outside 

shoulder  pad of the defender  and he drove through the defender  with his legs. This allowed Moreno to force the defender  t o slide off  his legs and he got  another  three yards after  

contact . Although the MLB had Moreno dead to r ights in the backfield when he came through the m iddle of the line untocuhed with 7 : 21 in the half, Moreno near ly got  away by using 

his free arm to push the LB to the ground. The RB fell when he was t ry ing to cut  insde of the defender  and t r ipped over  the LB. Good second effor t  in the hole while wrapped around 

the waist  by the LB to dr ive his legs and get  four yards on 1st  and 10 with 13: 50 in the 4th QTR. Good second effor t  of f RG on 4th and 1 to turn away from the init ial contact  and get  

the first  down, but  a holding call was assessed on the center  away from the play. He slipped a tackle in the r ight  f lat  on the way to a 10-yard gain up the r ight  sideline with 9: 15 in 

the 3rd QTR. He used his left  arm to ward off two hit s on this play -  it  wasn't  a st iff arm, but  it  was something he used in conjunct ion with shift ing his body away from the brunt  of 

the hit . He slid out  of a tackle at tempt  by the MLB behind the LOS as he cut  a run back inside the RG on a p it ch  to r ight  end  for  6  yar ds with 8: 42 in the game.
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His elbow often comes away from his body when he carr ies the ball. I t 's not  far  from his body, but  there's enough of  a crease for  a pursuing defender  to knock the ball loose with a 

good hit . On his swing pass to the r ight  f lat , he carr ied the ball under  his left  arm while running towards the opposiing pursuit  coming from the inside on 2nd and 7 with 13: 12 in the 

3rd QTR. Good j ob carry ing the to the r ight  sideline with his r ight  arm on a 10-yard gain with 9: 15 in the 3rd QTR.
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The difference between Moreno and a back like Ringer  can be illust rated with a 1st  and 10 pit ch-out  to the left  with 10: 48 in the 1st  QTR. Like Ringer , who encountered a defender  

with decent  penet rat ion, Moreno had two defenders doing the same thing in the left  f lat . The difference was one defender was blocking Moreno's path about  two yards away and 

five yards in the backfield as the RB received the pit ch. The LB was three yards in the backfield coming nor th south  in pursuit . Moreno shor tened his steps and made a very sharp 

cut  upfield, underneath the LB and ran hard to the LOS, plowing between defenders for  a one-yard gain. He was able to make a dynam ic cut  in a t ighter  space. Great  j ob st r inging 

together moves in the flat  against  a DB facing him down four yards ahead as Moreno got  to the LOS after  his swing recept ion . He took a plant  step to the r ight , then slid left  with 

two more steps to elude the DB and the LB overunning the angle in pursuit . He then planted hard with his outside foot  and  tu rned nor th-south, burst ing past  the CB and the LB 

before he was dragged down from behind for  an 11-yard gain. His foot  work coincided with a shoulder fake, head fake, and then upper body turn that  froze the defense and allow 

Moreno to burst  through them. His cuts are as sharp as any back I  have watched in this class. On 1st  and 10 with 14:45 in  the half from the I - format ion, Moreno took a hand off 

and immediately saw a gap opening on the left  side of the line, but  as he took a few steps in that  direct ion, an LB got  excellent  penet rat ion from the outside to the inside shoulder  of 

the FB, Moreno slipped to the outside of the FB, but  a safety was coming head-on to contain. Moreno planted his ou tside foot  and cu t  between the FB and the safety and prevented 

what  easily could have been a two-yard loss and got  back to the LOS. Good j ob spinning away from a LB's hit  two yards in the backfield and find a crease for  a two-yard gain with 

2: 00 in the half. On a run around r ight  end with 1: 25 in the half, the MSU defense got  great  penet rat ion about  four  yards in to the backf ield on the r ight  side and Moreno reversed 

his f ield in the r ight  f lat , ran to the r ight  hash behind his lineman and spun away from the CB to the inside for  a four-yar d gain that  should have been a four-yard loss. This was 

such a quick turn of his body that  he made the defender  m iss with this adj ustment . He was this sharp in his m oves and  cuts all day.  On 1st  and 10 from the MSU 21, Stafford and 

Moreno collided dur ing the exchange of the ball about  f ive yards behind the LOS. This ruined the t im ing of the play, bu t  Moreno st ill found away to make two players m iss and 

weave his way back to the LOS.
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He faced a good form tackle on 1st  and 10 with 4: 39 in the 1st  QTR and bounced off it  by using is free hand to m ake the first  contact  and lowered his pads to force the DB to slide 

off his hit . In fact , if  his elbow didn't  hit  the ground on what  was ult imately at  tackle by a DB cut t ing his legs, Moreno never hit  the gr ound when he fell on top of the defender and 

slid off. He had his elbow on the ground, but  if not  for  that , his at tempt  run downfield after  regaining his feet  wou ld have counted . Mor eno caught  a swing pass with 13: 11 in the 

3rd QTR and encountered a DB t ry ing to cut  his legs five yards past  the LOS. He was able to run through the hit  and slide towards the sideline as he got  hit  by a second player . I f 

he wasn't  hit  by the second play j ust  after  running through the first  bit , he wouldn't  have fallen down on this recept ion  and run on  2nd and 7 with 13: 11 in the 3rd QTR.
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Moreno may not  have top end speed, but  he's quick and fluid. He may have a lot  of moves, but  he understands how to st r ing them  together  to get  yardage. I t 's as if he sees one or  

two steps ahead and the other  players are in slow mot ion. He's quicker  than fast , but  he st ill showed the abilt y  to either  reverse h is f ield  and get  outside or  take a play outside as 

designed with pursuing defenders t railing him unblocked. He got  around left  end with 2: 31 in the game on 3rd and  8, but  only gained six yards after  running through a tackle at  the 

sideline.
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Moreno chipped a defender while releasing to the flat  on the first  pass of the game for  UGA with 12: 02 in the 1st  QTR. Mor eno mot ioned wide r ight  out  of the spread format ion pr ior  

to the snap and put  a ter r if ic block on the CB a the numbers on a bubble screen to the WR with 14: 09 in the half . He lower ed his shou lder  into the defender , stopping his progress 

and then followed up with a second hit  as the CB t r ied to move away from Moreno. This allowed the WR to gain 12 yards and a first  down. He hit  the RDE with a hard chip as he 

released from the backfield on a 1st  and 10 pass with 8: 46 in the 3rd QTR. He does a good j ob lower ing his shoulder s and exp loding into the defender  when he chips a player . 

Moreno got  good posit ion and delivered a solid hit  to the MLB coming on a blit z on 2nd and 16 with 6: 11 in the 3 rd QTR. The f irst  hit  knocked the LB back and Moreno reposit ioned 

himself quickly to hit  the LB again j ust  as the QB was throwing the ball. On a swing pass to the slot  receiver  with  8 :10 in  the game, Moreno accelerated downfield and put  a lick on 

the MLB in pursuit  as the play came to a close. Moreno went  a lit t le low on a cut  block against  the blit zing CB off the r ight  edge on 3r d and 3 with 5: 05 in the game, but  he st ill had 

his head up so he could get  his shoulders into the thighs of the defender . This kept  the defender  out  of the back field as the QB h it  his WR for  a four-yard gain in the r ight  f lat  for  

the first  down.
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Excellent  j ob using his downfield block to get  outside the left  hash and then weave back inside on a 13-yard recep t ion/ r un off a screen pass with 11: 39 in the 1st  QTR. He got  a nice-

sized hole off RG guard for  an eight -yard gain and then followed that  up with a hole that  developed slowly up the m iddle that  he d ipped  t hrough from the left  to get  seven yards 

and a f irst  down. Good pat ience around left  end on a pit ch by following his pulling blocker  and using the lead player to dip inside and outside to t ry to make defenders m iss and spot  

an opening. He made a good stut ter  move behind the lineman to get  four yards. Although Moreno is capable of st ring ing a lot  of moves together , he recognizes when he needs to 

be decisive and hit  the crease hard. On 2nd and 7 on a pit ch to the r ight  with 13: 00 in the half, he hit  the crease hard  off right  end and plowed through defenders for  a two-yard 

gain on a play that  the defense st rung out  effect ively. There was no hesitat ion by Moreno on this run. I f there were,  he would hav e either  had to reverse his f ield and hope to out  

run the defense to the left  side for  a big gain, which was unlikely, or  he would have lost  yardage dancing around behind the LOS. Moreno saw the MLB come untouched through the 

LOS on a 1st  and 10 pit ch to left  end, but  he couldn't  not  cut  back to avoid the defender  and was brought  down for  a four -yard loss with 7: 54 in the half. Another  example of how 

special Moreno's v ision is:  On 2nd and 7 with 13: 14 in the 3rd QTR, he ran a swing route to the r ight  f lat , but  the ball was thrown behind him. Moreno turn counter-clockwise back 

to the QB, snatched the pass over  his head while facing his own end zone, and cont inued spinning so he faced up f ield. While he was doing this to make the catch, he knew the CB 

was coming head-on for  him. Once Moreno was able to complete his turn upfield , he stepped over  the div ing CB with his outside leg and  avoided that  four-yard loss to get  three 

yards past  the LOS. He did this  before he encountered a second defender. He gained six yards on the play,  nearly running  th rough  two hit s and coming j ust  shy of the first  down. 

On 1st  and 10 with 6: 22 in the game, he pressed the hole with the line slant ing left  and then cut  back to the r igh t  side underneath two defenders on that  side who got  penet rat ion 

a few yards behind the LOS. He near ly got  to the sideline but  fell as he was making a j uke move to give the leg and take it  away from the safety over top.
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He caught  a screen pass after  releaseing to the left  hash from the m iddle of the line on 2nd and 2 with 11: 42  in the 1st  QTR. He caugh t  the ball at  chest  level with his hands and 

turned up field for  a 16-yard gain. Moreno caught  a swing pass in the r ight  f lat  with the ball coming over his inside shoulder j ust  above his head. He leaped for  the ball with his arms 

at  helmet  level while turning his inside shoulder  back to the ball while running downfield. He snatched the ball with his hands three yards behind the LOS and made a nice move to 

the inside of the defense, split t ing three defenders for  an 11-yard gain and a 1st  down. He caught  a circle route on 3r d and 4 with  h is hands close to his stomach and turned up 

field to gain seven yards and a first  down, split t ing two defenders for  a few ext ra yards at  the first  down mar ker.  Excellent  job adjust ing to the ball on a swing pass to the r ight  f lat  

with 13: 15 in the 3rd QTR. He had to turn back to the QB, catch the ball over  his head with his hands, and con t inue to turn  towards the sideline. He caught  a shor t  f lat  pass with 

8: 40 in the 3rd QTR and gained five yards on the play. He caught  the ball close to his chest  with his hands while facing  the QB. Moreno's highlight  catch of the day was a 3rd and 10 

wheel route down the r ight  sideline where he beat  the LB by a step and leaped for  the ball at  the one yard line,  catching  it  over  his inside shoulder  with his hands and landing in the 

end zone for  a 21-yard score. What  was most  impressive was that  he made sure to get  one foot  in the end zone and  near ly adj ust  to get  his second foot  inbounds as well.



Name: Tyrell Fenroy

Height: 5-8 

Weight: 205

School: Louisiana-Lafeyet te

Year: Senior

Date: 11/ 8/ 2008

Opponent: UTEP

Score: 24-37

Location: Louisiana-Lafayet te

Surface: Field Turf

Climate: Night

Temperature: Temperate

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Analysis

Overall Score: 78

Leg power, drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: Yes

Initiates contact, runs behind pads, and punishes defenders [1pt]: No

Good body lean/Finishes runs [3pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [7pts]: Yes

Power Score : 12

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when it from an indirect angle [7pts]: No

Carries ball with either hand [1pt]: Yes

Consistently handles QB/RB exchanges [3pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [7pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Effective short area burst [7pts]: Yes

Separates from 1st and 2nd wave of defenders [1pt]: Yes

Effective outside runner [3pts]: Yes

Makes good decisions with where to run [7pts]: No

Patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [3pts]: Yes

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [1pt]: Yes

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [3pts]: Yes

Effective  upper body jukes while on the run [1pt]: Yes

Avoids direct shots [7pts]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [2pts]: No

Effective lateral movement [3pts]: No

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments [1pt]: Yes

Effort with assignments [3pts]: Yes

Willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [1pt]: No

Consistently makes receptions on catchable balls [3 pts]: Yes

Makes difficult catch [1pt]: No

Catches ball effectively with back to the quarterback [1pt]: Yes

Consistently catches ball with hands and without juggling [1pt]: Yes

Consistent target in the passing game [3pts]: Yes

Runs precise routes [1pt]: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play [1pt]: Yes

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: Yes

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: Yes

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation [7 pts]: Yes

Balance Score : 2

BHandling Score : 15

Speed Score : 11

Vision Score: 4

Elusiveness Score : 11

Blocking Score : 4

Receiving and Routes Score : 9

Durability Score : 10

Attempts: 22

Rush Yds: 126

1st Downs: 5

Rush Tds: 2

Target: 3

Rec: 3

Rec Yds: 67

Rec Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Broken Tackles: 7

BLKs Assigned: 4

BLKs Made: 2

Game Stats 



Name: Tyrell Fenroy Date: 11/ 8/ 2008 Opponent: UTEP

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Profile
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He's a one-cut  power runner  in the frame of a smaller  back. According to observers, he has improved his speed to the point  that he now has a good burst  and the abilit y  to run 

away from defenders in the open field when he reaches the sideline. He catches the ball with his hands and runs with  good balance when he's moving down hill.  He does a great  j ob 

keeping his legs moving forward and maintaining his balance on hit s to his upper  body. He runs out  of a lot  of  ar m tackles and his determ inat ion nets him ext ra yardage. I  think 

Fenroy is a sneaky good player  with some NFL potent ial, but  his abilit y  to gain muscle and a lit t le more speed cou ld help  h im get  a chance to be more than a depth char t  back. He' ll 

also need to make bet ter  decisions at  the line of scr immage on a more consistent  basis. His v ision isn't  too bad,  but  he can  make small improvements in situat ions where he needs 

to bounce the run outside or  follow his lead blocker and it  could make a difference for  is career.
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He's a one-cut  downhill power runner  in the frame of a scat  back. He doesn't  spot  the cutback to bounce runs outside when  the opening  is available and he runs too upr ight  

between the tackles. He's a physical runner , but  his pad level lacks the consistency for  him to gain the type yardage he' s capable of get t ing on plays where the holes are very small 

or  non-existent . He plays with a neck roll that  makes him look bigger  than he is. He's a physical runner , but  h is dimensions are not  much different  than Br ian Westbrook's.
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On the run he spun out  of the hit  in the backfield with 1: 43 in the 1st  QTR, he actually used his free arm to push off the hit . I t  was a combo off him  lower ing his shoulder  into the hit , 

and using a st ffarm to spin away from the defender to get  to the LOS. He ran out  of two arm tackles on a 2nd and 2 run for  24 yards with : 05 in the half. The first  broken tackle was 

against  the LB coming from his r ight  side in the hole, hit t ing his hip. The second was an at tempt  by the safety at  h is ankle. He dr agged an LB for  three yards on a f ive-yard gain on 

2nd and 5 with 14: 25 in the half. On 1st  and goal from the five yard line he ran through a defender 's tackle at  the LOS, d ragging the safety for  a yard before discarding him to the 

ground with a st iffarm for  a gain of three yards with 13: 45 in the half. Good leg dr ive, body lean, and st iff arm  on  the play.  He b roke the edge defender 's tackle as he entered the 

hole on a five-yard run off LG with 4: 03 in the half. He ran out  of a defender 's at tempt  to wrap him at  the waist  with 12: 34 in the gam e on a 14-yard run up the m iddle.
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He carr ied the ball under his left  arm on a run up the left  hash with : 05 in the 1st  QTR. He carr ied it  in his r ight  hand on other runs, bu t  then back to his left  on a 27-yard screen 

pass down the left  sideline. There were about  4-6 runs in the 3rd QTR where he didn't  carry the ball under  his left  arm when he was runn ing to the left , but  he did demonst rate he 

could carry the ball under  the correct  arm and protect  it  well in the 1st  half and 4th QTR.
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He didn't  make more than one small cut  or  change of direct ion to being each run. He does have quick first  step and  he angles his shoulders well into t ight  spaces. He showed this to 

elude a hit  by his own player  t ry ing to block a DB in the open field after  catching a screen pass in the 2nd QTR. He dem onst rated the abilit y to make quick dips at  full speed on a 31-

yard run around left  end with 4: 34 in the 3rd QTR.
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He got  hit  head-on two yards behind the LOS by the DE on a 1st  and 10 run with 1: 43 in the 1st  QTR, but  he spun out  of  the hit  and  gained two yards rather  than lost  two. He runs 

with good balance on dive plays up the m iddle. He followed a pulling lineman between C and RG on 2nd and 1  with 3: 29  in the 3rd QTR and rammed himself into the line and after  

contact  bulled his way for  three yards while st ill keeping his feet  unt il the very end. Although he got  wrapped  wr apped up  at  the legs at  the end of a 14-yard run with 12: 34 in the 

game, it  took two hit s by defenders to knock him to the ground. He hit  the MLB in the hole on 2nd and 3 with 7: 36 in the game and was able to bet  the bet ter  of the collision, 

forcing the MLB to drop to the RB's legs and t ry to tackle him there. The RB was able to keep his legs moving and  d rive forward for  two more yards with a second defender t ry ing to 

wrap him at  the shoulders.
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He had a nice burst  up the the m iddle as he ran through two arm tackles for  a 24-yard gain with : 02 in the 1st  QTR. On his 31-yard run off the screen pass with 14: 08 in the 3rd 

QTR, Fenroy did show good speed up the r ight  sideline, beat ing the safety who was ahead of Fenroy  by a couple of  yards when he began his pursuit  on the sideline. A CB coming 

across the field had to make up ground and push the RB out  of bounds. The fact  Fenroy made up ground and  pulled  ahead of the safety demonst rated to me that  he probably has 

good enough speed to be an NFL runner . Unless that  safety was inordinately slow, Fenroy won't  be too slow to at  least  be a con tr ibu tor . Very good accelerat ion in the f lat  and then 

past  the CB at  the sideline on a run around left  end with 4: 35 in the 3rd QTR.
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Fenroy completely m issed the DT coming free up the left  hash on a 2nd and 8 pass play from the shotgun. He didn' t  even  see the defender  come free of the LG although the RB 

was behind the RG at  that  moment . I t  appeared the RB was watching the RT and was too late to spot  the DT, who got  free and hit  the QB as he threw the ball. On a 3rd down pass 

he did make a very small chip on a defender wit  his inside shoulder as he circled out  of the backfield, but  it  was not  effect ive.  He appeared to be going through the mot ions on this 

effor t . He didn't  get  a good angle on the backside pursuit  off the edge on a designed roll left  off a play fake.  He was able to hit  the defender , but  not  get  his body in front  of the 

rusher  and prevent  him from pursuing the QB on the play. He was effect ive on a lead block to the r ight  edge, pushing back the DB and knocking him on his back. The technique 

wasn't  great , but  his st rength, momentum, and posit ioning of the hit  did the j ob and helped the ball carr ier  cut  back  to the inside of Fenr oy's block for  an eight -yard gain with : 39 in 

the 1st  QTR. There were 4-5 runs in the 3rd QTR where he didn't  carry the ball under  his left  arm when he was running to his left .
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His 24-yard run was out  of the pistol format ion on 2nd and 2 with : 05 in the 1st  QTR. He followed his pulling guard into the m iddle of  the line and dipped inside the guard's shoulder  

through an open lane and ran in a st raight  line up the field for  the rest  of the yardage. He made a nice downh ill run  for  5  y ards on  the next  play, spot t ing the open lane off LG with 

14: 55 in the half. He plowed into the soft  splot  of the line behind his RG and RT on a 1st  and 6 run for  three yards when  there didn't  appear  to be anything there. Good j ob weaving 

to the inside and back to the outside of his lead blocker 's shoulder  as he ran down the left  sideline on a screen recept ion  for  27 yards with 4: 10 in the half. From the pistol format ion 

on 3rd and goal with 3: 13 in the half, he completely m issed the cut  back to the r ight  side on a run up the m iddle that  resulted in a 2-yard loss. He init ially  m issed the hole up the 

m iddle and hit  his own man on the way through the lane. This slowed his progress and helped the defenders flow to the ball and throw him down for  a loss. Fenroy is far  more 

comfor table running between the tackles than he is t ry ing to take a run to the edge. On 1st  and 10 with 14: 50  in the 3rd QTR, he took a run from the pistol format ion off RG when 

his lead blocker went  off r ight  end and had no one to block in the flat . I f Fenroy follows this lead blocker to the outside, he p robably gains twice the amount  of yardage than the 3-

yard gain he earned. Generally  it 's a good thing for  a back to focus on staying between the tackles, but  he should also t r ust  his lead blocker  and the design of the play. On 2nd and 

5 with 4: 38 in the 3rd QTR, Fenroy showed good pat ience to bounce a run to left  end when he init ially  t r ied to take the handoff between  LG and C, but  spot ted the LB filling the 

gap. Once he got  around left  end, he decisively bent  the run inside of his WR in the left  f lat , pressing the outside lane developing unt il he dipped at  the last  m inute behind the WR to 

the sideline for  another  20 yards. Good j ob making two quick dips to get  to daylight  on a three-yard TD run with  2 :03 in  the 3rd QTR. He has good pat ience on zone runs up the 

m iddle. He gained 14 yards following a blocker  up the m iddle. He stayed behind the lineman's inside shoulder  for  about  5-6 yards before cut t ing to his outside shoulder  an 

accelerat ing up field.
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On 1st  and 10 with 4: 29 in the half, Fenroy caught  a screen pass to the left  f lat , turning his back shoulder  to the QB to catch the ball with his hands close to his stomach and then 

turning up field. He gained 27 yards on the screen despite the fact  that  the linemen were in front  of him but  not  far  enough  to the f lat  to help him immediately. He actually had to 

run through a lineman's div ing block to get  free in the flat  because the blocker  m isst imed the at tempt  and nearly hit  the RB who was running between the lineman and the 

defender . Fenroy caught  a 2nd and 7 screen pass in the r ight  f lat  with his hands at  his back shoulder  while running up field.  He gained 31 yards down the r ight  sideline unt il he was 

run out  of bounds by CB coming across the field. Fenroy did a good j ob chipping an edge rusher  before releasing  in the lef t  f lat  to catch a swing pass with 4: 10 in the 3rd QTR. He 

caught  the ball with his hands as he was turning up field. He veered toward the sideline, making a safety m iss before cut t ing back  to the inside of a blocker  and dragging a defender  

near ly f ive yards for  a nine-yard gain.
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Didn't  pract ice dur ing the week leading up to this game due to a brusied knee in the previous game.



Name: Tyrell Sut ton

Height: 5-8 

Weight: 211

School: Northwestern

Year: Senior

Date: 12/ 28/ 2008

Opponent: Missouri

Score: 23-30

Location: San Antonio

Surface: Field Turf

Climate: Indoors

Temperature: Temperate

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Analysis

Overall Score: 81

Leg power, drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: No

Initiates contact, runs behind pads, and punishes defenders [1pt]: No

Good body lean/Finishes runs [3pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [7pts]: Yes

Power Score : 11

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when it from an indirect angle [7pts]: No

Carries ball with either hand [1pt]: Yes

Consistently handles QB/RB exchanges [3pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [7pts]: No

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Effective short area burst [7pts]: Yes

Separates from 1st and 2nd wave of defenders [1pt]: Yes

Effective outside runner [3pts]: Yes

Makes good decisions with where to run [7pts]: Yes

Patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [3pts]: Yes

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [1pt]: Yes

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [3pts]: Yes

Effective  upper body jukes while on the run [1pt]: Yes

Avoids direct shots [7pts]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [2pts]: Yes

Effective lateral movement [3pts]: Yes

Correct diagnosis of blocking assignments [1pt]: Yes

Effort with assignments [3pts]: Yes

Willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [1pt]: Yes

Consistently makes receptions on catchable balls [3 pts]: Yes

Makes difficult catch [1pt]: No

Catches ball effectively with back to the quarterback [1pt]: No

Consistently catches ball with hands and without juggling [1pt]: Yes

Consistent target in the passing game [3pts]: Yes

Runs precise routes [1pt]: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunities to play [1pt]: No

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: Yes

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: Yes

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation [7 pts]: Yes

Balance Score : 2

BHandling Score : 8

Speed Score : 11

Vision Score: 11

Elusiveness Score : 16

Blocking Score : 5

Receiving and Routes Score : 8

Durability Score : 9

Attempts: 29

Rush Yds: 114

1st Downs: 6

Rush Tds: 0

Target: 6

Rec: 5

Rec Yds: 29

Rec Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Broken Tackles: 7

BLKs Assigned: 3

BLKs Made: 2

Game Stats 



Name: Tyrell Sut ton Date: 12/ 28/ 2008 Opponent: Missouri

The Gut Check's RB Scouting Profile
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Sut ton is a tough runner  for  his size. He gains yardage after  contact  because he runs with a good pad level and keeps his feet  churning when init ially  wrapped. He has good 

quickness and this helps him elude big hit s turn them into glancing blows. Sut ton is also a good receiver  out  of the backfield and he's capable of turning shor t  passes into longer  

gains because of his quickness and open field v ision. He's a reasonably mature runner  between the tackles who will hit  a crease hard and  get  the most  yardage available to him 

rather  than at tempt  r isky cut  backs or  reversals of f ield to f ind a big play. I  think Sut ton is a late round pick who develops into a nice third down opt ion if he stays healthy. He's 

about  the size of Maur ice Jones drew, but  lacks the explosiveness.
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Sut ton has exper ienced mult iple inj ur ies that  has cost  him games over  the years. He's not  a tall runner , but  he has a low center of gravit y. His lack of great  speed makes it  unlikely 

that  NFL teams see him as a load carr ier . He isn't  used much as a blocker  and he lacks great  lateral cut t ing abilit y .  I  d idn' t  see him spot  the cutback lanes or  pressing the hole as 

much as one m ight  expect  from a feature runner . Sut ton is a tough, versat ile back who could surpr ise but  I  think he's a change of pace runner  at  best .
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At  the end of his seven-yard run up left  hash on the opening offensive play for  the Wildcats with 11: 45 in the 1st  QTR, Sut ton dove under  the safety to avoid the hit . He lost  his 

balance coming out  of the hole and fell forward  t ry ing to lower his shoulders in ant icipat ion of the contact . Sut ton  isn 't  going to do much to signif icant ly push the pile with his size but  

he made the effor t  on a 2nd and 3 to gain two yards with 10: 33 in the 1st  QTR, keeping his shoulders low as he burrowed into the r ight  side of the line that  got  a push off the LOS. 

On the following play he had a much bet ter  oppor tunit y to hit  the hole hard on an I  format ion isolat ion play w ith the LG pulling to RG. He followed that  blocker  and hit  the hole hard 

on 3rd and 1 to gain three yards with 9: 57 in the 1st  QTR. He got  hit  by the safety four  yards past  the LOS on a run  ar ound r ight  end with14: 39 in the half, but  dove forward after  

the contact  to gain total of six on the play. Good finish. He got  hit  two yards behind the LOS on a spread format ion  run with  8: 36 in  the half, but  turned his back into the hit  and 

spun forward for  a gain of a yard. Good j ob keeping his legs moving on the play. Lowered his shoulder  into the LB's contact  through a hole off RG on a spread format ion run and 

then spun off a second hit  to gain six yards on 2nd and 10 with 5: 13 in the half. Sut ton got  hit  high by the DT at  the LOS on 1st  and 10 with 4: 19 in the half, but  carr ied the 

defender  on his back another  three yards on the play. Sut ton had no problem throwing his body towards the first  down marker , attacking the defender in the flat  by lower his body 

into contact   on a 2nd and 7 opt ion pit ch. This aggressiveness helped him get  to the first  down marker . He got  wrapped  at  the end of a three-yard run with a lit t le over  a m inute in 

the half, but  did a good j ob keeping his legs moving. Sut ton near ly ran out  of a wrap to his legs on a spread for mat ion run  up the m iddle for  a four-yard gain and a f irst  down. On 

2nd and 21 with 6: 46 in the game, he broke an arm tackle by a div ing LB as he burst  rhough the hole off LG, broke a second tackle at tempt  to his legs six yards downfield and then 

did an excellent  j ob lower ing his shoulder  into the DB's hit  at  the r ight  hash 10 yards downfield and gained another  seven yards after  this contact  on the play.
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Sut ton lost  the ball at  the end of a 44-yard catch/ run on a screen when the DB punched the ball loose with a downwar d st r ike on the ball when they collided head-on with 7: 04 in the 

1st  QTR. The play was called back due to an offsides penalty. He could only carry the ball comfor tably in his r igh t  ar m in this game because he had a brace on his left  wr ist .
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Good j ob turning his upper body away from an oncoming hit  by an LB in the flat  on a swing pass thrown to him five yards beh ind the LOS with 5: 52 in the 1st  QTR. This turn caused 

the LB to only have Sut ton's legs as the target  and the RB turned the potent ial loss into a two-yard gain. He made a quick dip to the outside to avoid two penet rat ing defenders off 

LG. He gained six yard around left  end with 14: 40 in the half. Excellent  spin move in the backfield after  taking a hand off f rom  the spread and the DT got  free to meet  him three 

yards in the backfield on 2nd and 8 with : 17 in the half. He planted with his feet  and spun inside of the defender,  bounced off a second hit  at  the LOS and found a gap off r ight  end, 

spinning away from a DB's hit  to get  within a yard of the first  down marker. He used a stut ter  step at  left  end  befor e bouncing the run back to the inside on 2nd and 10 with 14: 00 

in the game for  a seven-yard gain.
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Sut ton was able to maintain his balance after  a hit  to his legs by an LB about  f ive yards behind the LOS on a 2nd  and 6 swing pass with 5: 52 in the 1st  QTR. He near ly t r ipped 

t ry ing to bounce from the inside to the left  end out  of the spread on 2nd and 4 for  a gain of three with 13: 43 in  the half . In  the open field Sut ton has good balance and power to 

run through hit s. He ran through a CB's hit  to his legs by lower ing his foreram into the defender  and then gained another  f ive yar ds while get t ing hit  in the back and in the outside 

shoulder on an 18-yard gain from a screen pass on 2nd and 19 with 11: 10 in the half. Sut ton hit  the hole hard enough with good  pad level to get  four  yards on 3rd and 2 with 8: 02 

in the half.
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Sut ton showed a good burst  up the m iddle for  a seven-yard gain out  of the spread versus a nickel look with 11: 54 in the 1st  QTR. He beat  the backside defensive end to the hole 

off LG as he burst  up the left  hash. He took an opt ion pt ich around left  end for  a seven yard gaon on 2nd and 7 for  a f ir st  down with 3: 35 in the half.
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Sut ton is generally  a receiver  and I  did see him chip a defender  in the first  half, but  his f irst  t rue at tempt  gain with 5: 04 in the 3rd  QTR on 3rd and 7 when he threw himself into a 

hit  on the DE stunt ing to the inside. He hit  the DE in the chest  and snapped the defender 's head back, before slipping into the center of the field as a check-down opt ion. He went  

too low on a blocker  off the left  edge on a keeper and the defender  ran through him to tackle the QB on a keeper  on 2nd and  goal in OT.
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The NW offensive line got  a small push on the r ight  side as Sut ton took a spread format ion handoff on 2nd and 3 with 10: 33 in the 1st  QTR. He slid to that  par t  of the line and 

lowered his shoulders into the pile, gaining two yards. Excellent  j ob avoiding a three-yard loss in the backfield with a spin move to the inside and finding the soft  spot  of the line to 

get  around r ight  end for  a seven-yard gain with : 12 in the half.
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On a 3rd and 9 play that  was called back due to an offsides penalty with 7: 14 in the 1st  QTR, Sut ton caught  a scr een pass with  h is hands in the r ight  f lat  a yard behind the LOS, 

ran through the r ight  f lat  for  a f irst  down and dipped inside his lineman's block fifteen yards downfield, out running the LB 35 yards downfield before get t ing tackled at  the Missour i 

45 yard line for  a 44-yard gain and fumbling the football away to Missour i. His f irst  catch that  counted was a 2nd and  6  swing route to the left  f lat  about  f ive yards behind the LOS 

that  he caught  with his hands as the LB was coming head-on for  him with 5: 54 in the 1st  QTR. Once Sut ton cont rolled the pass he tur ned away from the hit  with his upper  body and 

forced the LB to only have a shot  at  the RB's legs. The RB was able to maintain his balance after  the hit  by put t ing h is r ight  hand  in the ground and recover  his foot ing to burst  up 

the flat  for  a two-yard gain that  should have easily been a five-yard loss. Sut ton caught  a screen pass in the left  f lat  with his hands extended from his stomach on 2nd and 19 with 

11: 14 in the half. He turned up field at  the LOS with two DL's following him and a lineman blocking an LB a couple of yards up the lef t  hash. He burst  through the gap up the hash 

and behind the lineman's block six yards down field, lowered his forearm into the hit  of a DB coming from the left  f lat  at  the 18 yar d line and got  another  f ive yards running through 

two more hit s for  an 18-yard gain. Sut ton caught  a circle route in the m iddle of the field while facing the QB with 7: 41  in the half  and tur ned up the left  hash for  an eight -yard gain, 

keeping his legs moving as he was wrapped at  the end of the run. He caught  a 1st  and 10 screen thrown hard  to his back shoulder with 1: 34 in the 3rd QTR and was immediately 

hit  by a defender for  a loss for  three yards. His f inal catch was a shor t  f lat  route from the slot  that  he caught  into his body and turned up the r ight  sideline for  a gain of three with 

: 57 in the 3rd QTR. Sut ton was over thrown on a swing pass when the QB was under  pressure in his own end zone with 14 : 08 the game.
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ility: Played with a cast  on his  broken left  wr ist .He tore ligament  and broke two bones. Doctors compared the inj ury to one suffered in a car  wreck and he j ust  had surgery a few weeks 

before the game. He wasn't  even considered to play this game unt il a week before. He m issed four games this year  with  the inj ury.  He m issed five games last  year  with knee and 

ankle inj ur ies.
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Name: Aaron Kelly

Height: 6-4 

Weight: 204

School: Clemson

Year: Senior

Date: 11/ 15/ 2008

Opponent: Duke

Score: 31-7

Location: Clemson

Surface: Grass

Climate:

Temperature:

The Gut Check's WR Checklist Analysis

Can physically break jam [2pts]: Yes

Can use elusiveness to break jam [2pts]: Yes

Uses body to shield defender from the ball [3pts]: Yes

Creates separation with burst out of breaks [5pts]: Yes

Gains noticeable separation on intermediate/deep routes [2pts]: No

Runs precise routes [5pts]: Yes

Finds opening in zone coverage [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to QB when play breaks down [3pts]: Yes

Awareness of sideline [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball with hands first [5pts]: No

Adjusts to the ball in the air [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball well with back to the line of scrimmage [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage [5pts]: Yes

Catches ball in high traffic areas [3pts]: Yes

Consistently holds onto the ball when hit [4pts]: No

Demonstrates ability to make difficult catch [1pt]: Yes

Makes receptions on catch able balls consistently [5pts]: No

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [2pts]: Yes

Effective upper body jukes while on the run [2pts]: Yes

Avoids direct shots [2pts]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [2pts]: No

Effective lateral movement [2pts]: No

Demonstrates ability to carry ball with either hand [1pt]: Yes

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [5pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when hit from an indirect angle [2pts]: No

Demonstrates effort with assignments [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [2pts]: Yes

Displays patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [1pt]: Yes

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [2pts]: Yes

Leg power and drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: Yes

Good body lean/Finishes runs [1pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [2pts]: No

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunitiesr [1pt]: N/ A

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: N/ A

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: N/ A

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career [5pts]: N/ A

Overall Score: 7 6

Target: 11

Missed Target: 0

Drops: 0

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 1

Rec: 10

Rec After Contact: 1

Difficult Rec: 1

Rec Yards: 96

Yards After Catch: 30

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 0

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stats

Separation Score: 12

Routes Score: 15

Receiving Score: 13

Elusiveness Score: 6

BHandling Score: 10

Balance Score: 2

Blocking Score: 4

Vision Score: 3

Power Score: 3

Durability Score: 8

Category Scores



Name: Aaron Kelly Date: 11/ 15/ 2008 Opponent: Duke

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile
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He makes a good effor t  as a blocker  and has consistent  product ion as a posession receiver . He is capable off adj ust ing his body to make div ing catches at  the boundary and he's 

physical enough as a runner  to make the first  man m iss by running through arm tackles or  spinning away from cont act . He shows the abilit y  to catch the football with his hands and 

make plays in t raff ic.
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He doesn't  consistent ly use his hands to catch balls where he would be bet ter  served to do so. Because he allows balls into h is body too m uch, he drops passes in t ight  coverage, 

against  harder  hit s, or  in red zone situat ions because the ball bounces off is pads. He lacks great  speed and needs double moves or  p lay act ion to assist  him in get t ing separat ion on 

routes deeper than 15 yards past  the LOS.
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Good swim move versus a CB on 3rd and 10 with 2: 30 in the half. He faced the CB t ry ing to j am him off the LOS by  taking a j ab step  to the outside ear ly in his release from the 

LOS and then threw his outside arm over  the top of the CB to get  inside posit ion on the route. The ball wasn't  thr own his way, but  it  was a good move. He lacks anything more than 

ordinary speed which is most  evident  by two things:  his down field recept ions of 15-20 yards are off play act ion and against  zone coverage and he doesn't  show much of a burst  on 

screen passes that  are well blocked.
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His f irst  catch was a corner  route 19 yards down field. The CB or iginally  played 10 yards off the LOS and was the shallow zone defender . The QB did a per fect  j ob of loft ing the ball 

between the CB and the safety on the play for  a gain of 21 yards. The best  part  of the route was Kelly making a nice jab  step to the inside before breaking the outside, which threw 

the S out  of posit ion long enough for  him to get  a clean oppor tunit y to make the catch without  the DB in range to hit  him from over top.  He made a nice quick turn back to the ball 

on a 3rd and 10 out  route, but  could have done a bet ter  j ob sinking his hips into the break but  his speed on  the tu rn was v ery good and he did not  t ip off where he was breaking as 

he released from the line with the defender about  5-7 yards off him .
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His first  catch was a corner  route 19 yards down field between the safety over  top and the CB underneath with 0: 21  in the 1st  QTR. He caught  the ball with his back to the QB and 

his back shoulder  turned enough to catch the ball over  that  shoulder  by cradling the ball to his body. His second  catch was a smash  screen with 8: 14 in the half. He t rapped the ball 

to his stomach while facing the QB and did not  gain anything on the play. He made a div ing, catch for  11 yards with 6: 52 in the half, t ight roping the sideline with both toes as he 

cradled the ball to his chest  on the out  route for  a first  down. He caught  a slant  10 yards down field on a 1st  and 10  with 2: 03 in the half , catching the ball close to his body ( it  

appeared he t rapped it )  and with his body facing the QB. He turned up field and spun away from a defender 's hit  to get  another f ive yards on the play. He caught  the smash screen 

by t raping the ball to his body on the next  play for  a gain of seven yards. Kelly dropped a slant  in the back of the end zone with 5: 32 in the 3rd QTR. He was open and the ball hit  

him  at  chest  level, but  as he usually does, he t r ied to t rap the ball and it  bounced off him  as the defender  hit  him  in  the back. He caught  a shor t  sideline fade on 3rd and 7 for  eight  

yards with 5: 18 in the 3rd QTR. He had to dive for  the ball and catch it  with his hands while falling out  of bounds and taking a h it  over  the top from the defender . He caught  a slant  

with his hands near  his back shoulder for  a 15-yard gain and a first  down with 2: 30 in the 3rd QTR. He had an easy catch in a loose zone on the play. On a bubble screen, he did a 

good j ob extending his arms to catch a ball with his hands while he was dr ift ing in the opposite direct io at  the end  of his br eak. He was b rought  down for  no gain, but  he did well to 

hold onto the ball and prevent  an intercept ion with 1: 20 in the 3rd QTR. He t rapped a shor t  hit ch to his chest  on a 1st  and 10  pass with 11: 03 in the game and turned it  up field for  

a gain of nine yards. He gained 11 yards on the next  play off a smash screen to the left  side, which he t rapped into his body and took up field for  all of the yardage.
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One of the most  common moves Kelly makes in the open field is a spin move to the inside or  outside to break f ree from init ial contact . He did this on a screen pass in the 2nd QTR 

and then later  he did it  on a 10-yard slant  to get  another  f ive yards on the play.
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Good j ob protect ing the ball with his arm on a smash screen for  no gain that  was sniffed out  by the Duke defense. He was ab le to take a hit  to his ball carry ing arm and st ill hang 

onto the football with no problem. He switched the ball from his r ight  arm to his left  when t ry ing to spin away from a defender on a 10-yard slant  with 2: 01 in the half.  He carr ied 

the ball under  his left  arm while turning from the r ight  towards the inside of the field to his left  with 11: 04 in the gam e.
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He at tempted to spin off a hit  on a smash screen recept ion with 8: 14 in the half, but  was gang-tackled on a good  defensive effor t  by the Duke unit .
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He got  his hands on the CB dur ing a 2nd and 6 run with 14: 05 in the 1st  QTR, but  did not  aggressively get  h is body in front  of the DB and the defender  would have had an easy 

t ime r ipping himself away from the WR's grasp to make on play on the RB if necessary. Not  a great  effor t  by  the WR.  A much bet ter  j ob on a 2nd and long run with 6: 55 in the 1st  

QTR. He got  good posit ion on the CB and engaged the defender  with his hands and used his body to turn the CB away from the run to open a lane for  the RB to gain 9 yards on the 

play. He did as good of a j ob in the r ight  f lat  on a 1st  down run with 13: 48 in the half. The CB t r ied to get  inside and then ou tside the WR dur ing the run, but  the WR had good 

hand placement  and made a st rong init ial effor t  to get  in front  of the CB before engaging him on the block. Although he was unable to knock down the DE on a cut  block when he 

mot ioned towards the format ion before the snap to make this crack back play, he impeded the defender 's progr ess enough  for  the RB run past  the DE through the lane for  a 9-yard 

gain. Good effor t . He wasn't  too low, but  he began the cut  a step too ear ly which prevent  the hit  from having any force and it  allowed the DE to step away to the outside and 

pursue the RB. Good effor t  on the safety as the lead blocker on a screen pass with 2: 55 in the half. Good block on the outside keep ing his man at  bay so the RB could run behind 

him with : 40 in the 3rd QTR
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Although he didn't  gain a yard on the smash screen with 8: 14 in the half, he made a good choice to turn to the inside of the defense with  the outside defenders containing the edge 

effect ively. He showed good pat ience to allow a defender to follow a receiver to the sideline and slipping behind him to get  open on  a shor t  route to the inside that  he turned inside 

two defenders for  a 9-yard gain after  making the catch with 11: 04 in the game.
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Good j ob spinning away from a defender 's at tempt  to wrap him up at  the first  down marker on a 1st  and 10 recep t ion of f a slant  with 2: 01 in the half. He gained five ext ra yards on 

the play. This was a display of power to break arm tackles and elusiveness to spin. On the next  play, he caugh t  a sm ash  screen from the r ight  side of the field and ran through a 

tackle to get  7 yards on the play. He used a st iff arm on the t railing defender  he beat  to the inside and then  d ragged  a second defender  a few yards for  a 9-yard gain off a shor t  

hit ch from the r ight  side with 11: 04 in the game. He near ly ran out  of an ankle tackle at  the end of an 11-yard gain  off a smash scr een with 10: 30 in the game. He gained about  3 

yards falling forward after  the wrap up.
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Name: Hakeem Nicks

Height: 6-0 

Weight: 212

School: UNC

Year: Senior

Date: 12/ 27/ 2008

Opponent: West  Virginia

Score: 30-31

Location: Charlot te

Surface: Grass

Climate: Overcast

Temperature: Temperat

The Gut Check's WR Checklist Analysis

Can physically break jam [2pts]: No

Can use elusiveness to break jam [2pts]: No

Uses body to shield defender from the ball [3pts]: Yes

Creates separation with burst out of breaks [5pts]: Yes

Gains noticeable separation on intermediate/deep routes [2pts]: No

Runs precise routes [5pts]: Yes

Finds opening in zone coverage [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to QB when play breaks down [3pts]: No

Awareness of sideline [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball with hands first [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to the ball in the air [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball well with back to the line of scrimmage [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage [5pts]: Yes

Catches ball in high traffic areas [3pts]: Yes

Consistently holds onto the ball when hit [4pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to make difficult catch [1pt]: Yes

Makes receptions on catch able balls consistently [5pts]: Yes

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [2pts]: Yes

Effective upper body jukes while on the run [2pts]: Yes

Avoids direct shots [2pts]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [2pts]: Yes

Effective lateral movement [2pts]: No

Demonstrates ability to carry ball with either hand [1pt]: Yes

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: No

Maintains control of ball when hit [5pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when hit from an indirect angle [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates effort with assignments [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [2pts]: Yes

Displays patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [1pt]: No

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [2pts]: Yes

Leg power and drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: Yes

Good body lean/Finishes runs [1pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [2pts]: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunitiesr [1pt]: N/ A

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: N/ A

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: N/ A

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career [5pts]: N/ A

Overall Score: 8 5

Target: 8

Missed Target: 0

Drops: 0

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 8

Rec After Contact: 1

Difficult Rec: 2

Rec Yards: 217

Yards After Catch: 72

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 3

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stats

Separation Score: 8

Routes Score: 12

Receiving Score: 27

Elusiveness Score: 8

BHandling Score: 7

Balance Score: 4

Blocking Score: 4

Vision Score: 2

Power Score: 5

Durability Score: 8

Category Scores



Name: Hakeem Nicks Date: 12/ 27/ 2008 Opponent: West  Virginia

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile
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Nicks has nice size and power as a runner . He uses a st iff arm very well and will gain yards after  contact  versus DBs.  This is a huge posit ive for  the pro game because it  makes him 

dangerous both inside and outside the hash.  He's a physical blocker  and aggressive in the run game which should  endear him to more physical offensive teams and when you 

combine this with his decent  burst , he can be effect ive downfield in the play act ion game. Nicks also  has good m oves in  the open field to make defenders m iss and he's quick 

enough to avoid the first  hit . He has excellent  hands and concent rat ion to catch t ipped balls and passes thrown away from his body. He actually has a knack for  concent rat ing on 

diff icult  catches. I  also like that  he uses his head and eyes and shoulders to set  up breaks by fooling defender s to look back for  the throw at  the wrong t ime or  to ant icipate a 

different  route. I f there's a receiver  in this class that  I  think has the total game to be a qualit y star ter  for  a team sooner than later , Nicks is one of them.
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Nicks has decent  speed, but  he's not  a t rue ver t ical threat , but  there are several NFL receivers with his speed- size-quickness combo that  are effect ive anywhere on the field in the 

r ight  offense. Dwayne Bowe and Anquan Boldin come to m ind as examples.  He has enough accelerat ion to get  open  downf ield  on  a well- run route that  fools the defender , especially  

if run in conjunct ion with a play fake. Nicks does need to protect  the ball bet ter  as a runner , but  this is comm on for  many p layers who handle the ball and t ransit ion to the pro 

gram. This is something he' ll either  f ix  in t raining camp or  he' ll get  embarrassed once or  twice in game before he addresses it .The m ost  important  skill Nicks needs to refine is how 

to use his hands and feet  in conjunct ion with each other   to elude or  overpower press coverage. He has enough  size to do this well, but  r ight  now he's taking advantage of corners 

when they play off him . Because Nicks is  st rong enough to beat  the j am I  think coaches in college football are more reluctan t  to test  him regular ly, but  the on t ime it  was apparent  

they did so in this game, Nicks couldn't  defeat  the j am.
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Nicks got  inside the CB on a deep post  on a play act ion pass with 7: 29 in the 1st  QTR. He was even with the  defender and if the pass weren't  under thrown, he would have had an 

easy catch. But  it  was under thrown and a highlight  reel-crazy play enused that  I ' ll descr ibe under  the Receiv ing Not es sect ion. Although he showed some accelerat ion after  the catch 

on a 66-yard score, he would have been caught  from behind by the second defender if not  for  his st iff arm. He's fast  enough to get  down field on play act ion passes, but  he's not  a 

t rue ver t ical threat . He had some diff icult y beat ing the j am ear ly in the first  quar ter , but  I  didn't  see anyone j am him for the rest  of the half. He t r ied to use his hands to f ight  off 

the contact , but  he wound up carry ing the DB downfield. He was not  the pr imary receiver  on this play which was a screen pass.
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He set  up his break to the inside on a deep post  by using his shoulders and footwork to make a slight  dip to the outside before br eaking inside on his 73-yard touchdown recept ion. 

Good j ob dr iv ing the defender  back with his init ial bust  into his route on a 9-yard cur l with 1: 12 in the 1st  QTR. He needs to do a bet ter  j ob of sinking his hips and m inim izing his 

steps pr ior  to his break. Good j ob coming back to the ball after  making his break on a shor t  cur l underneath  the shallow zone with 11:57 in the half on 2nd and 14. He ant icipated 

the DB breaking on the pass and his steps toward the ball to at tack the pass  prevented an intercept ion. Nicks got  wide open on a corner  route for  a 25-yard score with 10: 38 in 

the half. His route began in the slot  and he looked inside to the QB before turning quickly to the outside. This look in , gave the CB the im pression that  the route was a slant  and the 

DB bit  too soon. The ent ire route was sold with Nicks' turn of the head and his eyes. The DB actually slipped t ry ing  t o ad just  back to Nick 's break to the outside and he was wide 

open for  the score.
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Nicks had a step on his CB with a DB also t railing on a deep post  off play act ion with 7: 29 in the 1st  QTR. He t racked the ball by looking  over  his r ight  shoulder . Just  as the ball 

ar r ived, the CB cut  under  the pass that  was slight ly under thrown and t ipped the ball. Nicks reached back and  snatched the pass away fr om the CB, j uggled it , and then secured the 

ball at  the 20 yard line (53 yards from where the ball was released) . He scored after  dragging a defender for  the final 10 yards on the play. Nicks caught  a sideline pat tern 30 yards 

down field on an opt ion play with 5: 02 in the 1st  QTR. He was wide open due to the decept ion of the play:  a WR th rowing  t he ball off an end around. He turned back to the ball with 

his inside shoulder  to catch the pass on the run with his hands at  chest  level. He then ran down the sidleline for  the score. He caught  the 9-yard cur l with his hands and chest  level 

on 1st  and 10 with 1: 11 in the 1st  QTR. He turned to the outside, but  didn't  gain anything more than the nine yar ds on  the catch. Nicks caught  a f ive-yard cur l in zone coverage 

and turned it  upfield for  a nine-yard gain with 11: 57 in the half. He caught  the ball with his hands j ust  as the DB ov er  top was t ry ing to defend the route. Nicks had an easy catch 

on a 25-yard corner  route for  a score on 3rd and 11 with 10: 38 in the half. He turned his outside shoulder  back to t he QB and cradled the ball with his hands in st r ide to the pylon. 

Nicks made an incredible catch on a 3rd and 7 crossing route from r ight  to left  with 6: 50 in the 3rd QTR. The ball was thr own behind Nick s and as he was turning back to the ball he 

got  one hand on it , but  was unable to gain total cont rol over  the pass. The ball went  behind his left  leg and between  h is legs as he was turning up field. As the CB t railed him, Nicks 

switch the ball from his left  hand to his r ight  and finally  got  cont rol of the ball. All of this happened with Nicks on the r un.  He actually lost  four  yards t ry ing to gain cont rol of the ball. 

But  when Nicks got  cont rol he ran up the left  f lat  for  a and eight -yard gain and a f irst  down. Two plays later , he snatched a crossing route at  the r ight  hash by catching the ball over  

his head 12 yards downfield with 5: 37 in the 3rd QTR. He caught  a slant  past  the LOS between two defender s in t ight  coverage for  a first  down with 5: 51 in the game. Good 

concent rat ion to hold onto the ball in t raff ic and maintan cont rol after  the hit .
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Good j ob spinning to the inside of the DB who t r ied to j ump the route on a f ive-yard cur l so he could gain another four  yards after  the catch with 11: 55 in the half. On his f ive-yard 

cur l, he didn't  keep the ball close to his body making the ball prone for  a st r ip. After  he finally  gained cont rol of the cr ossing  r oute with 6: 53 in the 3rd QTR he turned up the left  f lat  

and made a great  pair  of moves to get  to the first  down marker  despite the DB blocking his path. He set  up the defender with a shoulder  shake and then spun to the inside, making 

the DB miss badly. He spun past  the first  down marker  and into the head-on collision with a second DB, but  he near ly spun  away fr om that  hit  and needed to be gang-tackled by 

two addit ional defenders after  the first  DB  hit t ing him head-on was holding on t ight , but  couldn't  get  the j ob done by himself.
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Nicks held the ball too far  from his body as he celebrated his 53-yard post  catch off a deflect ion with 7: 29 in  the 1st  QTR. He did  managed to hang onto the ball with his large hands 

while dragging the defender  to the end zone. Good j ob carry ing the ball under  his r ight  arm down the r ight  sideline after  catching a 36- yard pass for  a 66-yard score with 4: 57 in 

the 1st  QTR. He also held the ball away from the defender as he st iff-armed the defender  down the sideline.  He carr ied  the ball with  h is left  hand on gain after  catching acrossing 

route by turning up the left  sideline for  eight  yards with 6: 51 in the 3rd QTR. He once again held the ball like a loaf  of br ead in that  hand as he did a shoulder  shake to set  up the 

spin move to the inside. He needs to be more consistent  with ball protect ion.
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He rarely goes down with init ial contact , he' ll f ight  for  ext ra yards and often needs to be gang tackled in the secondar y. Th is happened on a f ive-yard cur l that  he took for  a nine-

yard gain with 11: 55 in the 1st  QTR. He was wrapped by the second defender  at tempt ing to tackle him and he was fight ing  to move forward before he had two more players j ump 

on him to f inally  br ing Nicks down.
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Good j ob coming from his posit ion split  wide left  and running to the safety approaching the box near  left  end at  the LOS. He hit  the safety and pushed him off the LOS, turning him 

away from the pile where the RB was running up the left  hash -  good hust le to get  there. On the next  play, he locked onto the CB and  tu rned him away from the LOS using his 

hands very well and overpower ing the smaller  CB. On 3rd and 2 of the same ser ies, Nicks locked onto the sam e CB and  d rove him  inside as the play design had the RB running to 

Nicks' edge. The init ial push Nicks got  was good enough for  the RB to get  the first  down before the CB could slip the b lock and pursue the RB at  the sideline. The play was called 

back on a holding penalty. He's very aggressive coming from the slot  or  wide into the defensive backfield to block down the safety to seal the corner . He did this on a 2nd and 6 run 

for  seven yards with 7: 55 in the 1st  QTR. He aggressively shielded his CB on a 12-yard run on 3rd and 7 for  a first  down fr om the UNC one yard line with 1: 53 in the 3rd QTR. 

Another st rong effor t  as a blocker on a run with 8: 45 in the game. He got  a good push on the CB and drove him away from the play.
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Nicks' size allows him to drag smaller  defenders for  ext ra yardage. He caught  a 53-yard post  off a deflect ion and was wr apped at  the waist  at  the 10 yard line. He was able to keep 

his legs moving while twist ing and turning to get  to the end zone. He extended the ball over  the plane before he was b rough t  down on the play. Good balance to run out  of an ankle 

tackle down the sideline and then use his inside arm to st iff arm the second defender  and knock the opponent  to the gr ound  on a 66- yard recept ion for  his second score with 4: 58 

in the 1st  QTR. He t r ied to turn outside and st iff arm the CB after  catching a nine-yard cur l, but  his m issed the defender  with the st if f arm and was brought  down by the ankles for  

no gain. He ran out  of an ankle tackle and then st iff armed a safety at  the 10 yard line on a 2nd and 8 recept ion  on  a cross that  r esu t led in a 21-yard gain.
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He got  run up the leg on a block in the 3rd QTR with 2: 00 left , but  he shook off the nick and cont inued to play.
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Diff icult  childhood. Has two brothers in pr ison. Moved around some. There will be some concerns about  his p ro day per formance where he didn't  run the 40 and he gained 14 

pounds a month after  the combine. I t 's quite plausible Nicks gained that  much weight  by not  adj ust ing his diet  after  in ju r ing  h is hamst r ing in the 40-yard dash at  the combine if he 

had to cease t raining to let  it  heal. I t 's very plausible for  a younger man to gain and lose that  much weight . The concern will com e if he's not  in shape by the t ime he reports to a 

t raining camp.



Name: Michael Crabt ree

Height: 6-1 

Weight: 215

School: Texas Tech

Year: Sophmore

Date: 11/ 1/ 2008

Opponent: Texas

Score: 39-33

Location: Texas Tech

Surface: Astro Turf

Climate: Night

Temperature: Temperat

The Gut Check's WR Checklist Analysis

Can physically break jam [2pts]: Yes

Can use elusiveness to break jam [2pts]: Yes

Uses body to shield defender from the ball [3pts]: Yes

Creates separation with burst out of breaks [5pts]: Yes

Gains noticeable separation on intermediate/deep routes [2pts]: No

Runs precise routes [5pts]: Yes

Finds opening in zone coverage [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to QB when play breaks down [3pts]: Yes

Awareness of sideline [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball with hands first [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to the ball in the air [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball well with back to the line of scrimmage [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage [5pts]: Yes

Catches ball in high traffic areas [3pts]: Yes

Consistently holds onto the ball when hit [4pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to make difficult catch [1pt]: Yes

Makes receptions on catch able balls consistently [5pts]: Yes

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [2pts]: Yes

Effective upper body jukes while on the run [2pts]: Yes

Avoids direct shots [2pts]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [2pts]: Yes

Effective lateral movement [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to carry ball with either hand [1pt]: Yes

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: No

Maintains control of ball when hit [5pts]: No

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when hit from an indirect angle [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates effort with assignments [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [2pts]: Yes

Displays patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [1pt]: Yes

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [2pts]: Yes

Leg power and drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: No

Good body lean/Finishes runs [1pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [2pts]: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunitiesr [1pt]: Yes

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: Yes

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: Yes

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career [5pts]: Yes

Overall Score: 8 9

Target: 13

Missed Target: 4

Drops: 0

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 10

Rec After Contact: 0

Difficult Rec: 1

Rec Yards: 127

Yards After Catch: 43

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 1

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 1

Game Stats

Separation Score: 12

Routes Score: 15

Receiving Score: 27

Elusiveness Score: 10

BHandling Score: 2

Balance Score: 4

Blocking Score: 4

Vision Score: 3

Power Score: 4

Durability Score: 8

Category Scores



Name: Michael Crabt ree Date: 11/ 1/ 2008 Opponent: Texas

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile
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He shows some subt le techniques at  get t ing separat ion that  include varying the speed of his routes at  spots a defender  doesn' t  usually see. He at tacks the football and is capable of 

snatching the ball. He has very st rong hands and can r ip the ball away from the opposit ion. He is a very physical receiver with balance, power, and skill at  adj ust ing to the ball in 

the air . He works well with his quar terback and as demonst rated, is capable of clutch plays. He may need som e r efinem ent  with defeat ing the press, but  he showed he can deliver  a 

punch and manhandle a CB at  the line.
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He doesn't  car ry the ball with good ball secur it y. He had some repeated ankle t rouble this season but  didn't  m iss signif icant  t ime and  p layed through it .  I  didn't  see him get  behind 

coverage on ver t ical routes. I  think he has decent  speed, but  he's quicker  than fast . Other  than top end speed, Crab t ree has ever ything  you want  from an NFL receiver. He's a 

physical player  along the lines of a Cr is Car ter  or  Anquan Boldin. More accurately, if  you blended Boldin's physical st y le with Fit zgerald 's abilit y  to catch the ball in t raff ic, you'd get  

Crabt ree.
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Nice accelerat ion into the the recept ion and then past  the pursuing LB's div ing tackle for  a nine-yard gain on his smash scr een recept ion with 3: 01 in the 1st  QTR. On the comeback 

that  I  descr ibe under  the Balance heading in this analysis, Crabt ree showed a very physical nature with his DB on  the init ial hit ch. The DB t r ied to j am him at  the LOS and Crabt ree 

delivered a simultaneous punch with both hands to his chest , knocking the CB backwards and forcing the defender  to move involuntar ily  to the inside of Crabt ree to retain his 

balance. He was called on as pass inter ference penalty with 6: 09 in the game, but  he simply ran into the DB abou t  3 -4 yards downfield while coming out  of his break and the 

contact  wasn't  not  a push off. Crabt ree was j ust  too big for  the DB to keep his balance.
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Crabt ree ran a shor t  in route on a 3rd and 5 with 13: 51 in the 1st  QTR. He ran the route at  what  appeared to be 3/ 4 speed against  zone converage, but  when he came out  of his 

break and saw the defender  in the m iddle taking over  zone responsibilit y  from the CB, he made a very sudden  move with  h is uppoer body to give the defender  the impression he 

was breaking the route up the seam before turning back to the QB and coming back to the football. This created excellent  separat ion  and was a subt le -  effect ive move. Crabt ree 

did something else that  was very sutble and effect ive with his routes on his next  target . He was running what  looked like a squar e- in when he turned back to the LOS and came 

back to his QB who was rolling r ight . He actually ran towards the sideline and used his shoulder  to bump the CB as he made an at tempt  for  the ball. This knocked the CB down but  

because he st ill technically  cut t ing in front  rather  than running through him, the officials didn't  call inter ference.  Not  sure if this was something he consciously thought  about , but  it  

was a smooth react ion. The backshoudler  fade was a well- run route. The opposing CB lined up a yard off Crabt ree before the snap.  Cr abt ree made a move that  was kind of like a 

hop step with his inside foot  j abbing towards the m iddlle of the f ield before angling back to the outside. This opened the hips of the corner  to the inside as Crabt ree got  outside 

posit ion. When the CB made the adjustment  to turn back to the outside, Crabt ree was already turning inside to catch the ball. Crabt ree seems to move 3/ 4 speed unt il he has to 

make his opponent  m iss. And what  I  mean is m isread a route, a move, or  a chance at  the ball, etc. He really at tacks the football at  the end of his routes. He did this on smash 

screen for  a nine-yard gain on 2nd 10 with 3: 01 in the 1st  QTR.
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Crabt ree's f irst  catch was a comeback along the r ight  hash for  six yards on a 3rd and 5 with 13: 42 in the 1st  QTR. He did  a good j ob coming back to his QB who had move to his 

r ight  to avoid pressure. He caught  the hard- thrown ball with his hands as he was running back to the football. Excellen t  d iv ing catch with his hands near  the r ight  sideline after  

working back to the QB. He extended his body to the left , cut t ing off the defender 's angle to the ball and used both  hands to catch the ball, keeping his feet  inbounds as his upper  

body fell to the sideline. On a 3rd and 10, he caught  a back shoulder  fade j ust  past  the end marker  with his hands as the CB was coming  over  the top in an at tempt  to j ump the 

route. He pulled it  down and gained 8 more yards on the play. Good j ob catching the ball with his hands on a smash screen  with 3:01 in the 1st  QTR in a 2nd and 10 situat ion from 

the Texas 47 yardline. He consistent ly snatches the ball with his hands. His eighth catch was a WR screen he took behind  h is b lock ers at  the sideline for  six  yards. Harrell over threw 

a quick slant  with 12: 00 in the game on a 2nd and 7 from Texas 9-yard line. Harrell overthrew Crabt ree on a fade r oute. The WR made a leaping at tempt , but  not  only was the ball 

too high it  was also too far  out  of bounds. Crabt ree's winning catch was a 28-yard stop fade that  he caught  with  h is hands at  the six and  pulled away from the DB's grasp while 

keeping himself inbounds to run the ball in for  the winning score with : 01 left .
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He has enough quickness to side-step defenders and he has the power  to make lateral cuts. He won't  be able to m ake anyone m iss in  the open field, but  he has enough agilit y  to 

set  up defenders in the open field to either  run through them or  around them.
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Good j ob carry ing the ball under  his sideline arm on the passes he caught  at  the r ight  hash or  r ight  sideline in  the 1st  QTR. Crabt r ee carr ied the ball under  his outside arm on a 

f lanker  screen with 8: 47 in the half, but  he doesn't  hold the ball high and t ight . The ball was r ipped out  of his grasp as he was figh t ing for  ext ra yardage against  a group of 

defenders with 8: 46 in the half.
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 Crabt ree came back to the QB on a 2nd and 9 with 2: 31 in the half. He at tacked the ball, catching it  with his hands, as he was running  back to it  at  the 13 yardline with a DB 

t railing fast . He turned upfield towards the sideline as his momentum took him back to the 15 yard line. Where the CB who was covering Morr is near  the sideline delivered a 

shoulder  f irst  hit  to Crabt ree's left  leg, knocking the WR back to the 22 yard line a yard behind the LOS. But  Crabt ree put  his left  hand in the ground and maintained his balance 

and then lif ted this arm to brush past  the second defender  div ing to clean up the play. He then was met  head-on by a third  defender who he hit  with this outside shoulder  and spun 

off to the inside at  the 15 yard line before div ing forward back to the 13. Great  demonst rat ion of balance in the face of fou r  defenders to gain f ive yards after  get t ing knocked back 

f ive yards.
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He was the lead blocker  for  a WR screen on 1st  and 10 with 5: 24 in the half, but  he completely m isdiagnosed  the angle of  his assignment  and watched him make the tackle before 

flopping to the ground in an at tempt  to get  some kind of hit  on him. On a 2nd and 10 play with 8: 50 in the 3 rd QTR, Cr abt ree made a great  block on the CB to seal the play on a 

WR screen at  the left  sideline. He delivered a hard enough blow that  you could hear  his shoulder  pads colliding with the defender.
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Crabt ree gained six yards on a 3rd and 5 recept ion with 13: 42 in the 1st  QTR. He showed good awareness of the first  down m arker  when he caught  the ball, because his 

momentum carr ied him behind the marker , but  he immediate dove forward once he got  his foot ing so he could insur e he made the first  down. He caught  a f lanker screen with 8: 50 

in the half at  the 12 yard line and weaved his way around blocks at  the 14, 22, and 26 yard lines. He set  each block up by dipping  one way then cut t ing back to the inside or  

outside of the block to avoid the pursuit . I t  was like he was weaving lit t le "S's" every f ive yards for  near ly 20 yards.  He fumbled the ball away as he t r ied to lean for  an ext ra yard 

to the 30-yard line. His next  f lanker  screen came with 4: 43 in the half on a 2nd and 3 and he did a good j ob folling his blockers past  the marker  and out  of bounds for  a f ive-yard 

gain.
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Crabt ree has the build to bully smaller  corners. He caught  a 10-yard sideline fade and gained 8 yards on the play, near ly half  of them with the CB pulling on his j ersey as he ran 

down the r ight  sideline. Crabt ree caught  a ball over  the m iddle 12 yards past  the LOS with 9: 14 in the 3rd QTR and as he came down, there were three defenders within two yards 

of him. # 13 was coming from the left  sideline;  # 7 was over top, and # 21 was also over  top. Crabt ree made a quick f irst  move to the inside as # 21 grabbed his ballcar ry ing arm and 

then the j ersey. Crabt ree lowered his shoulders into a collision with # 7, knocking # 7 to the ground with # 21 hanging nito h im at  the 46 yardline as the WR cont inued dr iv ing his 

legs and leaned forward to the 50. Kirk Herbst reit  says on the telecast  that  analysts he talks with say he reminds them of  Andre Johnson.
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Crabt ree limped off the field with an apparent  foot  or  ankle inj ury after  his f irst  catch with 13: 41 in the 1st  QTR. The left  ankle was wrapped dur ing this f irst  dr ive and he returned 

to the game soon after . His ankle has bothered him much of this season and he's st ill producing.
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Name: Mike Wallace

Height: 6-1 

Weight: 199

School: Mississippi

Year: Senior

Date: 1/ 2/ 2009

Opponent: Texas Tech

Score: 47-34

Location: Cotton Bowl

Surface:

Climate:

Temperature:

The Gut Check's WR Checklist Analysis

Can physically break jam [2pts]: No

Can use elusiveness to break jam [2pts]: No

Uses body to shield defender from the ball [3pts]: Yes

Creates separation with burst out of breaks [5pts]: Yes

Gains noticeable separation on intermediate/deep routes [2pts]: Yes

Runs precise routes [5pts]: Yes

Finds opening in zone coverage [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to QB when play breaks down [3pts]: No

Awareness of sideline [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball with hands first [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to the ball in the air [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball well with back to the line of scrimmage [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage [5pts]: Yes

Catches ball in high traffic areas [3pts]: Yes

Consistently holds onto the ball when hit [4pts]: No

Demonstrates ability to make difficult catch [1pt]: Yes

Makes receptions on catch able balls consistently [5pts]: Yes

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [2pts]: Yes

Effective upper body jukes while on the run [2pts]: Yes

Avoids direct shots [2pts]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [2pts]: Yes

Effective lateral movement [2pts]: No

Demonstrates ability to carry ball with either hand [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: No

Maintains control of ball when hit [5pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when hit from an indirect angle [2pts]: No

Demonstrates effort with assignments [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [2pts]: Yes

Displays patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [1pt]: No

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [2pts]: Yes

Leg power and drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: No

Good body lean/Finishes runs [1pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [2pts]: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunitiesr [1pt]: Yes

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: Yes

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: Yes

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career [5pts]: Yes

Overall Score: 7 9

Target: 7

Missed Target: 3

Drops: 0

Juggles: 1

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 4

Rec After Contact: 1

Difficult Rec: 0

Rec Yards: 80

Yards After Catch: 5

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 1

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 1

Rush Yds: -2

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stats

Separation Score: 10

Routes Score: 12

Receiving Score: 23

Elusiveness Score: 8

BHandling Score: 6

Balance Score: 2

Blocking Score: 4

Vision Score: 2

Power Score: 4

Durability Score: 8

Category Scores



Name: Mike Wallace Date: 1/ 2/ 2009 Opponent: Texas Tech

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile
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Wallace reminds me of Brandon Lloyd in terms of his size, but  he's much faster . He catches the ball well and  capable of br inging down a pass in coverage on deep balls. I  liked that  

he demonst rated the abilit y  to vary his speed and burst  at  the end of a route in t ight  coverage. He can accelerate quickly after  m aking the catch. Wallace turns his hips well and 

sells the double move effect ively. I  think he has a chance to develop into a qualit y  slot  receiver  with deep ball poten t ial in the NFL, but  I 'm  not  sure if he can be more than a one-

dimensional guy.
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He can sink his hips into a route, but  he st ill needs work with his breaks. He's at  this stage a one-dimensional player  who works best  on crosses, slants or  get t ing deep from the 

per imeter . He somet imes catches the ball too close to his body and he lacks the pat ience to take advantage of his great  speed in the open field as a runner  or  return specialist . He's 

a shield off blocker  at  best . His speed will catch many an eye, but  he' ll need to learn to work out  of press coverage to have any opportunit y to be an every down threat  in the pros.
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He's got  the speed to get  deep on j ust  about  any CB in college football. On 1st  and 10 with : 27 in the opening quar ter , Wallace pu t  a double move on the CB along the r ight  side of 

the format iona and got  f ive yards of separat ion with the move and accelerat ion past  the defender . The QB overthrew the pass by four yards. Wallace clear ly beat  the safety and the 

CB on a 41-yard post  on 2nd and 8 with 12: 01 in the half, but  the ball was under thrown and he had to slow down and tur n back t o the ball coming over  his inside shoulder  to catch 

the ball with the CB wrapping him on the play. Wallace demonst rated a last -second burst  on a deep post  with 6: 04 in the half, bu t  the pass was over thrown and well outside of the 

receiver 's path. I  was impressed with his burst  consider ing he was facing a CB playing about  nine yards off him  at  the LOS and the defender  immediately turned and ran with the 

snap, reading deep pass all the way. This abilit y  to burst  late in a route is a good skill for  a ver t ical threat  especially  in bracketed coverage.
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Excellent  j ob selling the out  and up on the CB in single coverage with : 27 in the 1st  QTR. He sank his hips and  tu rned his hips to the sideline, bait ing the CB to turn outside. Wallace 

was then ablle to turn upfield and accelerate past  him. Good route. Good depth on a shor t  route to get  behind  the first  down mar ker on his break for  a f irst  down with 4: 38 in the 

half. I t  was a shor t  cross on 2nd and 3 and he caught  the ball beyond the line and gained a total of eight  yards on the play. His opponent  was giv ing him a deep cushion on a 15-

yard recept ion on an out  rute with 2: 36 in the 3rd QTR. He made a nice spin out  of his break to get  to the ou tside, but  needs to work on sinking his hips and coming out  of the 

break with fewer steps.
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His first  catch was a deep slant  in t ight  coverage for  a 15-yard gain on 3rd and 9. He caught  the ball at  chest  level w ith his hands close to his body. The CB t r ied to r ip the ball from 

his grasp, but  he managed to hang on as he was brought  to the ground with 3: 15 in the 1st  QTR. Wallace caught  a 41- yard score with 12: 01 in the half.  The WR near ly dropped 

the pass as it  went  thruogh his hands, but  he was able to ret r ieve it  off his thigh pad and r ip it  from the CB's grasp. Good concen t rat ion and diff icult  catch. He ran a quick cross that  

he caught  into his body on 2nd and 3 with 4: 38 in the half and gained five yards after  the catch for  a total gain  of eight  yards. He leap t  into the air  at  the sideline on a 2nd and 8 

out  route to catch the ball at  chest  level with his hands before he was knocked out  of bounds for  a 15-yard gain with 2: 43 in the 3 rd QTR. He didn't  need to leave his feet  on the 

play.
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Wallace is very quick and he's good and turning his hips and changing direct ion in t ight  quar ters, both as a rou te r unner  and runner  after  the catch.
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He carr ies the ball too far  from his body when running and he dropped the ball after  f ielding his third k ickoff. He was t ry ing to secure it  to his body as he dropped it .
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He was able  to run out  of an arm tackle and then spin to the inside of a hit  at  the r ight  hash on his third retur n and gain  another 10  yar ds on the play. I f he were able to maintain 

his foot ing after  this hit , he had the ent ire left  side of the field open. He near ly did it , but  fell once he cross t he lef t  hash .
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He's not  a very physical player  and his blocks tend to be about  posit ioning himself in front  of the defender  and shielding the opponent  from the path to the ball. He doesn't  deliver  a 

powerful init ial hit , but  he does t ry to use his hands to stay in front  of the opponent .
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Wallace's f irst  return was an 18-yarder  on the opening kick. He followed the wedge up the r ight  hash, but  the four  p layers were out  num bered by the eight  defenders within the 

area and Wallace was brought  down when the defense easily broke the wedge. His second return went  for  20 yards and he appeared to out run the wedge ahead of him and this 

lack of pat ience prevented his teammates from set t ing up blocks. He needed to hang back a bit , f ind a lane and then use his burst . He had nowhere to run on an end around on 

2nd and goal from the seven yard line with 10: 57 in the 3rd QTR. He t r ied to take the r ight  sideline, but  TT did a gr eat  j ob  of st r ing ing out  the play.
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Good j ob running out  of an at tempt  to wrap him by the ankle after  catching a three-yard cross and turning up the r ight  hash for another f ive yards. He's not  going to bounce off a 

lot  of hit s or  break the grasp of players very often, but  he is quick enough to break through t rash.
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Name: Percy Harvin

Height: 5-11

Weight: 195

School: Florida

Year: Junior

Date: 1/ 8/ 2009

Opponent: Oklahoma

Score: 24-14

Location: Miami

Surface: Grass

Climate: Night

Temperature:

The Gut Check's WR Checklist Analysis

Can physically break jam [2pts]: No

Can use elusiveness to break jam [2pts]: Yes

Uses body to shield defender from the ball [3pts]: Yes

Creates separation with burst out of breaks [5pts]: Yes

Gains noticeable separation on intermediate/deep routes [2pts]: Yes

Runs precise routes [5pts]: Yes

Finds opening in zone coverage [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to QB when play breaks down [3pts]: N/ A

Awareness of sideline [2pts]: N/ A

Catches ball with hands first [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to the ball in the air [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball well with back to the line of scrimmage [2pts]: No

Catches ball in tight coverage [5pts]: N/ A

Catches ball in high traffic areas [3pts]: No

Consistently holds onto the ball when hit [4pts]: N/ A

Demonstrates ability to make difficult catch [1pt]: No

Makes receptions on catch able balls consistently [5pts]: Yes

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [2pts]: Yes

Effective upper body jukes while on the run [2pts]: Yes

Avoids direct shots [2pts]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [2pts]: Yes

Effective lateral movement [2pts]: N/ A

Demonstrates ability to carry ball with either hand [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [5pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: No

Maintains balance when hit from an indirect angle [2pts]: No

Demonstrates effort with assignments [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [2pts]: Yes

Displays patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [1pt]: Yes

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [2pts]: Yes

Leg power and drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: Yes

Good body lean/Finishes runs [1pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [2pts]: No

Missed fewer than 10% of opportunitiesr [1pt]: Yes

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: Yes

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: Yes

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career [5pts]: Yes

Overall Score: 8 6

Target: 7

Missed Target: 1

Drops: 0

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 1

Rec: 5

Rec After Contact: 0

Difficult Rec: 0

Rec Yards: 49

Yards After Catch: 42

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 0

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 9

Rush Yds: 122

Rush Tds: 1

Fumbles: 0

Game Stats

Separation Score: 12

Routes Score: 15

Receiving Score: 21

Elusiveness Score: 10

BHandling Score: 9

Balance Score: 1

Blocking Score: 4

Vision Score: 3

Power Score: 3

Durability Score: 8

Category Scores



Name: Percy Harvin Date: 1/ 8/ 2009 Opponent: Oklahoma

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile
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Harvin has a lot  of skills to like. He's quick and fast , but  runs with a veteran running back's v ision. He follows blocks ver y well and hit s the hole decisively. He doesn't  shy away from 

contact  and finishes runs well enough that  he' ll get  the ext ra yard after  the hit . He catches the football well w ith his hands and has very good footwork with his routes. He uses his 

upper  and lower  body well to choreograph moves at  the LOS to get  separat ion from coverage. He is an effect ive and aggr essive blocker,  although he's not  ext remely physical. He 

does a good j ob get t ing is body in front  of an opponent  and using his hands to turn a defensive back down field . He was effect ive playing hur t  in this game (ankle/ heel inj ury that  

kept  him out  of his last  game).
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Harvin does not  carry the ball under  his left  arm. He lacks power as a runner  and I  did not  see him make a diff icult  catch or  come down with a ball in t raff ic or  t ight  coverage. I 'd 

like to see him versus press coverage.
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On 3rd and 8 with 10: 57 in the 1st  QTR, Harvin's f irst  target  and catch was a crossing route from the slot  posit ion star t ing from the left  side of the format ion. He did a good j ob of 

chopping his feet  off the line to get  the CB cover ing him about  two yards off the LOS to lean outside, which helped Harvin get  a clean release to the inside. Harvin has some ser ious 

accelerat ion. On 1st  and 10 with 3: 08 in the 1st  QTR, he caught  swing pass that  was esent ially  a screen play to the r ight  f lat . He allowed his blockers to set  up diown field, but  once 

that  happened, he showed excellent  accelerat ion to get  through a lane between two receivers. He demonst rated excellent  speed and burst  on a 45-yard run with 5: 05 in the half.
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Harvin ran a stut ter  and go from the slot  on 3rd and 6 with 13: 33 in the 3rd QTR. The CB was lined up 5 yards from Harvin  at  the snap  of the ball. Harvin did a nice j ob of dr iv ing 

towards the defender with his f irst  few steps, then used a good stut ter  step and shoulder fake to the inside to freeze his defender and  get  to the outside. When the ball was in the 

air , Harvin had two yards of separat ion on the defender , but  the ball was over thrown. Having made a div ing at tempt  to catch  the ball over  his head, but  it  was alit t le more than a 

hand length away.
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Harvin's f irst  target / catch was a 3rd and 8 crossing route from left  to r ight  with 10: 56 in the 1st  QTR. The QB threw the fiv e-yard pass w ith a lit t le more zip than necessary and the 

ball was a bit  behind Harvin, but  the WR did a good j ob using his hands to catch the pass that  was j ust  behind his inside shou lder and  b r ing it  into his body while on the run. He 

gained 19 yards on the play. His next  catch was a swing pass from his slot  posit ion on the left  side of the format ion on  1st  and  10 with 3: 07 in the 1st  QTR. He caught  the ball 

thrown high behind his back shoulder  with his hands and turned up field to get  15 yards on the play and a first  down. Harvin' s next  pass was a seven-yard gain off a swing 

pass/ screen play he caught  with his last  target . This one came with 10: 00 in the half. He caught  the ball with his hands at  chest  level in the r ight  f lat  and turned towards the r ight  

sideline as he got  within a yard of the LOS and past  the r ight  hash and he gained seven yards on the play. On 3rd and  4  he caught  a shor t  hit ch for  f ive yards with 9: 17 in the half 

underneath zone coverage for  the 1st  down. He had to get  low and fall to the ground to make the catch. Harvin ran  a post  pat tern on 2nd and 10 with 6: 40 in the 3rd QTR and had 

to turn back to the QB to make a leaping catch with his hands extended over  his head on the high throw. As he got  his hands on the ball the CB was able to pull the ball away from 

his hansd as the safety laid a hit  to his chest . I f the QB throws the ball ear lier  and leads the WR to the m iddle of the field, t he WR could have run under  the ball for  the score. He 

dropped the ball after  contact , but  it  would have been a highly diff icult  catch to make.
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After  Harvin caught  his f irst  pass, a crossing route three yards past  the LOS on 3rd and 8 with 10: 57 in the 1st  QTR,  Har vin had the or iginal CB in coverage in pursuit , the safety 

coming from the m iddle of the field and a CB coming from the r ight  f lat  over top. When Harven got  to the 30 yard  line ( the fir st  down m arker) , he did a good j ob of turning to the 

r ight  whle running at  full speed and turning his hips upfield j ust  in t ime for  the safety over  top to m iss Harvin with h is div ing tackle at tempt . Harvin was finally  pushed out  of bounds 

by the or iginal CB in coverage for  a 19-yard gain. He has very quick and nift y footwork both as a runner  and receiver . Harvin  made a really nice dip to the inside of his pulling G and 

then another  to the outside of two defenders in the open field fro a 45-yard gain with 5: 11 in the half. He has ver y effect ive stop-star t  move as a runner .
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Harvin carr ied the crossing route recept ion under  his r ight  arm as he turned up the r ight  sideline with 10: 57  in the 1st  QTR. He carried the first  few targets under  his r ight  arm, but  

even when he was running down the left  f lat , he was carry ing it  in the correct  arm because the defense was com ing from the sideline in pursuit . When he gained 12 yards around 

left  end with 11: 37 in the 4th QTR, he carr ied the ball under  his r ight  arm although most  of the pursuit  closest  to him was coming  f rom  his r ight  side.
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Good balance to drag a defender  ext ra yardage on a 45-yard run. He isn't  going to bounce off solid hit s, but  he does a good j ob of get t ing low and falling forward, so his technique 

and balance are good but  not  effect ive as an every down runner . He runs like a good punt  returner , which is an asset  for  a team using him out  of the backfield or  on shor t  passes.
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On a play out  of the spread where the QB faked the ball to Harvin and then followed the WR/ RB up the m iddle, Har vin did  not  at tempt  to hit  any defender  he encountered and the 

QB was dropped for  a loss with 10: 38 in the half. On 1st  and 10 from the 36 with 9: 12 in the 3rd QTR, Harv in came off  his posit ion in the slot  and went  after  the safety on a QB 

keeper. He did a good j ob staying pat ient  so he could gauge the correct  angle to engage the safety before get t ing his hands on the defender  and turning him away from the play. 

Not  a hard hit , but  a good j ob figur ing out  how to use his body to shield the defender . On the next  play, he dem onst rated the wilingness to be aggressive on a run play where he 

was lined up in the slot  to the left  of the format ion and went  after  the CB. He got  his hands into the pads of the CB and drove him back unt il the whist le blew with 8: 38 in the 3rd 

QTR.
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Harvin came in mot ion and lined up next  to the QB in the shotgun, f lanking the QB's left  side on a 1st  and 10 with  10: 01  in the 1st  QTR. He took the hand off and pressed the hole 

to set  up the TE coming across the format ion to block down on the OLB in the hold off LG, but  the RDE shot  thr ough and  h it  Harvin in  the legs two yards behind the LOS and took 

the WR down. On 2nd and 10 with 4: 15 in the 1st  QTR, Harvin took a direct  snap in a three-WR set  against  nine men in the box and a 10th shoot ing up to the left  end j ust  as 

Harvin got  the snap. Harvin took a step to the r ight  and then bent  the run up the left  hash, squeezing behind two pu lling  b lockers to the left  side for  the WR to pop out  the other  

side of the line with a f ive-yard gain. On his second swing pass with 10: 02 in the half, he did a ter r if ic j ob ant icipat ing the safety shoot ing between blocks at  the LOS and cut t ing 

back to the inside, but  slowing his steps and then making a j ump cut  to the inside to slip the safety 's tackle at tempt  befor e lower ing his shoulder  into the pile for  a seven-yard gain. 

Harvin rushed for  45 yards after  mot ioning from the slot  to f lank the QB's r ight  side in the shotgun from their  own three yar d line with  5 : 20 in the half. The run was a counter  play, 

where Harvin took a stop to the r ight  before turning back to the left  to take the ball. He followed his pulling G and pulling C to the left  side and made a lightning quick cut  inside the 

G through a lane up the r ight  hash for  six yards before dipping away from the safety coming from the left  and making another slight  dip  to the outside of the CB in the r ight  f lat  at  

the 12 yard line. When he crossed the 1st  down marker  at  the 13 yard line it  was a foot race down the sideline before he cu t  the play back to the inside at  the 35 yard line behind 

three down field blockers. But  he was dragged down by the shir t  tail at  the 48 yard line. Harvin's f irst  score came with 4: 22 in the 3 rd QTR out  of the var iant  of the Wildcat  

format ion. He took the snap and ran around r ight  end, following his blocks, dipping the play to the inside when he found  an  opening and get t ing low as he dove into the endzone for  

a two-yard score. One thing that  makes Harvin an effect ive runner  between the tackles is his abilit y  to get  in and out  of small spaces and run with enough pat ience to take shor ter  

steps unt il he needs to burst  through the lane. He got  three yards on a play with : 49 in the 3rd QTR where t he OU defense got  good  penet rat ion at  the left  side of the line where 

Harvin was heading, but  he cont inued to stay pat ient  unt il he found the crease to squeeze through for  a three-yard gain on what could have been a three-yard loss. Harvin got  

great  blocking up front  on a 4th QTR counter  play where he came in mot ion to f lank the QB to the left  before running counter  act ion at  the snap. He took the hand off and followed 

both the pulling LG and LT to the r ight  side, running up the gap behind the LT and there was seven yards of open space  between  the LOS and the next  human being in the area. 

He burst  past  the the DB at  the r ight  hash at  the first  down marker  and dipped to the r ight  sideline behind a down f ield block by the WR. He got  52 yards before he was knocked 

out  of bounds by the safety. He gained 12 yards off left  end with 11: 36 in the
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He's st ronger  than he looks. Some of that  power is a product  of a really st rong burst . On 1st  and 10 with 3: 07  in the 1st  QTR, Harvin took a swing pass up the left  f lat  and 

accelerated between two receivers, hit t ing the CB as the CB came from the left  sideline and  t r ied to wrap up Harvin . But  the WR was able to drag this CB from the 34 yardline 

where the WR lowered his shoulder  into the collision, all the way to 39 yard line before he near ly spun out  of the CB's tackle at  the 41. He has what  many people would term 

slippery power. He's fast , understands how to run with leverage and moves away from the brunt  of impact  or  m akes the impact  f irst  to dim inish the defender 's init ial hit . Although it  

was two dips away from pursuit  that  helped Harvin gain 45 yards on a run with 5: 11 in the half, Harvin also lower ed his shoulder into the safety as he was dipping away so when 

Harvin's shoulder  hit  the defender  he had a disnt inct  posit ion advantage when he made contact  and easily got  past  him. On his 45- yard run in the 2nd QTR, he did a good j ob using 

his left  arm to brush past  the LB at  the end of the hole at  the five yard line before dipping to the r ight  f lat  for  the r est  of the yardage. He actually used that  arm three other  t imes 

to ward off defenders and maintain some distance from them throughout  the run.



Name: Percy Harvin Date: 1/ 8/ 2009 Opponent: Oklahoma

The Gut Check's WR Scouting Profile
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He had an inj ured r ight  ankle a few weeks ago and is playing on pain k illers in his game. He told the media he had no diff iculty r unning st raight , but  exper ienced pain running 

laterally .
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Name: Anthony Hill

Height: 6-6 

Weight: 265

School: NC State

Year: Senior

Date: 12/ 29/ 2008

Opponent: Rut gers

Score: 23-29

Location: Birmingham

Surface: Field Turf

Climate: Sunshine

Temperature: Temperate

The Gut Check's TE Scouting Analysis

Can physically break jam [2pts]: Yes

Can use elusiveness to break jam [2pts]: Yes

Uses body to shield defender from the ball [3pts]: Yes

Creates separation with burst out of breaks [5pts]: No

Gains noticeable separation on intermediate/deep routes [2pts]: No

Runs precise routes [5pts]: No

Finds opening in zone coverage [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to QB when play breaks down [3pts]: Yes

Awareness of sideline [2pts]: Yes

Overall Score: 7 3

Catches ball with hands first [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to the ball in the air [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball well with back to the line of scrimmage [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage [5pts]: Yes

Catches ball in high traffic areas [3pts]: No

Consistently holds onto the ball when hit [4pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to make difficult catch [1pt]: No

Effective  upper body jukes while on the run [1pt]: Yes

Avoids direct shots [1pt]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [1pt]: No

Effective lateral movements [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ability to carry ball with either hand [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: No

Maintains control of ball when hit [5pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when hit from an indirect angle [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates effort with assignments [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to get lower than defender and drive forward [3pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to move laterally and shield defender from target [2pts]: Yes

Displays patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [1pt]: No

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [1pts]: No

Leg power and drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: No

Good body lean/Finishes runs [1pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [2pts]: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of games [1pt]: N/ A

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: N/ A

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: N/ A

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career [5pts]: N/ A

Target: 3

Misssed Target: 0

Drops: 0

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 3

Rec After Contact: 0

Difficult Rec: 0

Rec Yards: 51

Yards After Catch: 13

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 1

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stats

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [1pt]: No

Makes receptions on catchable balls consistently [5pts]: Yes

Separation Score: 7

Routes Score: 10

Receiving Score: 23

Elusiveness Score: 2

BHandling Score: 6

Balance Score: 4

Blocking Score: 9

Vision Score: 0

Power Score: 4

Durability Score: 8

Category Scores



Name: Anthony Hill Date: 12/ 29/ 2008 Opponent: Rut gers

The Gut Check's TE Scouting Analysis
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I  l ike Anthony Hil l  because he has the protypical size for a t ight  end and he could surprise an NFL team if given the chance. He is a terri fic run and pass 

blocker.  He can dominate an LB with his strength and he shows tenacity and pat ience on downfield blocks.  He is physical with 1st  and 2nd level defenders.  

He has the pat ience and on- field awareness to make good decisions releasing from the LOS or blocking.  He has very good hands and catches the ball  well  in 

t ight  coverage or with his back to the QB. A good leader on and off the field.  Brandon Pett igrew has sim ilar dimensions as Hil l,  but  lacks the same ski l l  as a 

blocker.  I  think a team wil l  find a way to use Hil l  as a second TE and if he increases his athlet icism,  he could take on a bigger role in the future.
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I f he were faster,  he'd be a terrfic prospect,  but  he lacks great speed and burst ,  and he isn't  very agile as a runner.  Hil l  is not  a consistent  threat as a receiver 

in this offense, but i f he can get a l i t t le faster,  he m ight grow into a more viable threat.
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Hil l  looked slow coming off the LOS on a 2nd and 7 pass play with 14: 00 in the half.  The DE was able t o get  a solid hit  on the TE as he came off the l ine and 

run step for step with him 10 yards down field.  He showed good strength to get  a strong push off t he DE, jamm ing him  at  the l ine on a 2nd and 12 pass play 

with 3: 51 in the half.  Despite his exhibit ion of strenght,  he st i l l  demonstrated a lack of quickness to get separat ion on the DE. He did manage to angle his 

body away from contact  to squeeze between the LB and the safety up the right  seam to catch a pass for a 21-yard gain on 3rd and 7 with 11: 51 in the game. 

As the game wore on, he looked better gett ing separat ion down the seam. He side-stepped a defender  and used his hands to avoid the jam on a 2nd and 10 

route with 7: 08 in the game. Although he wasn't  targeted, he got significant separat ion due to his move.
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Good out route in zone coverage with : 29 in the game. He doesn't  do a good job of sinking his hips,  but he found the soft  spot in the zone to get  open.
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His first  target was a 3rd and 7 seam pass with 11: 51 in the game. He turned back to the pass wi th his inside shoulder,  catching the ball  with his hands near 

his back shoulder as the DB was trai l ing him by a yard as the ball  landed in his hands. On 3rd and 9 w ith 9: 25 in the game, he caught a drag route with a 

delayed release from the LOS. He caught the ball  with his hands as the ball  landed over his out side shoulder  at  t he first  down marker eight  yards down field.  
He did an excellent  job keeping his balance to turn the play up field despite his momentum carry ing Hil l  towards the boundary.  The result  was 16-yard 

score.  His final catch was a 14-yard out that  he caught at  helmet level with his hands and tapped both feet inbounds before going out of bounds to stop the 

clock with : 29 in the game.
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He's not  going to make anyone miss as a runner after the catch, but  he does a good job of turning his shoulders and avoiding contact  at  the LOS when he 

faces a jam coming off the l ine.
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On his first  catch,  a 21-yard seam route,  he tucked the ball  quickly under his right  arm away from  the t rai l ing defender who was only a yard behind him as 

he reached back to catch the pass with 11: 49 in the game. He does need to make sure he holds the ball  tighter to his body while running with i t .
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He's a m ismatch in the secondary when it  comes to staying upright against  someone hit t ing him high.
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Hil l  was l ined up on the right  side of the l ine and came off the ball ,  got  his hands into the DB's shoulder pads, and drove him back about 4 yards while 

turning his opponent 's back to the sideline,  and pancacking him as the RB ran through the gap he created on 1st  and 10 with 14: 50 in the 1st  QTR. He 

absolutely manhandled the OLB on a 6-yard run by the RB on 2nd and 5 with 11: 05 in the 1st  QTR. He got into the LB's shoulder pads and drove him outside 

the right  hash, ending with a shove that  sent the defender backwards after the RB got three yards past them. Good job init ial ly holding off the edge rusher 
before releasing into the flat  on a 2nd and 13 pass play that gave the QB t ime to rol l  r ight  and hit  his WR on a 44-yard strike on a deep post with 7: 54 in the 

1st  QTR.He misdiagnosed a run bl i tz by the CB at  last  m inute and let  the CB get into the back field while he blocked the OLB on 2nd and 10 with 3: 50 in the 

1st  QTR. The m isread was more good t im ing by the CB, but i f he recognized the bl i tz,  the RB probably doesn' t lose two yards.  He completely m issed a cut 

block on his assigned man, the RDE, on a 1st  and 10 run with 14: 35 in the half.  This RDE got down the LOS in pursuit  to cl ip the RB in the ankle.  He helped 

double team the RDE on a 3rd and 1 pass, pushing the DE further into the l ine as the QB rol led right  and passed r ight  for a first  down with 13: 15 in the half.  

A really good job in pass protect ion on 1st  and 10 with 12: 21 in the half.  He got good hand placement  and leverage on the DE and turned his opponent 's 

back to the left  sideline as the QB was rol l ing left ,  neutral izing the DE's pass rush completely.  I  l ike his tendency to be aggressive.  On a 1st  and 10 run with 

8: 00 in the half,  he took advantage of the DE gett ing out of posit ion and drove into the defender's side, pushing him  far off the LOS. He may not have a lot  

of speed, but he plays well enough as a blocker that he could either become a second TE or gain weight to become an offensive lineman. On 1st and 10 with 

1: 15 in the half,  he m issed the opportunity to hit  the OLB stunt ing away from him, but  he picked up the RDE. After the DE hit  him  once, the DE turn and ran 

to the outside to pursue the runner,  and Hil l  kept his body in front of the DE and met him at  the hash, delivering a good hit  that  knocked the DE two yards 

backwards and opened a cut  back lane for the runner ( the scrambling QB) to gain 16 yards on the play.  This al l  happened at  the LOS, but because the play 

was a broken play it  really counts as a down field block.  He dominated the OLB on 2nd down block with 9:27 in the 3rd QTR, gett ing a strong push off the 

LOS and then turning him to the outside.
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As a runner his vision is generally good, but  he's not  a dynamic runner after the catch. He does seem  to ant icipate contact  well enough to adjust  his body 

coming out of his stance, as a blocker,  and a receiver.
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He'l l  run through arm tackles or high hits and carry defenders for extra yardage if they t ry to wrap and drag him to the ground.
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When the team was 0-4,  the team reported that Anthony Hil l  saved their season by call ing a meet ing before the Duke game and rall ied his squad with that 

act ion.



Name: Brandon Pett igrew

Height: 6-6 

Weight: 260

School: Oklahoma State

Year: Senior

Date: 12/ 30/ 2008

Opponent: Oregon

Score: 31-42

Location: San Diego

Surface: Grass

Climate: Night

Temperature: Temperate

The Gut Check's TE Scouting Analysis

Can physically break jam [2pts]: Yes

Can use elusiveness to break jam [2pts]: No

Uses body to shield defender from the ball [3pts]: Yes

Creates separation with burst out of breaks [5pts]: Yes

Gains noticeable separation on intermediate/deep routes [2pts]: Yes

Runs precise routes [5pts]: Yes

Finds opening in zone coverage [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to QB when play breaks down [3pts]: Yes

Awareness of sideline [2pts]: Yes

Overall Score: 8 2

Catches ball with hands first [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to the ball in the air [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball well with back to the line of scrimmage [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage [5pts]: No

Catches ball in high traffic areas [3pts]: Yes

Consistently holds onto the ball when hit [4pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to make difficult catch [1pt]: No

Effective  upper body jukes while on the run [1pt]: No

Avoids direct shots [1pt]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [1pt]: No

Effective lateral movements [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ability to carry ball with either hand [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [5pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when hit from an indirect angle [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates effort with assignments [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to get lower than defender and drive forward [3pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to move laterally and shield defender from target [2pts]: Yes

Displays patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [1pt]: N/ A

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [1pts]: Yes

Leg power and drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: N/ A

Good body lean/Finishes runs [1pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [2pts]: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of games [1pt]: N/ A

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: N/ A

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: N/ A

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career [5pts]: N/ A

Target: 9

Misssed Target: 2

Drops: 1

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 6

Rec After Contact: 1

Difficult Rec: 0

Rec Yards: 51

Yards After Catch: 19

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 0

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stats

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [1pt]: No

Makes receptions on catchable balls consistently [5pts]: No

Separation Score: 12

Routes Score: 15

Receiving Score: 16

Elusiveness Score: 1

BHandling Score: 9

Balance Score: 4

Blocking Score: 9

Vision Score: 3

Power Score: 5

Durability Score: 8

Category Scores



Name: Brandon Pett igrew Date: 12/ 30/ 2008 Opponent: Oregon

The Gut Check's TE Scouting Analysis
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Pett igrew catches the ball  well  with his hands and can take a hit .  He hangs onto the football  effect ively in t raffic.  He has good balance and when his shoulders 

are square he wil l  run over defenders in the secondary.  He's a very good straight l ine blocker,  capable of get t ing lower  than his assigned man, driving him off 

the LOS, and turning him away from the play.  As an al l-around combinat ion of blocker and receiver,  Pet t igrew  fi ts the m old of an every down t ight  end and 

this dist inguishes him from much of his peers in this draft  class.
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What concerns me most about Pett igrew is that  he struggles as a blocker when asked to move lateral ly.  He lacks elusiveness or lateral ski l l  as a runner.  He 

has a slow first  step out of his stance, but i t  appears that can be corrected, because by step three he was accelerat ing nicely into his routes on a rout ine 

basis.  I f Pett igrew can improve his overall  speed and quickness, he has enough upside as a receiver  to be a highly effect ive every down t ight  end and a viable 

fantasy threat.  But i f his speed and agil i ty remain as it  is,  I  think he'l l  disappoint  because he'l l  be one-dimensional as a blocker and receiver.  I  love what 

Pett igrew can do, but the things he can't  do leaves me concerned his value is too high. He and Chase Coffman might  be more sim ilar than people think,  

except Coffman's hands and body control are special and Pett igrew is merely good at  most aspects of the posit ion wi th the except ion of these few glaring 

issues.
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His init ial release on a crossing route with 7: 24 in the 1st  QTR was slower than you would l ike to see -  but by his third step he was able to accelerate more 

not iceably.  He did a good job of get t ing inside the safety at  the LOS so he could complete his route.  Pett igrew had init ial difficulty get t ing separat ion after 

blocking down on the DE during a 1st  and 10 pass with 13: 07 in the 3rd QTR from the 12 yard l ine.  Because he got a bit  jammed in his release and had to 

pick through traffic to get  across field on a drag route,  he didn't  get  enough depth on his route and the QB overthrew the pass, expect ing his receiver to be 

in the endzone. On a 3rd and 14 seam route with 9: 28 in the game, he had a step on the safety about 20 yards down field.
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Good job quickly turning out of his break on a deep cross 15 yards down field for the recept ion with 7:24 in the 1st QTR.
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Pett igrew's first  catch was off a play act ion rol l  where he had to execute a block on a DE to the inside before releasing on a flat  route to the outside. He 

caught the ball  over his back shoulder on the run four yards down field at  the five yard l ine with a DB about a yard from him in pursuit .  Pett igrew was able to 

gain another seven yards on the play with 8: 40 in the 1st  QTR. Pett igrew's second catch was a crossing route for 15 yards with 7: 23 in the 1st  QTR. He 

caught the ball  15 yards down field about five yards behind the LB and just  in front  of the safety com ing head-on to hit  him. He caught the ball  with his 

hands while running towards the sideline,  angling his back shoulder to the ball .  Within a spli t -second of catching the ball ,  he was hit  in the chest  by the 

safety -  a bang-bang play.  Pett igrew had no problem holding onto the football  despite gett ing knocked to t he ground quickly from the hit .  He gained nine 

yards on the same play/ route he ran for his first  catch.  He caught the ball  the same way and  lowered his shoulder into the safety to get  an extra yard on the 

play.  His next catch was again the same route,  but  he sl ipped after catching the ball .  Trying to turn t o t he inside, Pett igrew gained only a yard on the play.  

He dropped an in-cut on 2nd and 20 with 8: 28 in the 3rd QTR. He cradled the ball  into his body and dropped i t when he tried to turn up field and spotted the 

DB coming towards him. His last  catch was the same as his first  catch from nearly the same situat ion (their  own one yard l ine with 5: 12 in the game) .  The 

caught the ball  with his hands, turned up field,  and dove across the first  down marker to avoid a hi t.  This t im e he had to adjust  to the QB rol l ing out a l i t t le 

further than the play was t imed. He was overthrown on a drag route with 4: 48 in the game.
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I  saw him  dive away from contact ,  but  no display of footwork to avoid defenders and stay upright.
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He primari ly carried the ball  under his right  arm in this game.
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Pett igrew was hit  head-on after catching a flat  route with 8: 43 in the 1st  QTR. The was able to run through the safety's blow and a hit  from the CB in the 

back of his legs to carve out four addit ional yards after contact  for the first  down and an 11-yard gain.
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Good block and release to a flat  route on a designed rol l  to the right  side with 8: 44 in the 1st  QTR from  OSU's own one yard l ine.  He was able to engage the 

DE in the shoudler pads and generate a push two yards towards the LOS as the QB executed a play fake before rol l ing right .  As he began his rol l ,  the TE had 

a good start  into his release. He was able to jam, turn,  and drive the same DE on the next play,  a run by t he QB around his end of the field for a three-yard 

gain.  He didn't  have his hands inside the defender's pads, but he had a firm  grip on the defender and did a great job using his legs to drive the DE off the 

ball  by posit ioning his body low. On the fol lowing play,  he cut-blocked the DE to the ground and prevented the backside pursuit  on a 16-yard gain by the RB 

to the opposite end. He had a much more difficult  t ime coming off the l ine and running down field to make a block .  He missed a few blocks in the 1st  QTR 

when he had to move lateral ly to keep up with a LB. He nearly al lowed the DE to run down the l ine to catch the RB on a run off his block near the goal l ine 

with 13: 00 in the game. He struggles when he has to move lateral ly.
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Good job keeping his legs moving after contact  from a safety on a flat  pass he caught over his back shoulder.  He gained seven yards after the catch and fel l  

forward for the first  down and an 11-yard gain with 8: 41 in the 1st  QTR. He lowered his shoulder into t he safety for a nine-yard gain with 14: 38 in the 1st  
QTR off the same kind of play he ran for his first  catch,  a flat  route off a play act ion rol l  where he first blocked down on the DE before releasing to the 

outside.
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He was less effect ive at  the beginning of the season due to a high ankle sprain.
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Name: Dan Gronkowski

Height: 6-6 

Weight: 255

School: Maryland

Year: Senior

Date: 10/ 18/ 2008

Opponent: Wake Forest

Score: 26-0

Location: Maryland

Surface: Grass

Climate:

Temperature:

The Gut Check's TE Scouting Analysis

Can physically break jam [2pts]: Yes

Can use elusiveness to break jam [2pts]: No

Uses body to shield defender from the ball [3pts]: Yes

Creates separation with burst out of breaks [5pts]: Yes

Gains noticeable separation on intermediate/deep routes [2pts]: Yes

Runs precise routes [5pts]: No

Finds opening in zone coverage [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to QB when play breaks down [3pts]: Yes

Awareness of sideline [2pts]: Yes

Overall Score: 7 9

Catches ball with hands first [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to the ball in the air [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball well with back to the line of scrimmage [2pts]: No

Catches ball in tight coverage [5pts]: Yes

Catches ball in high traffic areas [3pts]: Yes

Consistently holds onto the ball when hit [4pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to make difficult catch [1pt]: No

Effective  upper body jukes while on the run [1pt]: No

Avoids direct shots [1pt]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [1pt]: No

Effective lateral movements [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ability to carry ball with either hand [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [5pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when hit from an indirect angle [2pts]: No

Demonstrates effort with assignments [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to get lower than defender and drive forward [3pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to move laterally and shield defender from target [2pts]: Yes

Displays patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [1pt]: No

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [1pts]: No

Leg power and drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: No

Good body lean/Finishes runs [1pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [2pts]: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of games [1pt]: N/ A

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: N/ A

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: N/ A

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career [5pts]: N/ A

Target: 7

Misssed Target: 1

Drops: 0

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 6

Rec After Contact: 2

Difficult Rec: 0

Rec Yards: 52

Yards After Catch: 2

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 0

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stats

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [1pt]: No

Makes receptions on catchable balls consistently [5pts]: Yes

Separation Score: 12

Routes Score: 10

Receiving Score: 24

Elusiveness Score: 1

BHandling Score: 9

Balance Score: 2

Blocking Score: 9

Vision Score: 0

Power Score: 4

Durability Score: 8

Category Scores



Name: Dan Gronkowski Date: 10/ 18/ 2008 Opponent: Wake Forest

The Gut Check's TE Scouting Analysis
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Gronkowski has good hands and can hold onto the ball  after taking a hit .  He has enough speed to get  to the intermediate range of the field and shows enough 

agil i ty to adjust  to the ball  in the air.  He protects the ball  well  after the catch and has enough st rength to break  arm tackles and gain yardage after the 

recept ion.  He is a very good run blocker,  capable of hooking defenders at  the ends, driving 1st  and 2nd level  defenders off the LOS or at  least  generat ing 

enough of a push to el im inate them from the play.  Gronkowski may never be a star at  his posit ion,  but  I  th ink  he should at  least  make a roster and become a 

contributor capable of 20-30 recept ions per season in the short  range of the field i f needed.
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His general method for get t ing separat ion is to push off a defender before he makes his break.  He wil l  need to learn how to make better breaks without 

get t ing physical with his opponent.  There were a number of things I  didn't  get  to see him do:  run in the open field;  face a jam at  the l ine of scrimmage that  

he had to use foot work to elude;  catch the ball  with his back to the l ine of scrimmage;  and run a route different  than a hitch or seam route.  I  think he has 

potent ial to become a start ing TE, because he has a nice blend of athlet icism and receiving ski l ls,  but  how  dynamic of a receiver he'l l  be is st i l l  hard to say 

based on this evaluat ion.  I f he becomes a starter,  I  think he'l l  always be the guy that does a workman-l i ke job but  teams wil l  look to replace if they find a 

more dynamic receiver who can also block.  He's really going to best serve teams as their second TE.
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Very quick release off the l ine of scrimmage from a three-point  stance on the first  play of the game. He wasn' t thrown the ball,  but  he got into the second 

level of the defense with good quickness. He sank his hips into his break on a short  turn around for t he first  down on a pass play with 5: 25 in the 1st  QTR. 

He didn't  do a great job of i t  because he didn't  sink his hips far enougt,  but  he did i t  nonetheless.  Good job pushing off  the LB dropping in zone and being 

the first  to hit  the LB before the defender could t ry the same thing on a 7-yard hitch with 3: 07 in the hal f.
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He released from the l ine on a 3rd and 1 pass play and ran about 10 yards downfield towards the safety  with 12:38 in the 1st  QTR. But he didn't  t ry to break 

before he reached the defender.  I nstead he hit  the defender to create the separat ion and turn around. By  the t im e he did this,  a deep pass was released 

downfield.  This wasn't  a really well- run route.  Good seam route 15 yards down field for a 20-yard gain wit h : 58 in the half.  He got  a clean release from the 

l ine and ran past the LB in shallow zone, bending the route once behind the LB to open a good window for his QB.  He rounded the out he ran into the left  flat  

on a six-yard recept ion with : 13 in the half,  but  he did get  out  of bounds to stop the clock.
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His first  catch was a 10-yard hitch as the slot  man in a bunch set  off the left  side of the format ion wi th 5: 24 in the 1st  QTR. He caught the ball  with his hands 

at  helmet level and brought the ball  quickly into his body away from the impending hit  of the LB coming from the inside to get the first  down. His next catch 

came with 3: 07 in the half on the same play.  I t  looked nearly ident ical to the first ,  but  from the opposite side of t he format ion.  He made a nice adjustment 

to the football  on an 20-yard recept ion where 18 of those yards were gained on the pass downfield.  He had to turn his shoulders back to the QB to catch the 

ball  thrown to his outside shoulder.  This helped him shield the ball  from the defense as he caught the ball  w ith his hands at  chest level.  He released off the 

LOS on a 1st  down pass playand crossed the left  hash towards the right  hash before turning back to the inside. When he came out of his break he caught the 

ball  between two defenders for a six-yard gain with : 34 in the half.  Good concentrat ion to catch the football  on an out- cut  for six yards with : 13 in the half.  

He caught the ball  and immediately took a hard hit ,  spinning away from enough of i t  to get  out  of bounds. He caught the ball  at chest  level with his hands 

close to his body. He caught the same pass a play later for six yards with : 07 in the half.  He was overthrown on a pass down the m iddle to begin the 4th 

QTR with 14: 13 left .
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He did a good job of turning away from the impending hit  on a 10-yard hitch with 5: 25 in the 1st  QTR.  This helped him protect  the ball  and lean forward with 

the LB wrapped around his waist  to get  the first  down. Otherwise, he wasn’t  very elusive after the catch.
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He carried the ball  strict ly under his right  arm in this game.
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Gronkowski is big enough to be a physical m ismatch for a lot  of DBs. He showed the abil i ty to deflect an on- coming hit  on a recept io with : 13 in the half.
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Hist  first  block off the LOS came on the second offensive play of the game, a run up the m iddle with 13: 39 in the 1st  QTR. He got out of his stance quickly 

and waited for the LB to engage. And he was able to turn the LB well away from the l ine with good hand placement.  He had a distinct  size advantage over 

his opponent on this play.  He was able to generate a push on the OLB when he came out of his three- point  stance on a 3rd and 1 run on the opening play of 

the 1st  QTR. Great hook block on the DE to seal the left  edge on a 13-yard run with 3: 54 in the 1st  QTR. He turned the DE's back to the inside and was able 

to slow the DE's push to keep the edge open. Although he was knocked to the ground on a block  on the DE during a 2nd and 5 run for a first  down around 

right  end, Gronkowski at tacked the defender quickly and got enough of a push that when he was defeated on the play ,  he fel l  forward and the DE couldn't  

get  over him to pursue the RB. Excellent  job hooking the OLB into the backfield to open a lane and help the RB get  six  yards with 1: 58 in the 1st  QTR. He 

hooked the DE on a run with 10: 18 in the half and prevented him from gett ing backside pursuit  on a run.
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Gronkowski demonstrated some awareness of where is opponents were in space as a receiver,  making on m iss aft er a catching a hitch,  but  he's not  a 

dyanmic runner after the catch who wil l  be using his vision to outrun defenders for a significant gain.
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Gronkowski has decent strength can break tackles in the secondary as a runner,  but  he lacks the great speed or quickness to be a dynamic runner after the 

catch. He's more apt to run through a glancing blow and gain a few yards after the catch before he's gang tack led by a secondary and l inebackers that  catch 

up to him.
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Name: Davon Drew

Height: 6-4 

Weight: 260

School: East  Carolina

Year: Senior

Date: 12/ 6/ 2008

Opponent: Tulsa

Score: 27-24

Location: Tulsa

Surface: Field Turf

Climate: Sunshine

Temperature: Temperate

The Gut Check's TE Scouting Analysis

Can physically break jam [2pts]: Yes

Can use elusiveness to break jam [2pts]: No

Uses body to shield defender from the ball [3pts]: Yes

Creates separation with burst out of breaks [5pts]: No

Gains noticeable separation on intermediate/deep routes [2pts]: Yes

Runs precise routes [5pts]: No

Finds opening in zone coverage [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to QB when play breaks down [3pts]: Yes

Awareness of sideline [2pts]: N/ A

Overall Score: 8 2

Catches ball with hands first [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to the ball in the air [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball well with back to the line of scrimmage [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage [5pts]: Yes

Catches ball in high traffic areas [3pts]: Yes

Consistently holds onto the ball when hit [4pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to make difficult catch [1pt]: N/ A

Effective  upper body jukes while on the run [1pt]: No

Avoids direct shots [1pt]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [1pt]: No

Effective lateral movements [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ability to carry ball with either hand [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [5pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: Yes

Maintains balance when hit from an indirect angle [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates effort with assignments [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to get lower than defender and drive forward [3pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to move laterally and shield defender from target [2pts]: Yes

Displays patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [1pt]: N/ A

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [1pts]: Yes

Leg power and drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: No

Good body lean/Finishes runs [1pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [2pts]: Yes

Missed fewer than 10% of games [1pt]: N/ A

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: N/ A

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: N/ A

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career [5pts]: N/ A

Target: 4

Misssed Target: 1

Drops: 0

Juggles: 0

Dropped After Contact: 0

Rec: 3

Rec After Contact: 0

Difficult Rec: 0

Rec Yards: 28

Yards After Catch: 11

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 0

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stats

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [1pt]: No

Makes receptions on catchable balls consistently [5pts]: Yes

Separation Score: 7

Routes Score: 10

Receiving Score: 27

Elusiveness Score: 1

BHandling Score: 9

Balance Score: 4

Blocking Score: 9

Vision Score: 3

Power Score: 4

Durability Score: 8

Category Scores



Name: Davon Drew Date: 12/ 6/ 2008 Opponent: Tulsa

The Gut Check's TE Scouting Analysis
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Drew is a big man with soft  hands and good feet  as a runner in the open field.  He catches the ball  well  in t raffic and wil l  hold onto the ball  after taking a hit .  

He has some init ial quickness to make the first  player m iss if he's on the run and he is powerful enough to bounce of hits and break tackles.  He separates 

well from press coverage off the l ine of scrimmage and in the slot  or downfield against  safet ies.  He's an underrated player that I  believe could develop into a 

frequent contributor as a borderl ine H-back/  in- l ine TE for an NFL team. I 'm  not  sure he has the athleti cism to be a star ,  but  he could be product ive in the 

passing game and become a favorite target of a QB in situat ional football .  He's very much worth a late round pick if you have a dynasty league and want a 

cheap investment at  the TE spot that  could pay dividends.
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Lacks great speed for his posit ion.  Although he got downfield on some plays I 'm  skept ical he's able to consistent ly  be a downfield threat .  Seems l ike he could 

add some muscle and become a more fi t  athlete.  He's a decent blocker who is able to turn his defender and generate a push, but  he doesn't  dominate his 

opponent and needs to become more aware of ant icipat ing and countering the techniques used agasint him as a blocker.  He's not  sharp out of breaks as a 

route runner.  Most of these things can be corrected and I  think he has just  enough size to get  his chance to contr ibute within three seasons.
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Drew l ined up as the outside slot  man on 3rd and 7 with 13: 35 in the 1st  QTR against  bump and run coverage by  a CB.  The CB jammed him at  the l ine,  but  

Drew did a great job using his hands. He ripped the CB's grip and pulled the CB to the outside as he ran t o t he inside on a slant ,  get t ing separat ion and 

catching the pass for a first  down. On a pass at tempt 30 yards down the right  seam, Drew came off t he l ine with a quick relaease, but  was jammed by the 

the safety from the outside, forcng him a couple yards to the inside. Drew st i l l  did a nice of running t hrough the contact  and having a yard and a half to two-

yard cushion on the DB as the ball  arrived. Unfortunately for him, the pass was overthrown by a few yards.  I  don' t  think the jam disrupted his route that  

much. Good speed to get  the separat ion from a safety.  Good job breaking the jam on the next play  to get  outside release as a slot  receiver.
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He has speed to run vert icle routes,  but  he didn't  look especial ly quick coming out  of an out  route with 2: 20 in the half.  He did get enough separat ion on a 

jerk route that freed him  from an LB  to catch a 2nd and 11 pass five yards downfield and then break to the m iddle and past the LB to get  the first  down.
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Good catch on the slant  with his hands on 3rd and 7 with 13: 35 in the 1st  QTR. He caught the hard throw over his inside shoulder while running downfield 

for a gain of 12.  Drew's third catch was a drag route to the left  that  he caught and immediately took a hard shot by the DB coming up in support .  He was 

eventually brought down for a 4-yard gain after catch the ball  with his hands running away from the QB.
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He is quick on his feet .  When he caught the slant from the outside slot  on 3rd and 7 he dipped away from the safet y just  past the first  down marker and 

made the defender completely m iss his angle on the tackle at tempt for a gain of five yards after  the cat ch.
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Good job carrying the ball  t ight ly against  his right  arm as he was trying to get  yardage up the r ight hash on a jerk  route with 1: 03 in the half.
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Good balance to maintain his foot ing as the LB in coverage hopped on his back to bring him down. Drew ran through the tackle,  turning his body away from 

the hit  and forcing the LB to sl ide off him . He did this while he lowered his shoulders into a hit  by  the DB just  before crossing the first  down marker for a 

gain of 11 yards.  Good balance to have a DB give him a hard shot and the DB to bounce off him  while he m aintained his feet  immediately after catching a 

drag route in the left  flat  with 3: 46 in the 3rd QTR.
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Very good push on the DE toward the center of the l ine to open a lane for his RB to run through on ECU's first  offensive series of the game. His second block 

on the next play was able to turn his DE to the sideline so he could pursue the RB running through the l ine.  Excellent  job double- teaming the DE with the LT 

and then peeling off to shield the MLB long enough for the RB to run behind him for a gain of eight yards on a 1st  and 5 from the 20 yard l ine on the first  

ECU drive of the game. He got a really good push on his DE with 9: 53 in the half to turn the opponent  into the l ine and open up a lane wide enough for his 

RB to get  a few yards.  On a 3-yard run from the 15 yard l ine he blew the OLB off the LOS way out  of t he play. Good job on a sweep, get t ing to the second 

level and delivering a cutblock on the OLB which stopped his progress enough to not be on the t ackle. Good push on a DT with 7: 10 in the 3rd QTR and 

driving him to the outside to help create a cutback lane so his RB could gain 6 yards.  They chose to run the ball  off the TE's block on 3rd and 2 in the t ie 

game in the m iddle of the 4th QTR. They were just  short .  There were some plays in the 4th QTR where he was consistent ly late off the snap although it  

didn't  impact his block,  i t 's something to note.  I  don't  know if he had trouble hearing the count  or  forgot the count.

V
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Good open field vision on his first  ruin after the catch, a 13-yard play where he bent the run across the field,  dipping away from the safety over top to get  

extra yardage.
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He wil l  lower his shoulder to init iate contact  and get extra yardage and does a pret ty good job of sl ipping t ack les,  which was demonstrated with the LB 

unable to bring him down after a jerk route on 2nd and 11 with 1: 03 in the half.  His abil i ty to break  the tackle got him  half the total yardage on the play and 

the 1st  down.
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Name: Travis Beckum

Height: 6-4 

Weight: 235

School: Wisconsin

Year: Junior

Date: 10/ 6/ 2007

Opponent: I l linois

Score: 26-31

Location: I l linois

Surface: Field Turf

Climate: Sunshine

Temperature: Temperate

The Gut Check's TE Scouting Analysis

Can physically break jam [2pts]: No

Can use elusiveness to break jam [2pts]: No

Uses body to shield defender from the ball [3pts]: Yes

Creates separation with burst out of breaks [5pts]: Yes

Gains noticeable separation on intermediate/deep routes [2pts]: Yes

Runs precise routes [5pts]: Yes

Finds opening in zone coverage [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to QB when play breaks down [3pts]: Yes

Awareness of sideline [2pts]: Yes

Overall Score: 7 0

Catches ball with hands first [5pts]: Yes

Adjusts to the ball in the air [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball well with back to the line of scrimmage [2pts]: Yes

Catches ball in tight coverage [5pts]: Yes

Catches ball in high traffic areas [3pts]: Yes

Consistently holds onto the ball when hit [4pts]: No

Demonstrates ability to make difficult catch [1pt]: Yes

Effective  upper body jukes while on the run [1pt]: Yes

Avoids direct shots [1pt]: Yes

Effective stop-start movements [1pt]: Yes

Effective lateral movements [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ability to carry ball with either hand [1pt]: No

Demonstrates ball security [3pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball when hit [5pts]: Yes

Maintains control of ball in adverse weather conditions [1pt]: N/ A

High performance in adverse conditions [1pt]: N/ A

Maintains balance when hit head-on [1pt]: No

Maintains balance when hit from an indirect angle [2pts]: No

Demonstrates effort with assignments [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates willingness to block in the open field and on broken plays [2pts]: Yes

Demonstrates ability to get lower than defender and drive forward [3pts]: No

Demonstrates ability to move laterally and shield defender from target [2pts]: Yes

Displays patience in traffic (sets up blocks) [1pt]: Yes

Takes good angles away from defenders in the open field [1pts]: Yes

Leg power and drives through arm tackles [1pt]: Yes

Effective stiff arm [1pt]: No

Good body lean/Finishes runs [1pts]: Yes

Gains yards after contact/second-third effort runner [2pts]: No

Missed fewer than 10% of games [1pt]: No

Performs at high level while playing with an injury [1pt]: N/ A

No chronic injuries (Two or more injuries to same body part) [1pt]: N/ A

No injuries requiring extensive rehabilitation during college career [5pts]: No

Target: 18

Misssed Target: 1

Drops: 1

Juggles: 3

Dropped After Contact: 3

Rec: 11

Rec After Contact: 1

Difficult Rec: 3

Rec Yards: 160

Yards After Catch: 28

Yards per Catch: 0

Rec Tds: 0

Yards per Td: 0

Rush Att: 0

Rush Yds: 0

Rush Tds: 0

Fumbles: 0

Game Stats

Effective lower body jukes while on the run [1pt]: Yes

Makes receptions on catchable balls consistently [5pts]: No

Separation Score: 10

Routes Score: 15

Receiving Score: 18

Elusiveness Score: 4

BHandling Score: 9

Balance Score: 1

Blocking Score: 6

Vision Score: 3

Power Score: 2

Durability Score: 2

Category Scores



Name: Travis Beckum Date: 10/ 6/ 2007 Opponent: I l linois

The Gut Check's TE Scouting Analysis
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Good athlete with height,  strength,  and agil i ty.  He makes the effort  to catch the ball  with his hands and he has t he speed to get down the seam and beat 

safet ies on vert ical routes.  He has some nice ski l ls to elude defenders in open space. He can beat CBs while spli t w ide and make acrobat ic catches with his 

hands. He has a great  deal of upside if he can become more consistent  as a hands catcher over the m iddle.  With only  a l i t t le more than two seasons as a TE, 

I  think he needs more work to be a real factor in the NFL. He flashes the right  techniques, but  lacks t he consistency . I f he shores up these inconsistencies,  he 

has the athlet icism to be product ive.
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Beckum has the athlet icism to be factor as a move TE in the NFL, but he has a lot  of issues that  make him  overrated in my book. He fights the ball  when he 

at tempts to catch it  with his hands and most of the t ime he t raps the ball  into his body. This gam e really i l l ustrated what happens when a receiver body 

catches the football  and faces contact :  he drops the pass. Beckum is also frequent ly slow out of his release from  the LOS and he has difficulty gett ing off the 

jam when spli t  wide against  a CB. He's strong enough but the jam throws off his posit ion in routes.  He needs to learn t o know how to avoid the jam and use 

more technique when sl ipping it  rather than simply t rying to muscle away. He's undersized in terms of weight  and w il l  need to add 15 lbs of muscle to at  

least  be somewhat effect ive at  the LOS.
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Beckum got a free release of the LOS on his first  target and catch, a 15-yard out with 7: 12 in t he 1st  QTR. He was in the slot  with 14: 54 in the half on a 3rd 

and 7 pass play and could not release from the defender at  the LOS. The defender was able to r ide him  with inside posit ion and prevent Beckum from gett ing 

separat ion on his break to the inside. When the ball  was thrown, Beckum had to play defense to prevent  the intercept ion.  When in a three-point  stance at  

the LOS, Beckum was consistent ly late to get  off the l ine at  the snap during the first  few series of this game. You could wait  a beat before he got off.  Beckum 

was rode upfield by the CB jamming him at the LOS when the TE was spli t  wide on a 3rd and 3 play.  Beckum  was able to get inside posit ion at  the right  hash 

on the play,  but  he wasn't  on t ime to the spot of the throw and had to extend his body to make the catch,  dropping the ball .  Beckum used his hands to 

muscle the CB away from him  to get inside on the break, but he had to make such strong effort  to shove the defender away, i t  threw off his route and the 

t im ing to the spot of the throw. A more experienced receiver with the jam would have established better posit ion before confront ing the CB off the ball .  

Beckum got  a free release off the LOS on a wheel route after mot ioning across the l ine before the snap. He caught  a 40-yard pass on the play with 6: 22 in 

the half.  He had clear separat ion past two defenders,  but  the ball  was underthrown and he had to slow down to make contact  with the ball .
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Beckum was open underneath the zone on a free release from the LOS on a 15-yard out with 7: 12 in t he 1st  QTR. He at tacked the ball  out  of his break by 

coming back to i t  and turning his back to shield the two defenders behind him. He also made a very fluid t urn in his break to the outside versus the LB 

running stride for stride from the inside. He used the official to get  separat ion from the LB over  the m iddle on a crosser with 6: 04 in the 1st  QTR. He did a 

fairly good job sinking his hips at  the break on a short  out  with 9: 19 in the half,  but  could not com e down with t he ball  between two defenders at  the right  

hash. Good break on his flat  route for a 12-yard gain with 3: 00 in the game. He stopped and turn sm oothly  kept  the break flat .
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Beckum trapped his first  target into his chest,  a 15-yard out with 7: 12 in the 1st  QTR. He double clut ched the ball sl ight ly as he was securing the pass after 

the init ial catch.  Beckum's second target  was a one-yard cross from the wing that  he took up the right  flat  for another  eight  yards with 6: 08 in the 1st  QTR. 

He caught this pass with his hands at  eye level.  Beckum caught a flat  route at  the LOS with : 05 in t he 1st  QTR. The ball  arrived at  chest level and he trapped 

it  there as he faced the QB. He turned upfield but  was hit  by the CB and LB at  the same t ime, only gaining a yard on a play.  Beckum made a good effort  to 

adjust  to the ball  on a in cut  where the defender had inside posit ion al l  the way. He lept over the shoulder  of t he defender and batted the ball  away to 

prevent the intercept ion with 14: 55 in the half on 3rd and 7.  On 1st and 10 with 9: 24 in the half,  Beckum release to t he flat  after mot ioning across the 

format ion.  He caught the ball  at  chest level by t rapping it  as he faced the QB. He juggled the bal l sl ight ly  as he secured the ball ,  but  he managed to hang 

onto it  when the CB pushed him out of bounds. He dropped a pass the he let  bounce off his chest  at  the r ight hash between two defenders with 9: 19 in the 
half on 2nd and 3.  Beckum allowed a ball  to go through his hands on a 3rd and 3 slant  with 9: 14 in the hal f. The TE had to extend for the ball  after having 

trouble gett ing off the LOS and he also had a safety bearing down on him  as he went for the pass. He dropped a crossing route at  the LOS after get t ing hit  by 

the defender.  Beckum also caught this ball  into his body with 6: 52 in the half.  Beckum caught a 40-yard pass on a wheel route by turning back to the QB as 

he ran down the right  flat  in double coverage. The DB trai i l ing him was in posit ion to intercept t he pass, but  Beckum reached back to get  his hands on the 

ball  to t ip i t  away from the DB's grasp. The second trai l ing defender had the ball  bounce off his helm et as Beckum  was fal l ing to the ground. The ball  fel l  

towards the TE and landed between his elbow and side  while laying on his back with 6: 23 in the half.  Good concent rat ion on the play although I  believe 

most of the work was a fortuitous bounce of the ball  that  lodged itself into his body. Beckum was over thrown on an out  with 2: 03 in the half.  Beckum 

dropped the pass on the next play,  a 2nd and 10 crossing route with 2: 00 left .  He tried to catch t he ball with his handst just  as the CB hit  him  in the back. 

The ball  popped loose as Beckum fel l  to the ground. Beckum caught a 3rd and 10 crossing route six yards past the LOS with 12: 10 in the 3rd QTR. He had to 

turn back to the ball ,  but  he caught the pass with his hands. He then turned up field for another 13 yards and the first  down. Although he caught the ball  with 

his hands on the play,  he had a sl ight  juggle here as well.  He consistent ly fights the ball .  He caught  the bal l  on a pivot  route over the m iddle with 4: 45 in the 

3rd QTR, gaining a total of 12 yards on the play.  He trapped the ball  into his body as he was running away from  the QB and gained six yards after the catch. 

Beckum made a diving,  over the shoulder catch on a go route down the right  sideline for a 35-yard gain.  He caught the ball  ful ly extended with his hands 

and maintained control of the ball  as his hands and ball  hit  the ground at  the same t ime with 14: 55 in t he game. The ball  was trapped, but the officials ruled 

it  a catch.  Beckum ran a go route on 2nd and 6 with 10: 07 in the game against  t ight  coverage. The CB had inside posi t ion and did a bet ter job of t racking the 

football .  The CB got higher a half a beat faster than Beckum and caught the ball  at  i ts highest point . He caught a 2nd and 1 flat  route with his hands while 

turning back to the QB with 4: 39 in the game. He took a hit  after the catch, but  managed to hang on for  the first  down and a gain of two yards.  On 1st  and 

10 with 3: 00 in the game, Beckum reached behind to grab a pass with his hands with the LB trai lng him for  a 12- yard gain.  Good concentrat ion to hang on 

with the LB bearing down. The LB hit  him , but not as hard as the shots to his back where he dropped the other passes. He made a diving catch on a pivot  

route in t ight  coverage for an eight-yard gain with 2: 33 in the game on 2nd and 10. I t  was hard to tel l,  but i t appeared he caught the ball  with his hands, but  
close to his chest on the play.
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Good quickness to stop and use his free hand to shove the DB away in the right  flat .  Good spin move aft er catching a six-yard crossing route on 3rd and 10 

with 12: 08 in the 3rd QTR. He spun to the inside of the DB, forcing the defender to completely  miss,  dipped past  a second defender to the inside, and 

accelerated past two defenders up the m iddle for a 19-yard gain on the play.
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Good job carrying the ball  under his right  arm on a cross to the right  flat  with 6: 04 in the 1st  QTR. He had the bal l  fai rly t ight  against  his body and took 

three shots from defenders as he tried to gain extra yards.  He had a defender t ry to rip the ball  from  his grasp when he was triple teamed on a six yard run 

after a pivot  route with 4: 41 in the 3rd QTR. Beckum did a good job keeping both hands on the ball  and protet cing it  from the strip.
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Good job lowering his shoulder into the safety at  the end of a six-yard run after catching a pivot  route six  yards downfield with 4: 41 in the 3rd QTR. He was 
able to fal l  forward on the play after the head-on coll ision.
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Beckum helped double- team the RDE on a 1st  and 10 pass with 2: 38 in the half.  The effort  was there, but  t he posit ioning of his body and hand placement 

didn't  help his teammate prevent from the DE from gett ing an upfield push on the play.
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His spin move in the 3rd QTR was a good job to get  to the open area for 13 extra yards after the catch. He also knows when to simply lower his shoulder and 

plow forward through contact  as demondtrated by a catch and run with 4: 41 in the 3rd QTR.



Name: Travis Beckum Date: 10/ 6/ 2007 Opponent: I l linois

The Gut Check's TE Scouting Analysis
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On a 9-yard gain with 6: 06 in the 1st  QTR, Beckum stopped as he turned the corner on a crossing route and used his free arm to shove the LB to the side so 

he could gain another three yards on the play.
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Broke his left  fibula in 2008 and he m issed half the year.
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A l inebacker in high school.  He set  the Wisconsin record for recept ions by a TE with 61 in his first  season at  t he posit ion.
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Accuracy 

Accuracy is a sim ple concept :  I s the ball placed where it  needs to be on a part icular type of throw. The key is the 

type of throw. I s the player on the m ove while throwing? How m uch distance does the throw cover? Does he place 

the ball in a posit ion for the receiver to have the best  chance to catch the ball while m inim izing the risk of the 

defender m aking a play? NFL defenses have the t ime and players to m ore effect ively gam e plan for a quarterback 

t ry to force him  into throws that  are of greater difficulty for him  to com plete with a high degree of accuracy.  

High com plet ion percentage—at  least  6 0 % : This is the m agic num ber for a quarterback to be considered 

accurate from  a stat ist ical perspect ive. College stat ist ics often reflect  the lower quality of com pet it ion in 

com parison to the pros, and a quarterback that  doesn’t  have starter talent  on the professional level often 

accum ulates great  num bers in a pass- fr iendly system . Texas Tech has been an exam ple of such a system . 

Nonetheless, a player deserves credit  for being able to com plete this high a percentage of passes and m any of 

these quarterbacks play in pro style offenses and have elite talent . Point  Value: QB ( 4 ) .  

Accurate ball placem ent  on deep routes: When a ball is thrown a distance of 35 yards or greater, and:   

1. The throw is placed either to lead the receiver to catch the ball in st r ide. 

2. I ntent ionally thrown behind the receiver when the DB has good posit ion in front  of the player. 

3. The pass is thrown to a spot  where only the receiver can m ake a posit ive play.  

Peyton Manning and Bret t  Favre throw the deep routes with accuracy. Favre m akes r iskier decisions, but  both 

signal callers had outstanding success in the deep passing gam e. Yet  the deep throws are the r iskier plays in the 

passing gam e and aren’t  at tem pted as often as other plays. Point  Value ( 2 ) .  

Accurate ball placem ent  on interm ediate routes: When a ball is thrown a distance between 15-30 yards, 

and:   

1. The throw is placed either to lead the receiver to catch the ball in st r ide. 

2. I ntent ionally thrown behind the receiver when the DB has good posit ion in front  of the player. 

3. The pass is thrown to a spot  where only the receiver can m ake a posit ive play. 

Kurt  Warner, Trent  Green, and Marc Bulger possess excellent  t im ing and accuracy with interm ediate routes. All 

three played in pro system s that  relied on this skill.   This area of the field is where a pro quarterback has to be 

accurate in order to m ove his offensive down the field consistent ly. Point  Value ( 5 )  

Accurate ball placem ent  on short  routes: When a ball is thrown a distance of under 15 yards, and:  

1. The throw is placed either to lead the receiver to catch the ball in st r ide. 

2. I ntent ionally thrown behind the receiver when the DB has good posit ion in front  of the player. 

3. The pass is thrown to a spot  where only the receiver can m ake a posit ive play. 

Som e of the m ore difficult  passes for a quarterback to throw are short  routes because of the touch, placem ent , 

and quick delivery necessary to execute the throw. Most  NFL start ing quarterbacks have an accurate short  gam e. 

Point  Value: ( 5 )  

Displays accuracy w ith throw s rolling to the le ft  or  r ight : A quarterback that  can throw on the run—either 

on a designed roll out  or breaking the pocket  while under pressure—presents m ult i-dim ensional threat  to a 

defense. Most  quarterbacks can throw a decent  pass of reasonable distance (20-35 yards)  with accuracy when 
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rolling to the side of their  throwing arm . Fewer quarterbacks are this accurate with throws off a roll to the side 

opposite of their throwing arm . Defenses generally t ry to force a quarterback to his weak side when pressuring 

the pocket .  Steve McNair does a very good job throwing the ball on the run, especially to the opposite side of this 

throwing arm. Point  Value: QB ( 2 )  

 

Arm  Strength 

Arm  st rength has m any meanings for a quarterback. The first  thing people think of is how far can the quarterback 

throw the ball.  A quarterback with an adequate arm  st rength in the NFL can throw the ball at  least  a distance of 

40 yards. The next  factor that  is at  least  equally important  is how hard a quarterback can throw the ball.  Several 

spots on the playing field require a hard throw for a com pleted pass. For instance, m any red zone passing plays 

require the quarterback to throw the ball hard and into a t ight  space because there is less room  for the offense to 

operate. Most  of the great  quarterbacks of the m odern era had great  arm  st rength:  Dan Marino and John Elway 

are two exam ples. I n cont rast , Joe Montana had adequate arm  st rength, but  he could st ill m ake all the requisite 

throws.  

Dem onstrates velocity on deep routes: When a quarterback can throw the ball 40 yards downfield with a lot  of 

speed and lit t le arc, he has good velocity on this throws. A ball that  hangs too long when in the air  gives the 

defensive backs in coverage enough t im e to adjust  to the open receiver and break up a certain recept ion. Point  

Value: QB ( 2 ) .  

Dem onstrates distance on deep routes ( m ore than 4 0  yards) : There are a few reasons 40 yards is the 

m agic num ber for distance. First ,  m ost  safet ies play between 15-20 yards off the ball when in standard coverage. 

A 40-yard pass adequately st retches the defensive format ion and helps create a cushion for the offense to execute 

run plays and shorter passes. A com pleted 40-yard pass also radically changes field posit ion for an offense 

regardless of where they were on the field. Plus, the opt imal t im ing and distance where a receiver can get  

separat ion and throw doesn’t  hold up their st r ide is around the 40-yard m ark. Finally, the quarterback generally 

has a lit t le less than 3 seconds before the pocket  breaks down. I f the average NFL receiver runs forty yards 

downfield in 4.4-4.5 seconds, the quarterback has about  half that  t ime to release the ball.  A throw requir ing 

greater distance often requires m ore t im e in the pocket , which is consistent ly difficult  to obtain. Point  Value: QB 

( 1 ) .  

Dem onstrates velocity on interm ediate routes: Many NFL throws require a high level of velocity so the 

quarterback can release the ball last  m inute and prevent  the defensive back from  having a chance to m ake a play 

on the ball as it  hangs in the air .  A quarterback with good arm  st rength m akes it  m ore difficult  for a defense 

because he has fewer discernable weaknesses as a passer for them  to exploit  in a gam e. Point  Value: QB ( 5 ) .  

 

Balance 

Balance is a core factor in effect ive ball carrying. I t  is the com binat ion of good foot  and body placem ent , agilit y, 

and awareness of one’s physical space. A player with good balance can adjust  to the force of a hard blow and not  

fall over. Football players are t rained to m aintain their  balance when facing most  head-on collisions with a 

defender, but  special players have the rare ability to keep their balance when the direct ion of the blow or 

placement  of the blow to the body is difficult  to prepare for the collision, or react  to its force. Although an ext rem e 

exam ple, Barry Sanders frequent ly dem onst rated throughout  his career that  a low pad level, uncanny ant icipat ion 

of defensive angles, and great  balance could defeat  the backfield penet rat ion of a player with a significant  height -

weight  advantage. Despite Sanders’ exam ples of perform ing this to the ext rem e, not  falling down when hit  is st ill 

the basic expectat ion. As a receiver, Herm an Moore possessed great  balance in and out  of routes adjust ing to the 

ball,  and as a ball carr ier after the catch. 

Dem onstrates the ability to m aintain balance w hen hit  head- on: I t  doesn’t  m at ter whether the player 

caught  his fall with his free hand and staggered forward for a few m ore yards or the opposing defender slid off 
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him  like a bug hit t ing a car’s windshield on a st retch of highway, when a runner keeps his foot ing after receiving a 

head-on hit  to the chest , waist , or legs he has effect ively dem onst rated this level of balance. These are the types 

of one-on-one bat t les a runner is expected to win if m atched up with a player of com parable size. Point  Value: 

RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

Dem onstrates the ability to m aintain balance w hen hit  from  an indirect  angle: The sam e concepts of 

balance apply in this situat ion as they do with a head-on collision. The difference is the defensive player’s angle to 

the ball carr ier. When a player can m aintain his foot ing when hit  from  behind or the side, he is demonst rat ing this 

high level of balance. Barry Sanders and Terrell Owens have shown this skill with the ball in their  hands. Point  

Value: RB ( 7 ) , W R ( 2 ) , and TE ( 2 ) . 

Dem onstrates high perform ance in adverse condit ions: When a ball carrier can run in wet , m uddy, or icy 

field condit ions and m aintain his balance as if he were in good condit ions, he earns credit  for this skill.  Point  

Value: RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

Ball Handling 

The category of Ball Handling incorporates a num ber of skills ranging from  the m ost  fundam ental to the highly 

advanced. A superb offensive skill player not  only dem onst rates the ability to protect  the ball while the target  of 

11 defenders, but  also can use the ball to t r ick the defense with m isdirect ion plays and allow his team m ates m ore 

room  to execute plays. Peyton Manning is a fine exam ple of a quarterback that  takes good care of the ball and can 

t r ick a defense with his play- fakes.  

Dem onstrates the ability to carry the ball in either hand: The preferred technique is for the runner to carry 

the football with the ball in his arm  that  is closest  to the sideline—otherwise known as “ the outside arm .”  The 

reason for this technique is to safeguard the offensive in case of a fum ble, because the likelihood of the ball 

leaving the field of play—and the offense retaining possession—is higher when the ball is jarred loose from  the ball 

carr ier ’s outside arm . Somet im es a runner is bet ter off switch the ball to the arm  opposite the on-com ing 

defender, so he m eets the defensive player’s blow with his side that  his not  carrying the ball.  A runner that  shows 

the abilit y to switch the ball to the appropriate hand as he is running earns credit  for this skill.  Point  Values: RB 

( 3 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE ( 1 ) . 

Consistent ly handles QB/ RB exchanges: One of the m ore fundam ental parts of being a running back is the 

expectat ion of consistent ly handling the variety of hand offs, pitches, or toss plays between him self and the 

quarterback. A high percentage of turnovers begin with the RB having difficulty establishing cont rol of the ball 

during the exchange. Point  Value: RB ( 3 ) .  

Consistent ly effect ive w ith hand offs: See above, but  apply this m ore toward the quarterback’s abilit y to get  

the ball accurately and consistent ly into the back’s hands. Point  Value: QB ( 1 ) . 

Handles center exchange effect ively: Again, one of the m ost  fundam ental points to playing a posit ion. The 

quarterback is expected to handle snaps that  reach his hands, and to field shotgun snaps within reasonable range 

of his body. One m uffed exchange in a gam e does not  const itute a problem , nor does m ore than one in a gam e 

with poor weather condit ions. But  a quarterback that  has difficulty with easier snaps does no earn credit  for this 

skill.  Point  Value: QB ( 4 ) .  

Dem onstrates ball security w hile running: The ideal way to carry the football is with the ball tucked between 

the arm  and chest  with the elbow locked into the body. This technique m akes it  difficult  for an opposing defender 

to knock the ball away from  the runner’s body, regardless of the angle. While the ball does not  need to be tucked 

against  the runner’s chest , the elbow needs to be tucked t ight  enough to the body that  there is no air  between the 

arm , the ball,  and the body. I f there is a gap, the player’s level of ball security is inadequate for the pro level. 

Giants RB Tiki Barber had a huge deficiency with ball security throughout  m uch of his career, but  he has recent ly 

learned the ideal technique. Barber has now becom e one of the m ost  reliable ball carr iers in football for the past  

two seasons. Point  Value: RB ( 3 ) , W R ( 3 ) , TE ( 3 ) , and QB ( 1 ) .  
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Maintains control of the ball w hen hit : This skill has a lot  to do with both a player’s ball carrying technique, 

and com fort  level with physical contact . Short  of a perfect ly placed hit  to the ball,  the runner should be able to 

m aintain possession of the ball from  the t im e he receives it  unt il the whist le blows. Marshall Faulk had a great  

t rack record for m aintaining cont rol of the ball in these situat ions while in the prim e of his career. Quarterbacks 

have a lower point  value, because they are m ore often subject  to plays to his blindside while in the act  of throwing 

the football—the expectat ion to m aintain cont rol from  this type of hit  is lower. Point  Value: RB ( 7 ) , W R ( 5 ) , TE 

( 5 ) , and QB ( 3 ) .  

Maintains control of the ball in adverse w eather condit ions: Most  players experience som e difficulty 

m aintaining possession of the ball under duress when playing in harsh weather, but  the ones that  can avoid this 

type of negat ive play are a cut  above. Quarterbacks have a higher point  value for this area because they handle 

the ball on every play and the team  has a higher expectat ion for them  to m aintain cont rol of the ball regardless of 

the weather. Point  Value: RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 1 ) , TE ( 1 ) , and QB ( 3 ) .  

Effect ive dem onstrat ion of play fakes: Many quarterbacks execute play fakes in their offense, but  the ability 

to set  up the fake and sell it  to a defense is the result  of consistent  at tent ion to detail and pract ice. An effect ive 

play fake forces the defense to consider the ball has been handed to another player. A quarterback accom plishes 

this task when he m aintains the sam e body language with the play fake as he does handing off the ball. This 

m eans he has to cult ivate the type of body language on his hand offs that  sets up his play act ion gam e. Selling 

the play act ion pass requires the signal caller to follow through on all the sm all m ot ions of the hand off and then 

hiding the ball from  the defense’s line of site to cult ivate the illusion. He can accom plish this feat  by turning his 

back to the defense with the ball in his chest , or hiding the ball behind his back as he finishes the appearance of 

an exchange with the runner. I f the quarterback sim ply lowers the ball, but  doesn’t  turn or lower his body in the 

way he would actually hand the ball to the runner, he is not  providing an effect ive play fake. Point  Value: QB 

( 2 ) .   

Blocking 

Skill players block for the run and pass on a lim ited basis, but  if the play is to have a high level of success, their 

assignm ents are as im portant  to execute as those of their teammates on the offensive line.  A skill player’s 

at t itude towards blocking can also speak a lot  to the way they approach the gam e overall:   

1. Com fort  level of with hit t ing 

2. Courage 

3. Team work 

4. Understanding of the offense 

Blocking is generally the one of the key skills where top prospects need the m ost  refinem ent  before they m ake the 

t ransit ion from  college start  to NFL starter. A good blocker sees the field m uch earlier than his peers with a sim ilar 

level of talent  in other facets of their  gam e. Edgerr in Jam es is a consum m ate pass blocker as a running back that  

m akes excellent  diagnosis of assignm ents and is regarded as an aggressive, physical hit ter on blitz pick-ups. 

Hines Ward is a receiver that  understands how his blocks can turn 15 or 20-yard runs into 50 or 60-yard 

touchdowns. He also searches out  ways to at tack the defense after he has successfully completed his first  

assignm ent  on the play.  

Correct  diagnosis of blocking assignm ents: Diagnosing the correct  assignm ent  occurs m ost  often with backs 

and t ight  ends in the passing gam e where they face blitzes from m ult iple players from  one side, delayed blitzes, 

or twists and stunts. The back should t ry to block the pass rush from  the inside first  and work his way to the 

perim eter, rather than react  im m ediately to the rusher com ing off the edge. Receivers rarely have to stay in to 

block on a pass play and are not  graded on this skill because m ost  blocking assignm ent  are direct ion in front  of 

them  at  the line of scr im m age. Point  Value: RB ( 1 ) .  

Dem onstrates effort  w ith assignm ents: As m ent ioned before, college prospects generally need a lot  of work 

with their  blocking techniques upon entering the pros. I f the back, receiver, or t ight  end demonst rates they are 

at tem pt ing the correct  technique or they m ake the effort  to physically at tack their block, the player is awarded 

credit .  Players that  flop at  the feet  of a pass rusher or dem onst rate a clear lack of effort  to sustain a block on 
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plays com ing to their side of the field are not  giving the desired effort .   Point  Values: RB ( 3 ) , W R ( 2 ) , and TE 

( 2 ) .  

Dem onstrates the w illingness to block in the open field and on broken plays: This willingness illust rates 

not  only a high level of football awareness and the desire to hit ,  but  also unselfishness towards m aking that  ext ra 

effort  for the overall success of the team . Quarterbacks are generally asked to shield the defender from  the play 

by flopping at  the feet  of their assignm ent—m ainly to protect  their offensive leader from  injury. This is not  usually 

the case with the other skill posit ions—especially receivers that  are expected to open up the secondary for their 

team m ates. Point  Values: RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 2 ) , and TE ( 2 ) .  

Dem onstrates the ability to get  low er than the defender and drive forw ard: The t ight  end is the extension 

of the offensive line, and is counted on to deliver quality blocking on running plays. The abilit y to use good 

blocking technique and physically cont rol his opponent  on running plays or passing plays is a sign that  the t ight  

end has potent ial to be an every down threat , and not  just  a situat ional player. Point  Value: TE ( 3 ) .  

Dem onstrates the ability to m ove laterally and shield the defender from  the target : A receiving threat  at  

the t ight  end posit ion can be effect ive on m any plays if he just  shows good feet  and the skill of get t ing in the way 

of his opponent ’s path to the ball.  Point  Value ( 2 ) .  

Character  

The category is not  graded into the total,  but  m ore of an indicator of well-known posit ives or negat ives about  a 

player on and off the field. I  am  m ore interested in gam e film  study than pr ivate invest igat ion, so I  don’t  do 

extensive hunt ing for off field inform at ion. This category places equal weight  towards perform ance factors on the 

field.  

High effort  player regardless of situat ion: Players that  show determ inat ion, persistence, and a belief in their 

talent  despite the situat ion turn out  to be desirable leaders. Som et im es this can be evident  when a player’s team  

decides to discount  his abilit y to be a quality starter and leader despite init ial success and lim ited opportunity 

(Drew Brees) . Other t im es the adversity that  shows the player’s character com es from  the team  falling behind in a 

contest  and the player leading his team to a com e from  behind win with his inspir ing play. Point  Values: QB ( 2 ) , 

RB ( 2 ) , W R ( 2 ) , and TE ( 2 ) .  

Maintains poise and/ or dem onstrates a high level of perform ance in pressure situat ions: The best  teams 

find players that  are confident  enough to play with poise and produce when the game is on the line. There are 

stars and role players that  possess these t raits. Robert  Horry has num erous cham pionship r ings as a basketball 

player and though he was never the prim ary or even secondary offensive weapon on an NBA team , his abilit y to 

repeatedly deliver big baskets in high stakes situat ions earned him  the moniker Big Shot  Bob.  WR Ricky Proehl 

has never been a star, but  his play as a Ram  and Panther have propelled both team s to Super Bowl appearances. 

This point  also has to do with players not  losing their cool and making m ental or em ot ional m istakes in pressure 

situat ions. A player that  cuts into the m iddle of the field in a two m inute drill when they had a clear opportunity 

for a first  down, run out  of bounds, and stop the clock did not  m aintain his poise as m uch as a player that  loses 

his cool, and com m its a personal foul after a key play. Point  Values: QB ( 2 ) , RB ( 2 ) , W R ( 2 ) , and TE ( 2 ) .  

Dem onstrates w illingness to sacrif ice for  the w elfare of the team : This can be a player laying his body on 

the line to absorb a big hit ,  play with a r isky injury in a big game to make a big cont r ibut ion, or even volunteering 

to play a different  role than desired to m ake his team  bet ter. Ronnie Brown and Cadillac William s could have been 

starters at  different  universit ies, but  neither t ransferred schools. I nstead they brought  the team  together with 

their abilit y to work as team m ates and led Auburn to an undefeated season in 2004. Point  Values: QB ( 1 ) , RB 

( 1 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE ( 2 ) .  

Clean public record throughout  college career: A player that  has m ade the news for being arrested, subject  

to team  disciplinary act ion, or poorly represent ing him self or his school in the m edia is a player with future 

potent ial issues based on this t rack record. These problem s if they recur, can potent ially cost  an NFL franchise 

m oney, team  chem ist ry, wins, and a good relat ionship with their com m unity.  Point  Values ( if scored as 

“no.”) : QB ( - 5 ) , RB ( - 5 ) , W R ( - 5 ) , and TE ( - 5 ) .  
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Decisions 

This is one of the key areas where a quarterback entering the NFL has the m ost  to learn before he becom es an 

effect ive starter. The speed of the gam e is significant ly faster. Offensive system s in the NFL are far m ore com plex 

due to the greater volum e of plays and the fact  defenses do a lot  m ore to confuse a quarterback than in the 

college gam e. One can understand why learning how to m ake the r ight  decision with split -second t im ing m ay be a 

t im e-consum ing process, but  one of ult im ately great  importance for long term  success. Som e NFL quarterbacks 

learn enough to lim it  their m istakes and allow their enorm ous physical talents to outweigh their occasional 

recklessness (Favre and Elway) . Others learn to consistent ly m ake the best  decision for the situat ion (Montana 

and Brady) . Good decision-  m aking has a lot  to do with awareness of quarter, down, and distance situat ions, and 

reading defensive tendencies prior to the snap and while he is dropping back into the pocket .  

Avoids throw ing into double coverage: The quarterback has an understanding of the defense to ident ify where 

there will be single coverage, and choose the best  opt ion on the play. When the quarterback is under pressure, he 

doesn’t  t ry to force the ball into double coverage when the situat ion doesn’t  dictate an at tem pt  out  of desperat ion. 

Point  Value: QB ( 5 ) .  

Looks off defenders in coverage: A skilled passer can m anipulate the defense to react  to where he is looking 

downfield. A savvy quarterback can spot  a cornerback looking into the backfield and then provide the defender a 

false im pression of what  he intends to do with the route. Even more often, he’ll look off the safety to create an 

opening for his pr im ary receiver. Point  Value: QB ( 3 ) .  

Effect ive use of pum p fakes: I n the sam e vein as looking off a safety, the abilit y to fake the m ot ion of throwing 

in a part icular direct ion forces the defense to react  in the direct ion of the fake. The pum p fake provides the 

quarterback m ore t im e to look downfield or it  creates m ore space for his receivers to operate in the coverage. A 

good pum p fake doesn’t  always require a full follow through. I n fact , som e of the bet ter fakes occur with both 

hands on the ball.  Rich Gannon developed a quality set  of pum p fakes as his career progressed. Point  Value: QB 

( 2 ) .  

Spreads the ball around to receivers: A quarterback that  reads the defense and avoids locking onto the 

pr im ary receiver with every play is already on his way towards becom ing a quality NFL quarterback. Staring at  the 

receiver as he runs his route before throwing the ball invites m ult iple defenders to m ake a break on the route and 

intercept  the ball.  On the other hand, a quarterback that  will rely on all his receiving opt ions, and avoid being 

predictable in the situat ions where he throws a specific receiver’s way, is much m ore challenging to a defense. 

When a quarterback ends the gam e with at  least  five receivers with m ult iple recept ions, that  player has 

dem onst rated the skill of spreading the ball around to his offensive skill players. Point  Value: QB ( 2 ) .  

Makes effect ive adjustm ents at  the line of scr im m age: An effect ive adjustm ent  before the snap of the ball 

occurs when the quarterback spots the intent ions of the defense and changes the play to exploit  its weakness. 

This can involve changing a run to a pass, a pass to a run, the offense’s form at ion, or a part icular route of a 

receiver. These adjustm ents often create gam e-changing plays and keep the defense guessing as to what  will 

happen next .  Peyton Manning may be the best  at  pre-snap adjustm ents in today’s NFL. Point  Value: QB ( 2 ) .  

Delivery 

The delivery is how the quarterback throws the ball beginning with his set  up, including the placem ent  and speed 

of his release point , and ending with the quality of the throw. A quarterback should be able to throw a catch able 

football with a quick release and from  a variety of angles without  a long, awkward delivery.  

Capable of delivering the football effect ively from  a variety of release points: The t radit ionally acceptable 

release point  is alm ost  direct ly over the head, but  closer to the ear of the quarterback’s throwing arm . For a 

quarterback of average height , this allows the ball to start  it s t rajectory at  a high enough point  to t ravel over the 

line of scrimm age. St ill,  there are com m on situat ions where a quarterback m ust  be able to release the ball at  a ¾  

delivery, side arm , or in som e other way in order to get  the ball around opposing players and to the open receiver. 

Bret t  Favre has dem onst rated his effect iveness throwing from a variety of release points and this enhances his 

abilit y to m ake plays under pressure inside the pocket  or on the m ove. Point  Value: QB ( 2 ) . 
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Throw s a catch able ball ( touch, t ight  spirals, e tc.) : A well- thrown spiral t ravels with bet ter aerodynam ics 

and is easier for a receiver to catch without  fight ing it .  Throwing the ball with the necessary velocity and arc for 

the situat ion also m akes the receiver’s job easier. A ball thrown the wrong way in the wrong situat ion can not  only 

result  in a m issed opportunity but  also generate a turnover. Joe Montana didn’t  have a gun for an arm , but  

consistent ly threw a football that  was one of the easiest  for receivers to catch. He knew when the throw the ball 

soft ly, when to put  a lot  of arc under a pass, and when to throw the football into a narrow area with zip. Point  

Value: QB ( 5 ) .   

Quick release: A quarterback that  can get  the ball out  of his hands quickly has a great  advantage over the 

defense because he can wait  unt il the last  possible m om ent  to throw the football.  This allows the quarterback to 

keep the defense guessing and they don’t  have the opportunity to react  to in t im e to defend the throw. A quick 

release also allows the quarterback to stand in the pocket  for a longer period of t im e, or throw routes that  require 

a last  m inute pass in order to avoid t ipping off the defense. Dan Marino had one of the m ore idea deliver ies of a 

football among pro quarterbacks. The Dolphins quarterback had one of the quickest  releases in history and despite 

his lack of mobility was one of the tougher quarterbacks for defenses to sack. Point  Value: QB ( 4 ) .  

Com pact  delivery: When a quarterback can throw the ball without  a significant  wind up, he protects the ball 

from  pressure in the pocket  and has m ore t im e to scan the field before com m it t ing to a receiver. The other part  of 

the equat ion that  m ade Marino tough to defend was his com pact  delivery. Point  Value: QB ( 4 )   

Durability 

The category for durability is designed to measure the player’s abilit y to play with pain, overcom e injury, and 

determ ine if he has any chronic issues that  m ay prevent  him  from  reaching his full potent ial as a pro. Som e 

injur ies are m ore a test  of the player’s work ethic than they are career- threatening occurrence. Others test  both 

their recuperat ive powers and character. More players slide in the draft  due to injury history than m ost  any other 

factor about  them .  

Missed few er than 1 0 %  of opportunit ies to play thus far  in college career: I f the player has m issed more 

than 10%  of his chances to play because of injury then it  speaks to either the severity of the injury, or possibly a 

low pain threshold in comparison to his peers. Point  Value: QB ( 1 ) , RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

Dem onstrates ability to perform  at  a  high level w hile playing w ith an injury: Several players will suit  up 

with injuries, but  not  all dem onst rate a level of perform ance that  m akes them  m ore than a decoy in the offensive 

schem e. Hines Ward dem onst rated his abilit y to be a playm aker as a senior at  the University of Georgia when he 

starred at  quarterback in the Peach Bowl versus Virginia while playing with his jaw wired shut . Point  Value: QB 

( 1 ) , RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

W ithout  chronic injuries throughout  college career: A chronic injury is when a player has an injury m ore 

than once to the sam e body part  while in school. While the injury could be m inor and have lit t le effect  on the 

player as a pro, it  is som ething worth checking out  because as the player ages, these sm all chronic injur ies can 

take longer to heal. Marc Bulger was a quarterback evaluated as a first  day talent , but  his durabilit y was a 

concern. Bulger’s career has reflected this evaluat ion:  a pro bowl talent , but  has m issed a significant  num ber of 

gam es already. Point  Value: QB ( 1 ) , RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

W ithout  injuries requir ing extensive rehabilitat ion during college career: These injur ies are the most  

serious issues because they often cause the player to lose som e am ount  of speed, athlet icism , or st rength for at  

least  a short - term  period, if not  the rem ainder of his playing career. Second year runner Frank Gore had first  

round talent , but  m ajor injur ies led talent  evaluators to quest ion whether he’d ever approach the sam e level of 

product ivity in the pros as he dem onst rated at  full health and as a prep star and collegian. Point  Value: QB ( 7 ) , 

RB ( 7 ) , W R ( 7 ) , and TE ( 7 ) .  

Elusiveness 

Elusiveness is the skill of avoiding contact . I f a runner dem onst rates he can use his abilit y to change direct ion, or 

dr ive the opposing defender off balance to either, avoid a hit  or the full im pact  of a hit , and st ill m anage to m ake 
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forward progress, he possesses an adequate am ount  of elusiveness to his running style. There are several 

techniques ball carr iers use to avoid hits. Som e runners have all the techniques in their arsenal and can keep 

defenders off balance with an endless variety of m oves, while others m ay only have a few effect ive m oves in 

certain situat ions. 

Displays effect ive low er body jukes w ithout  com ing to a com plete stop: These are the skills of using 

m oves while on the run that  fool the pursuing defender. These m oves include the stut ter-step;  spin moves, or 

giving and taking away a leg (when the runner creates the illusion to the defender that  the tackler has a good 

angle on the grabbing the runner’s leg but  is just  being set  up to m iss if he shoots for it ) . Barry Sanders and 

Marshall Faulk used these m oves to perfect ion.  Point  Values: RB ( 3 ) , W R ( 2 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

Displays effect ive upper body jukes w ithout  com ing to a com plete stop: Head fakes, shoulder fakes, and 

dips are the m ost  com m on upper body m oves runners use to lure the defender into breaking down too early in 

one-on-one situat ions in the open field. Sayers and Chuck Forem an used a lot  of upper body m ovem ent  to throw 

off an opposing defender. Since receivers spend m ore t im e in the open field, upper body moves generally have 

greater value to their overall game. Point  Values: RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 2 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

Dem onstrates the ability to avoid direct  shots: This category is less about  m oves and m ore about  a runner’s 

tendency to avoid the full force of a big hit .  Most  feature backs with higher than average longevity either 

aggressively deliver blows to the defense or understand how to avoid receiving them  on a consistent  basis. Corey 

Dillon and Curt is Mart in are backs that  never seem ed to take big hits throughout  their  careers. Point  Values: RB 

( 7 ) , W R ( 2 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

Dem onstrates effect ive start - stop m ovem ents: The abilit y to com e to a full stop and change direct ion is a 

start -stop m ovem ent . The best  start - stop m oves require few steps, if any, to com e to a full stop, which m akes the 

m ove m ore sudden and difficult  for a defender to adjust  while in pursuit .  Sanders, Em m it t  Sm ith, and Ladainian 

Tom linson all displayed terr ific start -stop m oves as runners. Point  Values: RB ( 2 ) , W R ( 2 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

Dem onstrates effect ive lateral m ovem ent : Lateral m ovem ent  is otherwise known as making cuts—sharp 

changes of direct ion to the left  or r ight  while st ill in st r ide or not  losing m uch speed. There are several kinds of 

cuts. Backs like Barry Sanders, Jam al Anderson, and Priest  Holm es m ade jum p cuts where they appear to be able 

to plant  both feet  and hop away from  on-com ing defenders as they take off in a different  direct ion.  Most  backs 

are able to plant  one foot  and change direct ion while on the run with som e degree of effect iveness. A back with 

good cut t ing abilit y can plant  and side step a defender that  has telegraphed his angle. A back with even bet ter 

lateral m ovem ent  can cut  across the backfield to take advantage of a lane opening up on the opposite side of the 

form at ion in which the play was intended to go. Som e of the best  backs of all t im e were able to m ake dram at ic 

cuts with m inim al steps and without  slowing down. Gale Sayers could cut  at  a 75-80 degree angle at  full speed on 

a m ud-caked field. Point  Values: RB ( 3 ) , W R ( 2 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

Pocket  Presence 

Pocket  presence takes the qualit ies one often finds in a good leader:  courage, intuit ion, and wisdom . The general 

public often m istakes the concept  of a m obile quarterback as a player with running back skills. There is no 

argum ent  that  a signal caller with this level of running abilit y can wreak havoc on a defense. But  if that  player 

cannot  adjust  his posit ion in the pocket  while keeping his eyes downfield and m aintain a posit ion where he can 

release the football without  having to reset  his feet , then he becom es m ore of a liability. First  and forem ost , a 

quarterback has to sense the pressure and possess a good internal clock about  the t im e he has to scan the field 

before making a decision. His decision should be dictated by his desire to m ake the best  play for his team in the 

context  of the gam e.  

Moves effect ively in the pocket  to buy t im e: A quarterback with good pocket  presence side-steps pressure 

while keeping his eyes downfield. He doesn’t  sacrifice his stance to the degree that  he cannot  m ake a quick, 

accurate throw. Less experienced quarterbacks can drop their head and at tem pt  dram at ic, elusive m oves to avoid 

pressure, but  they wind up com m it t ing to running the football because they lose their bead on the receivers. A 

quarterback with good m obility and pocket  presence understands when to roll out  and when to m ake a slight  

adjustm ent  with either the upper body or legs to elude the rush. I ’d argue that  Tom  Brady is m uch bet ter at  

eluding pressure in the pocket  with a completed pass as the end result  than Michael Vick, the most  elusive 
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quarterback in football.  Both have outstanding win- loss records, but  Brady is m ore dangerous because he can 

dist r ibute the ball for a big play under intense pressure. Vick’s plays under pressure m ore often have and all-or-

nothing result .  Point  Value: QB ( 7 ) .  

W illing to take a hit  and deliver the ball at  the last  second: A quarterback has to exhibit  the pat ience to 

deliver the ball at  the r ight  t im e for som e plays to be successful. A quarterback that  will stand in the pocket  and 

deliver a throw at  the last  second while knowing a defender is bearing down on him  is often rewarded with a 

com plet ion to a receiver breaking free from  single coverage for a big play. This is how the quarterback exhibits his 

comfort  level with physical play and where he can lead by example. Steve McNair, a quarterback with excellent  

m obility throughout  his career, has regularly exhibited the courage to take the last -second hit  to com plete a long 

touchdown pass. Point  Value: QB ( 2 ) .  

Senses pass rush: A quarterback should have an internalized m echanism  that  tells him  when the pocket  is about  

to break down and dictate when to take evasive act ion. This is m uch like a running back’s vision—som e players 

are m ore inst inct ive than others—but  the difference is the quarterback m ay have to use m ore than his sight  to 

feel the pressure. John Elway and Fran Tarkenton were great  at  sensing the rush. Elway reportedly could hear the 

blindside pursuit  as well as use his peripheral vision to see the progression of the shadows to gauge when to 

break the pocket . I f you watch his highlights, he often eluded backside pressure that  would have resulted in a 

sack or fum ble with m ost  quarterbacks. Point  Value: QB ( 3 ) .  

W illing to throw  the ball aw ay to avoid sacks: This is one thing m ost  quarterbacks have to learn when then 

enter the NFL. The compet it ive fire to make a play often takes over, and they at tem pt  to keep the play alive—

often to the det r im ent  of a sack or turnover. I n m ost  down and distance situat ions, throwing the ball away is a 

preferred alternat ive for a pro quarterback under pressure. Peyton Manning is one of the m ore pat ient  signal 

callers in the NFL. While one of the m ost  aggressive downfield throwers in football today, he is am ong the best  at  

knowing when to throw the ball out  of bounds. His throws are often in a safe range of a receiver to m ake the 

catch with giving the defense a chance to m ake the play. Manning understands how to keep his team  in the gam e 

with m inim al r isk. Point  Value: QB ( 2 ) .  

Pow er 

Sim ply put , Power  is a football player’s ability to m ove forward when a defender presents him  self as a physical 

obstacle at tem pt ing to stop his progress. The variety of m ethods a player can use to address this obstacle and the 

how effect ively he can overcom e what  im pedes him  determines the player’s overall score within this category. 

Walter Payton’s style of play epitom ized the techniques of a power runner. The fact  Payton was not  a big back 

illust rates the point  that  power often has as m uch to do with aggression, leverage, and determ inat ion as it  does 

size and m om entum . 

Displays leg pow er to dr ive through arm  tackles: To get  a posit ive score, the ball carr ier m ust  consistent ly 

dem onst rate the abilit y to run through, or pull away from  a defender’s at tem pt  to grab the runner’s body. The 

defender m ay be of any size, and an at tem pted arm  tackle is to grab any part  of the ball carr ier ’s body to br ing 

him  down. I f the runner cannot  m ake forward progress by running past  the at tem pt  when grabbed, he does not  

receive credit . I f the player t r ips from  an at tem pted arm  tackle to the legs but  the defender could only manage to 

hit  the leg, ankle, or foot  but  not  hold on through the tackle, then the player st ill receives credit . A dem onst rat ion 

of consistency is for the runner to exhibit  this skill on at  least  75%  of the chances a defender has to arm  tackle 

him  in a gam e. Walter Payton is the best  exam ple of a runner that  uses this technique as well as the st iff-arm , 

and init iat ing contact . Point  Values: RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

Displays effect ive st iff- arm : To receive a posit ive score, the ball carr ier m ust  be able to extend his arm  and 

m ake contact  with the defender. At  this point , he must  either m aintain his space from  the tackler and keep the 

defensive player away from  his body, or knock the player backwards. Point  Values: RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE 

( 1 ) .  

Dem onstrates ability to init ia te contact , run behind pads, and punish defenders: These are the 

techniques an aggressive runner uses when they ant icipate contact . Ball carriers lower their heads or shoulder 

into a hit , or init iate the hit  with a forearm  adequately dem onst rates this tendency. Effect ive use of these 
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techniques not  only m akes the runner m ore difficult  to tackle, but  the ball carrier takes less punishm ent  than he 

delivers—wearing down the defense’s will and stam ina. Point  Values: RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

Dem onstrates good body- lean w hen finishing runs: I t  is a fundam ental point  of coaching for a runner to fall 

forward for ext ra yardage as a defender m akes the tackle. I n addit ion, a low pad level with the shoulders learning 

forward and the knees bent  gives the ball carr ier a leverage advantage in a collision with another player. The 

advantage often t ranslates into ext ra yardage after contact . Edgerr in Jam es m ay be the best  act ive runner in the 

gam e when it  com es to his abilit y to stay low, and gain ext ra yardage upon contact  with a defensive player. Point  

Values: RB ( 3 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

Gains yards after  contact / second- third effort  runner: Often known as a runner that  “dies hard,”  this is a ball 

carr ier that  succeeds m oving forward after a hit  or an at tem pted tackle. The amount  of yardage gained isn’t  part  

of the cr iter ia—as long as the init ial hit  does not  perm anent ly halt  the player’s forward progress. Several backs 

are known for their  abilit y to gain yards after contact . Clinton Port is and Corey Dillon have been known for this 

skill though their style of play is often a study in cont rast  because Dillon is far m ore physical a player than Port is. 

St ill,  Port is is a product ive back in a power offense. Point  Values: RB ( 7 ) , W R ( 2 ) , and TE ( 2 ) .  

Receiving 

There are many possible things to lump under the category of receiving. For the sake of establishing clear, 

cr iter ia, the checklist  format  considers receiving:   

1. The act  of catching the football  

2. The adjustm ents a player must  make with the ball in the air   

3. How consistent ly the player m akes a recept ion in lieu of their imm ediate environm ent  

Wide receivers and t ight  ends generally run m ore int r icate routes and encounter m ore com plex coverage than 

runners, so their  checklists split  out  routes from  receiving skills. Runners on the other hand, sim ply have a m ore 

generic route- running category grouped with their  overall skill as a receiver.    

A consistent  target  in the passing gam e: This point  only applies to runners. I f the back is targeted on average 

3-4 t im es per gam e, he is a player coaches want  to use as a weapon in the passing gam e. Brian Westbrook 

epitom izes a back that  is seen as m ajor part  of his team ’s passing at tack. Point  Value: RB ( 3 ) . 

Runs precise routes: This only applies to the RB checklist  because the variety of routes for backs to run in m ost  

passing gam es consist  of swing passes, passes to the flat , screen plays, circling out  of the backfield over the 

m iddle, and the occasional wheel route deep. Most  of the routes require the back to run to a general area, sit  

down in a zone of space, and wait  for the throw.  Point  Value: RB ( 1 ) .  

Catches the ball w ith hands first / Consistent ly catches ball w ith hands w ithout  juggling: A good receiver 

understands the best  way to br ing in a pass with opt im al cont rol over the ball is to catch the ball with one’s hands 

first , and arm s extended away from  the body. A receiver that  uses his hands first ,  has a greater chance to m ake a 

successful second effort  on a ball he can’t  init ially cont rol.  I n cont rast , a player that  catches the ball with his body 

has to deal with a m ore violent  r icochet  if he doesn’t  gain init ial cont rol.  I n addit ion, a receiver that  catches the 

ball with his hands naturally establishes a wide area for the quarterback to through a catch-able pass. The basic 

technique of catching a football is to have one’s thum bs up when catching a ball at  least  chest -high, and thum b’s 

down with passes thrown lower. Although som e backs are a m ajor part  of the passing gam e with som e NFL team ’s 

the type of throws m ade to the backs don’t  place opt im al expectat ions on hands technique because they are seen 

as long hand offs. Torry Holt  has excellent  catching technique. Point  values: RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 5 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .   

Dem onstrates the ability to m ake the difficult  catch: There are a num ber of ways to define a difficult  catch. 

Tight  coverage where the defender(s)  have the advantage, passes that  require an acrobat ic effort ,  or recept ions 

that  require excellent  skills at  t racking the ball in the air  such as over the shoulder grabs up the center of the field 

and the ball thrown direct ly over the receiver’s head. Think Brandon Lloyd or Randy Moss when im agining these 

catches. Point  Values: RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  
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Catches ball w ell w ith his back to the quarterback/ line of scrim m age: Several routes are designed so the 

receiver can catch the ball while heading up field to gain m axim um  yardage. A receiver that  can turn back from  

the waist  while on the run or catch the ball over his shoulder can m axim ize the space between him self and the 

coverage on a well- thrown ball.  Torry Holt  and I saac Bruce m ade these types of routes into an art  form  in the 

Ram s offense. Point  Values: RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .  

Consistent ly m akes recept ions on catch- able balls: This is the pr im ary job of a receiver. The definit ion of a 

catch-able ball is anything not  defined as a difficult  catch. Certainly the ball is catch-able even when the recept ion 

is difficult  to m ake, but  a good way to re-phrase this point  is to say does the receiver m ake the easy catches. 

Marvin Harrison is a m odel of consistency.  Point  Values: RB ( 3 ) , W R ( 7 ) , and TE ( 7 ) .  

Adjusts to the ball in the air:  The receiver can leap, extend his arm s, or turn his body to create the best  

opportunity to catch a ball.  Backs are rarely required to run routes where they have to m ake these types of 

adjustm ents to the ball.  Randy Moss and Chad Johnson m ake this look easy. Point  Values: W R ( 2 )  and TE ( 2 ) .  

Catches the ball in t ight  coverage: The receiver can m ake a recept ion when a defender is close enough to 

disrupt  the pass with his body, shield the throw from  the receiver’s line of sight , or to jar the ball loose with a 

blow to the receiver. Larry Fitzgerald and Keyshawn Johnson are receivers that  have been well known to present  

them selves as big targets in t ight  coverage and shield the ball from  their com pet it ion. Point  Values: W R ( 5 )  and 

TE ( 5 ) .  

Catches the ball in high t raffic areas: This is a case where the receiver can be wide open but  is catching the 

ball in a space where linebackers and defensive backs are within range to hit  him  with a running start  short ly after 

he m akes contact  with the ball. This is the ult im ate display of courage and concent rat ion for a receiver. Michael 

I rvin m ade a living on these throws throughout  his career. Point  Values: W R ( 3 )  and TE ( 3 ) .  

Consistent ly holds onto the ball w hen hit : I t  m ay seem  logical that  this point  could be grouped with the point  

above, but  there are num erous situat ions where a receiver is in no danger of absorbing a hard hit  but  st ill fails to 

m aintain cont rol of the ball after the defender m akes contact . Once again, this point  illust rates the player’s 

concent rat ion and com fort  level with physical play. Hines Ward and Larry Fitzgerald fit  the m old here. Point  

Values: W R ( 4 )  and TE ( 4 ) .  

Routes 

I f the concept  of gaining separat ion is about  how to run and turn in order to get  open, route running is m ore 

about  the awareness of where and when to run and turn. Running effect ive pass pat terns takes precision and 

t im ing. I t  also takes awareness of how the defense and offense are react ing to each other before the snap. A 

great  route runner with awareness of the gam e (Steve Largent , Cris Carter, and Art  Monk)  can have a very long 

career at  the receiver posit ion because he relies less on speed than his peers to get  the job done.   

Runs precise routes: A precise route requires t im ing and good footwork because the pass pat terns are often 

designed to be in sync with the quarterback’s drop. I f the receiver does not  get  to the desired spot  in t im e, the 

quarterback has to hesitate and the result  can be a m isfired throw or a sack. I n addit ion to t im ing, a good route 

covers the required distance to gain the intended yardage. A coach calls plays that  m atch the gam e situat ion in 

term s of down and distance, and the pass routes have a lot  to do with the choice. When the intended distance of 

the route is run within the expected amount  of t ime, the receiver is m ost  likely catching a well- thrown pass 

thrown at  the precise m om ent  when the quarterback finishes his drop. I saac Bruce is a terr ific route runner that  

m akes the m ore challenging interm ediate routes look easy. Point  Values: W R ( 7 )  and TE ( 7 ) .  

Finds the opening in zone coverage: Som et imes get t ing to the open area isn’t  as m uch about  creat ing the 

space with precision and t im ing, but  with an understanding of where the natural opening occur within a defensive 

form at ion against  a specific offensive play. This is what  it  m eans to find the “ soft  spot ”  in zone coverage—a 

coverage type where the specific defenses cover an area as opposed to a specific offensive player. Tight  ends are 

frequent ly asked to find the soft  spot  and sit—in other words, face the quarterback and provide a big, easy target  

for him . Point  Values: W R ( 5 )  and TE ( 5 ) .  
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Adjusts to the QB w hen the play breaks dow n: Offensive football has becom e such a refined aspect  of the 

sport , but  there is st ill a fair  am ount  of im provisat ion because defenses are equally prepared for what  they 

encounter in a contest  and render the original intent  of the play ineffect ive. When this happens, receivers are 

coached to break off their  routes. They either m ake their way back to the quarterback, or m odify their routes to 

run in a direct ion that  provides the signal caller a downfield opt ion. Whether or not  this is coached on a regular 

basis, a quality receiver has established a rapport  with his quarterback to alter his route and m ake him self the 

best  possible target  for his team m ate t rying to m ake a throw under pressure. Keenan McCardell and Rod Sm ith 

cont inue to make a liv ing in the NFL because among other things, they do a great  job get t ing to the r ight  place at  

the r ight  t ime for their quarterback. Point  Values: W R ( 3 )  and TE ( 3 ) .  

Aw areness of the sideline: Most  people associate a receiver’s awareness of the sideline as being able to catch 

the ball with both feet  in bounds. This is part  of the equat ion, but  not  all.  I t  also has to do with the receiver using 

the sideline to his advantage when running a pass route. On deep routes, a receiver that  keeps enough distance 

between him self and the sideline is actually creat ing m ore cushion for him  to back away from  a defensive back in 

t ight , inside coverage, and gaining more room to make a catch while in bounds. I n cont rast , a receiver m ay use 

the sideline and his body as natural barr iers to prevent  the defensive back from  m aking a break on the football.  

Point  Values: W R ( 2 )  and TE ( 2 ) .  

Scram bling 

Technically speaking, scram bling is m ore about  the abilit y to keep the play alive behind the line of scr im m age with 

the intent  to com plete a pass, but  I ’m  gauging it  more to skills used to gain posit ive yardage as a runner. Clearly 

John Elway and Fran Tarkenton, two quarterbacks I  m ent ioned earlier in this category, were excellent  runners and 

it  was the sam e skill set  they used to buy t im e to throw the ball.  There is an ent ire range of running threats at  the 

quarterback posit ion. Michael Vick is a breakaway threat  that  can score from  anywhere on the field. A quarterback 

like Jake Plum m er can outside the pocket  to gain first  downs in long yardage situat ions, but  is m ore of a classic 

scram bler. Mat t  Hasselbeck and Ben Roethlisberger have the type of m obility to gain yards when the play breaks 

down, but  m ore as a last  resort .  

Effect ively gains yards w hen breaking the pocket : When the quarterback chooses to leave the pocket  either 

on a roll out  with the opt ion to run, designed sweep, or a quarterback draw, he should dem onst rate the speed, 

elusiveness, and/ or power to gain posit ive yardage expected from  a pr im ary ball carrier. Jake Plum m er, and a 

healthy Steve McNair and Daunte Culpepper possess these type of skills Point  Value: QB ( 2 ) .  

Effect ively gains yards w hen the pocket  collapses: When the quarterback is forced to run because of 

pressure that  forces him  up the m iddle of the field or to the perim eter, he should be able to avoid the sack and 

gain at  least  a sm all am ount  of posit ive yardage (2-3 yards) . An exam ple of a player that  shows an adequate level 

of skill in this area is Tom  Brady. The Pat r iots quarterback is not  a good runner, but  he can m ore often than not  

avoid the sack in these situat ions. Point  Value: QB ( 1 ) .  

Capable of breaking big gains as a runner: These are quarterbacks that  can break runs of 20-yards or m ore in 

either of the two situat ions described above. Vick, and Donovan McNabb both possess big-play abilit y as runners. 

Point  Value: QB ( 2 ) . 

Separat ion 

The key com ponent  to get t ing open against  t ight  coverage is the receiver creat ing space between him self and the 

defender. The concept  of separat ion from  the defender in college football differs considerably from  the NFL. The 

saying “ I f you’re even,  you’re leavin’,”  describes the fact  that  successful plays are executed in t ight  spaces in the 

pros. I f an NFL receiver has m ore than a step on his coverage, this is considered a grand opportunity for the 

quarterback to com plete a pass for a big play, if not  a score. Creat ing separat ion involves speed, quickness, 

physical play, and savvy. Hall of Fam e receiver, Steve Largent  had the speed of a receiver that  belonged on the 

bench, but  he was a m aster at  gaining separat ion on any kind of route—short , interm ediate, or long—and this 

m ade him  difficult  for defenses to stop.  
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Can physically break jam : The NFL uses a lot  m ore press coverage than the college gam e. Press coverage 

entails the DB lining up close to the receiver and aggressively init iat ing contact  to delay the receiver from  

releasing into his route. The st rategy is to disrupt  the t im ing in the offense’s passing gam e and afford the pass 

rush m ore t im e to pressure the quarterback. College receivers init ially have difficulty beat ing the jam  so the 

t im ing or locat ion of the route isn’t  com prom ised in the process. They m ust  be able to use a variety of m oves the 

gain a leverage advantage and quickly out -m uscle their opponent  from  the beginning. Point  Values: W R ( 2 )  

and TE ( 2 ) .  

Can use elusiveness to break jam : Footwork, head fakes, and upper body fakes can all cont r ibute to defeat ing 

press coverage with a m inim al am ount  of contact . A receiver that  effect ively varies his techniques has the m ost  

success. Point  Values: W R ( 2 )  and TE ( 2 ) .  

Uses body to shield the defender from  the ball: This is one of the best  ways to gain separat ion in t ight  

coverage. On routes such as fades, hitches, or curls the receiver faces the quarterback and uses his back to 

present  a natural barr ier between him  self and the ball.  Point  Values: W R ( 3 )  and TE ( 3 ) . 

Creates separat ion w ith burst  out  of breaks: Exploding out  of cut  or break is sim ilar to a runner’s abilit y to 

accelerate through a hole. The m ore sudden the receiver is with his breaks, the m ore effect ively he can gain 

separat ion on a variety of routes that  require a quick turn (curls and hitches)  or breaks (digs, outs, out  and ups, 

etc.) . Marvin Harr ison excels in this aspect  of get t ing open because he keeps his hips low which allows him  to 

m ore naturally accelerate in and out  of his cuts. Point  Values: W R ( 5 )  and TE ( 5 ) .  

Gains not iceable separat ion on interm ediate/ deep routes: Fly pat terns, stut ter and go routes, st reaks, 

posts, and deep slants are pat terns where the receiver creates separat ion with both accelerat ion and long speed. 

Some receivers can get  open with “build-up speed.”  These players are generally long-st r iders that  take longer to 

get  to top speed, but  gain separat ion as they achieve the top end of their st r ide. Santana Moss and Steve Sm ith 

are receivers with both explosive, short -area accelerat ion and long speed. Just in McCareins has deep speed but  is 

m ore of a long-st r ider. Point  Values: W R ( 2 )  and TE ( 2 ) .  

Speed 

A player can be fast  in different  contexts. Speed can be m easured over a variety of distances and direct ions. 40 

yards in a st raight  line is the m ost  recognizable form at  that  people use to m easure a football player’s speed. While 

interm ediate to long- range sprint ing speed has its benefits, there are other com ponents of being “ fast ,”  as a 

football player. This includes short  area burst—or accelerat ion—and non- linear speed. I t  is also a lot  different  for a 

player to run fast  in condit ions when he isn’t  in several pounds of pads, hasn’t  been hit  dozens of t im es for 45-50 

m inutes, and his stam ina level is less than opt im al. Throw in the fact  the player running at  the com bine isn’t  being 

asked to think and react  to outside st im uli such as a called play, or opposing defenders t rying to take his head off, 

and there’s a good reason to wonder whether funct ional speed is overlooked in the evaluat ion process. A football 

player that  can’t  m ake good decisions inst inct ively is no longer as fast  as a player that  can react  rather than think. 

This is why players such as Mike Anderson, Michael I rvin, and Priest  Holm es have m ade several big plays 

throughout  their careers but  lacked the im pressive stopwatch speed at  their respect ive posit ions. 

Dem onstrates effect ive short  area burst / Gains separat ion w ith burst  out  of breaks: A ball carr ier or 

receiver that  can accelerate to full speed within a short  distance and that  full speed is fast  enough to separate 

from  those st ill at tem pt ing to accelerate in pursuit  has an effect ive short  area burst . A player with good 

accelerat ion is m ore likely to gain significant , posit ive yardage than a player with bet ter long- range speed that  

needs a bit  m ore distance to achieve the sam e or bet ter rate. Em m it t  Sm ith was a perfect  exam ple of a player 

that  lacked elite stopwatch speed, but  possessed great  accelerat ion. Point  Values: RB ( 7 ) , W R ( 5 ) , and TE ( 5 ) .  

Dem onstrates the ability to separate from  the 1 st  and 2 nd w ave of defenders/ Gains not iceable 

separat ion on interm ediate and deep routes: When a ball carr ier or receiver can create a tangible space 

between him self and a pursuing defender during a run or pass route in t ight  coverage of at  least  15-20 yards in 

length and the defender cannot  m ake a play, this runner or receiver has adequate interm ediate to long-range, 

football speed. The specified distance of 15-20 yards is generally the m axim um  space between the linebackers 

and defensive backs and the line of scr immage. I f a player can pull away from  players when they get  into this 

area of the field, they have enough long-  range speed to be considered a breakaway threat  in a football gam e. 
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Running back Stephen Davis was rarely a threat  to break a run of over 15-20 yards, but  was st ill a quality starter 

for m any years, which supports the point  that  short  area burst  is in m any cases a m ore im portant  factor. Point  

Values: RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 2 ) , and TE ( 2 ) .  

Dem onstrates the ability to turn the corner on designed plays to the outside: Running plays to the edge 

of a defense require a com binat ion of both accelerat ion and maintaining an adequate level of speed as the player 

is changing direct ion on the m ove. Edgerr in Jam es is no longer a back that  can separate from  the 1st and 2nd wave 

of defenders on a consistent  basis, but  he st ill has the ability to get  to the perim eter of the defense and gain 

posit ive yardage. Point  Value: RB ( 3 ) .  

 

Vision 

Two of the most  im portant  factors that  separate a talented runner from  a talented athlete are the level of com fort  

he has with physical contact  (his heart ) , and his abilit y to ant icipate and exploit  the best  places to run with the 

football (Vision) . Locat ing the best  place to run requires a runner to vary his rate of speed, set  up the blocks in 

front  of him , and m ove in one direct ion to exploit  daylight  in another. Vision requires a high level of intuit ion and 

backs or receivers with great  vision and st rong fundam entals as a runner exhibit  a style that  is akin to a great  

im proviser in m usic or the spoken word—inst inct ive, on the edge, but  in cont rol of the m om ent . Vision is the 

com m on denom inator among great  runners. Gale Sayers, Jim  Brown, and Marshall Faulk all had great  vision and 

each had a running style vast ly different  from  each other.   

Makes good decisions w here to run: This sounds like a very general thing to use as cr iter ia to judge a back, 

but  the concept  is that  sim ple. I f the play is designed to go up the m iddle on regular down and distance play, but  

there is a huge opening off tackle, does the runner at tem pt  to get  outside or just  ram  it  into the pile? A good 

runner often spots the potent ial hole before the snap, but  st ill m akes the adjustm ent  if he sees som ething bet ter 

that  is within his reach. Point  Value: RB ( 7 ) .  

Displays pat ience in t raffic ( sets up blocks) : Although a runner som et im es has to create openings with a 

physical style in short -yardage situat ions, a quality ball carrier is capable of wait ing for his blockers to reach their 

assignm ents before he runs through the opening. The Kansas City Chiefs explain this concept  as effect ively 

running through the layers of the defense—som ething Priest  Holm es has been great  at  doing as a runner. A 

pat ient  runner will hesitate in his m ovem ent  to allow a player in front  of him  to pass or m ake a play, but  is 

decisive in his act ions. A tentat ive runner will hesitate, but  is m erely looking for an opening rather than set t ing it  

up. An RB has a greater point  value for his area than receivers because the nature of his job is to run in t raffic 

with greater frequency. Point  Values: RB ( 3 ) , W R ( 1 ) , and TE ( 1 ) .    

Takes good angles aw ay from  defenders in the open field: A runner with good inst incts and peripheral vision 

has the ability to alter the direct ion of his run just  enough to prevent  a defender in pursuit  from  catching up to 

him . The t im ing and direct ion of this decision is what  m akes this open field technique and effect ive way to m ake a 

big play despite the fact  the defensive player has exhibited enough recovery speed to get  within distance of 

m aking a tackle. Gale Sayers was m asterful at  this type of running. Receivers have a higher point  value for his 

area than backs because they m ore frequent ly get  the ball in the open field. Point  Values: RB ( 1 ) , W R ( 2 ) , and 

TE ( 1 ) .  
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